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Slav People and Its Loss Would Mean the
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Agreement to Disagree
Will Be Announced With- in the Next Few Days,

.

EARLY ENACTMENT OF
SOLDIER BONUS BILL

uuestion"ofarming
merchantmen is up

Foreign Debt Funding Measure is Slated for Consideration Soon; Senate Pro- gram Outlined,

Some Delegates Are Studying This Question As It
May Relate to the
Naval Treaty,

By Th

AsKoclnted

-

Debt Funding Measnwv
Senate leaders had today an outline of a program for the senate
which indicated that after disposing of the Newberry contest, and
the proposed amendment to th
federal reserve act, action first
would be sought on the foreign
debt funding measure. The soldier
bonus bill was slated as next, with
provisions for payment dependent
largely by the final form of .the
debt funding legislation. Republican party conferences
on each
for the
question are scheduled
near future It was understood.
Following the bonus bill, senators said, cither the tariff or the
arms treaty would be the senate's
work. Some senators did not be- Ileve that the tariff bill would be
ready to take third placo whilo
others declared that the Import
tax schedules would be completed by
February 15, a date which they
believed would be earlier than the
treaties would be submitted.
President Harding was said to
have indicated his view that congressional members should furnish
s,
the leadership and basis for
particularly on formulating
policies, but expressed a desire to
Secretary Weeks sug
gested mat the debated questions
should be thrown into party caucus and that the majority having
so developed its views, should proceed to enact legislation according-

(By Tli Aocli,trd TrcM.)
Washington, Jan. 8 (by the AsAs
the arms
sociated
Press.)
conference prepared to begin discussion of f.ie "iiat draft of the five
some delepower naval treaty,
gates aro studying the question of
arming merchant vessels as it may
relate to" the agreement.
In no quarter is there apparent
a disposition to raise an issue which
might endanger the treaty at this
but
point in the negotiations,
among foreign delegations it is
predicted privately that the armed
ship problem will be one of the
most difficult of the collateral
questions to arise when the final
draft is gone over.
Italians, Japanese and French
all are said to feel that if merchantmen are to be permitted to
arm, the effect might be not only
to vitiate the project to limit Into
dividual auxiliary
warships
10,000 tons each, but It might also
in a great disadvantage to
j result
the nations which have small merchant fleets.
Beyond saying that the status
of a merchant Hhip is to be the
status well understood in international law. the American and British delegates are not willing to
discuss the subject. It Is the view
in some quarters, however,
that
tho British may bring the point up
for discussion.
Sunday Session.
The subcommittee draft Of, the
was
treaty
virtually completed' tonight, after a
Sunday
of the naval experts, and the
full naval committee probably will
begin discussion of It tomorrow or
Tuesday. A plenary session to
make the treaty public probably
will follow this week, and then thdelegates will turn their full attention to unsettled far east questions.
Meantime, the Shantung controversy remains in deadlock, hut
hepe of an -- agreement this week
was expressed in American quarters,. Tho mediation of Secretary
Hughes and Arthur J. Balfour Is
looked on by the Americans and
British as almost certain to bring
the two groups together, although
this optimism is not shared by all
Chinese and Japanese delegates.
It is evident that the Shantung
problem has been brought to a
delicate stage, where either a
settlement or an agreement to disagree will be announced within n
few days.
The question of arming merchantmen has arisen In connection
with the attempt of the naval experts to Include in the treaty a definition of the term "warship."
Such a definition is regarded by
the naval authorities as necessary,
particularly in view of the 10,000-to- n
auxiliary limit and the related
provision prohibiting any auxiliary
craft from carrying nuns of more
than eight-inc- h
cajlber.
Although ni- - announcement was
made after today's meeting of the
experts there were indications that
the attempt to define an auxiliary
warship was giving the committee
considerable trouble.
In it, it is
said, is Involved the question of
e
relations
between merchant fleets and war fleets.
Position of Italians.
The position of the Italians waa
(Continued on Page Two.;

Mme. Rene Batigne.

Mme.Kcno Batigne, visiting in
Washington while her husband
continues his duties as a member
of the French delegation to the
arms conference, was Mifw Claire
Voight of Js'ew York before her
marriage. She was a prominent
mefigure in social circles In the
tropolis.
.
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Probably Won't Reach the
Point of Efficiency
100
But Is Nearing the
est Possible Point.

High-

(By The Associated 1'rri.B.)

six-ho-

one-ha-

Objections Voleeil.
Objections were voiced. It was
said, by participants from congress.. Operations of a considerable number of western republican senators, associated in the agricultural bloc, though embarrassing to the administration, It was
represented by the associates, were
dictated not by hostility to the administration, but by political sentiment In their own states which
hazard their
The cry
of "caucus domination," If raised,
was
force
it
them,
might
argued, In
with four or five
open
republican senators now sitting,
whose definite purpose was
to be to annoy the republican
administration.
The president
his
sltlon towards attempted amendment of the federal reserve act,
which would require him, if adopted, specifically to appoint a farmer
on the reserve board. He would
not object, Jt was said, to some requirements specifying represents-tlve- s
of agriculture. Industry and
commerce, but does oppose a single mandate for a farmer.
Further, the conference formulated the view that very considerable accomplishment had been registered ,by congress under the re- (Continued on Pago Two.)
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treaty.
i Strabane. Tyrone,
Ireland. Jan.
8.
There were scenes of wild enthusiasm here last night when
news of the ratification of the
peace treaty became known.

Belfast, .Tan.
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Cannes, France, Jan. 8. News of
the ratification of the Irish peace
treaty was received with the greatest of satisfaction by the British
delegation to tho allied supreme
council. The small majority was
regarded as satisfactory under the
and as giving ascircumstances,
surance that tho treaty will be carout.
ried

Press). "The victory of the mod- -,
eratcs In the dall offers a hopeful
opportunity ifor securing a united
Ireland If only Sir James Craig and
his colleagues rise to the occasion."
said the Most Rev. Joseph Mac-- 1
Rory, Roman Catholic bishop of
the diocese of Down and Connor.ln
a ftatement to the Associated Press
today.
"I am' convinced that a snort
time will show the people o2 the
north that it is better to Join now
on more favorable terms than they

10

A

--

,

Belfast. Jan. 8 (by the Associated Pressl. "What a blessing it
would be if there was'unlon among
the Irish people," said Cardinal
Logue today. Ho' said ratification
waa a necessity for the country and
that all the people , were for the

ft
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Moscow, Jan. 8. Russia is no
placo to spend a holiday according to fjerge Solovieff, formerly a
business man of New York City
and Syracuse, N. Y., and later a
corporal In the- u. s. sixteenth.
Field Artillery, who recently ar
rived here on his way home, full
of troubles and minus his clothes
and $100 in cash taken from him
at the frontier between- Soviet
Russia and the Far Eastern republic.
Mr. Solovieff related that after
16 years in New York he had acsome
cumulated
money and
thought he could afford a holiday
and improve his health.
Last June he left Seattle for
Japan and then, as he speaks Russian, decided to wander through
Siberia. Then he continued west,
thinking to visit Moscow." But at
the frontier, hev was stopped by
as is familiarly
the "Cheka."
termed the active police, his papers, money and clothes taken
from him and he Was told these
as
would be held in
was free in Soviet
"everything
Russia," and plenty of new clothes
and money could be had for the
asking. '
After ft fruitless visit to the
"Cheka," headquarton where he
heard light conversation about
d
of his fellow pass- how
cngers had Just been shot by mis- take pending a closer examination
of their papers, he got aboard a

j
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departing train and reached 6a-- 1
mara.
There, he saw some .American!

tumor-morro-

from the American Relief Admin- -

istration who gave him work at
the rate of 75 cents a week, some
food and clothes, and later he
eame in to Moscow, where
able to got papers to take
Riga, outside the Russia
everything and everybody

he was
him to

'

.where!
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Prayers of Thanksgiving Go
Up From the People, But
the Future is Viewed With
Great Anxiety.

Eli ERRY

war-tim-

PACT

likely will get by waiting," he said.
BURNS FATAL TO FOUR.
Galveston. Texas. Jan. 8. Four
Denver, Colo., Jan. 8. New Mexico: Generally fair Monday and children died last night as the renot much sult of burns received when a
probably
Tuesday;
Christmas tree in the home of Mr.
change in temperature.
Arizona: Partly .cloudy and oc- and Mrs. E, P. Biron caught fire.
unsettled'
casionally
Monday; Tuest
day, generally fair; not . much
change in temperature.
DISORDERS IN BELFAST.
IOCAL REPORT.
Belfast. Jan. 8. Thero was
R renewal of the disorders toConditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
night when the military with
recorded by the university:
machine guns were compelled
GO
to disperse rioters Jn Town-sen- d
Highest temperature
Lowest
22
street. Them nlso were
28
disturbances In Percy sreet
Range
i 36
Mean
In which a woman was
76
wounded
Humidity at 6 a. in
6
m
at
"28
One man was wounded in a
p.
Humidity
- nffroy
...None
Precipitation
Saturday
shooting
12
Maxlmirm wind velocity......
night.
of
Direction
North
wind
Character of day
.Clear
i
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THE PUBLIC WELFARE FORBIDS

Six-ho-

Chicago, Jan. 8. The prohibition
law is not a fJllure and while enforcement of it probably, never will
reach the 100 per cent point of efficiency, it rapidly is approaching
the highest possible point. It. A.
Haynes, national prohibiten director, said today in nn address.
"No law can be enforced 100 per
cent," he said, declaring that the
chief present obstacles in enforceact were
ment of the VoiEvo--.r- f
apathetic citizens "and lethargic
publlo officials.
"The 'wets' have spread carefully planned propoganda to make it
appear that the prohibition law is
a failure and cannot be enforced,"
he said.
"The propagandists put in capital
letters the liquor imported Into this
country. The facts show that the
total lmpor:a:;on curing the past
fiscal year were
of one
per cent of the total consumption
of liquor In tho United States tho
year before prohibition.
"Propaganda says crime has increased. Facts show that the crime
wave is world wide. Facts show
that arrests for drunkenness have
decreased 60 per cent In this country.
"Facts show that liquor withdrawals from warehouses during
October were only fifty per cent of
the withdrawals in the previous
October."
In another address at a church
tonight he said that the shouting
against prohibition was merely the
"public's whisky weaning pains."
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FAILBBE, CHIEF
HAYflES STATES!

agree-nient-

ly.

inter-allie-

Five-Pow- er

Orand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 8.
Ten elders of tho Seventh
church were poisoned
at the morning service today
when they drank varnish thut
had been poured into a communion cup in tho belief it was
sacramental wine. Two of tho
elders were said to be in a critical condition. ,
The church recently had been
repaired and In the store room
where the sacramental wine Is
kept In a Jug, several jugs of
varnish had been stored,' An
official of the church is said to
have mistaken the varnish for
wine when he filled the communion cup.
Ten elders were the first to
drink. As tho cup was being
passed to other members of the
congregation, the ciders were
seen to fall. Many church members became panic stricken and
A
rushed from the edifice.
physician was summoned and
the stricken men taken to hospitals or their homes.
The communion
cup was
passed to tho elders Immediately after Rev. D. A. Van Lum-me- l,
the pastor, had completed
d
Elder John
his sermon.
was the first to drink.
The others collapsed in rapid
Little
succession.
hope was
held for the recovery of Elder
whose condition
Folkertsma,
was said to bo the most serious
of the ten.

FAMOUS BANKER'S "I
DAUGHTER iS WED

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
"Recognition of the Russian le
Washington, Jan. 8 (by the As
sociated Press.)
John J.
gitimate, rights in accordance with
a Russian engineer and the treaty of 1S!)G would make It
a builder of the Chinese Eastern possible to establish the council of
railway, arrived today in an offi- consuls In Harbin as a body that
cial capacity as a Russian expert to would supervise the execution of
work for preservation of tho inter- the treaty by both contracting
ests of the Russian people, in the parties. In this capacity the counline at the proceedings of the arms cil of consuls would succeed tho
d
conference.
technical board now In
"
4
."We hope that tho conference Harbin, which was organized onlj
will remember that tho Chinese as a temporary body for super-- '
Eastern railway was buttt with vising various technical matters
money taken from the Russian peo- connected with the presence of the
ple," he said, "and that the loss of allied troops in Siberia.
this railway to Russia would mean
"L'p to tho moment of the bolshe-vis- t
tho cutting off of Siberia from the
revolution, Russia's lights on
1
Pacific. We hopeythe conference tho railway were never encroached
b
Ruswill act as moral trustees of
upon. Tho temporary disintegrasia at this time of her temporary tion of the Russian state brought
disability. We trust that the con- o about a tendancy by some Chinese
ference will confirm the Russlan-Chlncs- to eliminate the Russia legitimate
treaty of 1898 and will interests. Fortunately, there were
call on tho Crtunese government to other Chinese statesmen who unrevise the private agreement of derstood the danger of such a step,
of the and on October 2, 1920, a temporthe Russian management
railway with the Chinese govern- ary agreement was concluded be- GERMAN LASSIES MAKE
Mrs. Artcmus L. Gates, nee Miss
ment, concluded on October 2, 1920, tween the Russian management
.
Alice Trubee Davison.
INROADS IN THE U. S.
Inasmuch as In some parts this and the Chinese as a basis for
Miss
Alice
Trubee
Davison,
agreement contradicts the, funda- continuation of the Russlah-Chines- e
FORCES
ON
RHINE
THE
.
mental treaty of 1896,
daughter of Henry P. Davison,
member of the Morgan banking
(By The Amnrlatrd Prm.)
Coblcnz, Jan. 8. Winsome Ger firm, has become the bride of Arman girls continue to make inroads tcmus Li. Gates. The wedding took
In the American forces In Germany place at Lociict Valley, Long Island,
despite the standing order issued N. Y., where the Daviaons have
two year ago that enlisted men their summer home.
who married here would be re- turned to America with their wives
A friend nsks ns what can be done to ston the controversy
on the next army transport.
between the Journal and the First National Bunk crowd. Wo nre
.Eyery transport with returning
compelled to soy that we know of nothing that can he done. AVe troops carries its quota of newly- nppreelnte the tender of (rood offices. Wc would gladly accept
and whenever a troops train
wed,
A mere
of hostilities
them as far ns we are concerned.
leaves Cqblenz for Antwerp, the
would afford the Journal great personal relief. With theso people
port of embarkation, the flower
BY HULL
off our necks we frankly would he much happier.
shops do a splendid bUHineps, their
We nsaln assert that we are without personal malice toward
customers being chiefly Germans
who desire to bestow flowers upon
any of these men. If they will learn the simple lesson of service
to the' people and will stop their effort nt coercion of nil who do
the departing brides, full of anticinot do their bidding, they can become useful citizen. Vntll they
CASE
pation and hope for a wonderful
existence in their new
homes
lenrn it they constitute n standing menace, to the community. A
across the Atlantic.
bank which wields n club ns these people nrc doing avowedly with
More than 1,000 American solus, Is dangerous.
diers have married in Germany If He Is Seated It Will Be
With the evident Intention in mind of entrenchlnar themselves
where their domination would be irresistible, they have given
during the last two years and ten
Due to
Brazen Policy
about their present ptntus. The months, according to estimates of
thought,"ofmid money to bring
American
officers and German civil
amount
money which was contributed to the rcpt bllran camof
Political
of
men
Most
officials.
and
Bargain and
the
St.
1918
elect
to
Herbert
of
F. Raynolds, brother
J.
paign fund in
their wives already have been sent
Iluynolds, as n member of the supreme court should be investiDeclares.
Sale,"
to
the United States.
gated. Wo do not chnne that the hank gave it. But tho !!nk
Many soldiers who desired to
crowd did contribute- - In nn aggregate amount which is staggering
(Hy The Aiflmiutrri Vreitn,)
and remain in the service
marny
'
and is against any kind of n sound public policy.
Jan. 8. Senate deofWashington.
on
side
took
this
great
pains,
to
like
it
looks
This controversy
the uninitiated,
personal
ficers say, to keep the facts from bate on tho right of Truman H.
It really is not
iiiinrrel between these people and the Journal.
OffiNewberry to hold a seat in that
becoming known generally.
The Journal stands as tho exponent of those who are attemtlnr
was expected to reach a clisay some of the soldiers took body
It Is tho only cers
to break the hold of the gang in New Mexico.
max
tomorrow when Mr. Newberry
uninto
their
brides
prospective
month-piec- e
of the people. Therefore to silence the Journal is the
to defend
occupied Germany and were mar- plans to take the floor of
route to n restoration of their 'domination. So the fight must be ried
corrupthere, moist of these events himself against charges
centered on tho Journal. Its editor must bo discredited. Ho must
The
in
elections
tho Michigan
having taken place when America tion
conhe harassed until his spirit is broken.
Is
b?in
whose
claim
senator,
were
and
technically,
Germany,
AH overture
from us looking toward honorable peace In the still at war.
tested by Henry Ford, his democratic opponent on the ground thnt
past four months have been spurned by A. B. McMlllon. Tho matter has gone to a point where there Is nothing can be done ns ATTEMPT TO BLOW UP
about $250,000 wns spent to win
These people must abandon
the nomination and election, will
long as he dominates the situation.
read a prepared speech and. actheir effort to crush ns Or else succeed completely. The whole
DAM
IN
MINNESOTA
cording to plans, will submit to
fight against the people Is centered against us. 1'or the Journal
NOT
IS
SUCCESSFUL
In
an
nil
for
to weaken now, is to destroy
Improvement
prospect
questions by any senator so long
as the queries are "reasonable."
conditions. If we fall who will have the courage to take up the
The senate faces probably a full
(ny Tho Axaoclnted Prm.)
fight? Things have reached n point where we" must decline the
St. Cloud, Minn., Jan. 8. An un- week of discussion of tho controgood offices of onr friends. We most fight to a finish and win
made
was
successful
early versy which had its inception in
attempt
or lose, We say this with a full realization of the power of these
today to dynamite the Cold Spring the Michigan elections of 19M In
people..
clam over the Sauk river, near here. which It is said President Wilson
To fight them with absolute safety, a man should be a milbuildings were urged Henry Ford to participate.
lionaire. The Journal confesses thut Its editor is not a rich man. Windows in nearby
but no serious damage
Chairman Hull of the domocrnl'c
It admits that a withdrawal of the confidence of the neonle would shattered,
was caused to the dam.
national committee, declare 1 that
wreck him. Our strength lies In public confidence. These people
set
There Is no clue as to who
almost Incredible are the news reknow thut this Is our stronghold.
Naturally they attack us at
tho dynamite charge. On Febru- ports that the
is even rellus strategic point. Thut is why their paid organ assails ns on the
1, last, an explosion at the dam motely using tho moral lniuence
ary
Rcorc of jarring publlo confidence, day by day. That is why they
caused $10,000 damage. The per- of his great office to seat Newhave an El Paso detective on onr troll. If they can weaken the petrators were never
apprehended. berry by becoming a voluntary
confidence of the people sufficiently In ns, they can win. Other-wisThe Cold Spring dam has been character witness nnd thereby to
they lose. Wc know this and so ilo they. Yet we arc
the subject of litigation for more snnction the orgies of election
corand refuse to surrender when surrender would mean pence than twenty-fiv- e
Farmers ruption." Mr. Hull warned that
years.
on
and security.
dam
the
of
removal
the
sought
the "partisan republicans"
may
If the JonrnnI were n losing business venture we would be the plea that meadow lands were overlook
the enormity of the
unable to go on. It then would bo Impossible for us to continue flooded by its Installation.
and
the gravity of tho ofcharges
fighting the battles of the people. Necessity would force us to
fense but that the American people
not
us.
have
have
deserted
the
They
quit. But the ieoplo
will not closo their eyes to them.
kept
ALLEGED MURDERER
Journul solvent and sound by subscribing nnd patronizing our adTho peop-w"! bo mada kcenlv
ADMITTED TO BAIL' aware, the statement
As long ns that condition exists, the publisher enn
vertisers.
says, that if
handle his personal obligations growing out of his purchase of the
Mr. Newberry is seated, it will not
Globe,
Jan. 8. Alma bo due "to political necessity, but
paper. Therefore we take you into our confidence.
Arte.,
Mr. Macphersnn, business manager got his annual statement Smith, charged
with murder In to a brazen policy of political barto ns n day or two ago. Here are n few facts: Our plant and connection with the slaying of H. gain and sale, long pursued by tho
franchise were carried nt $12,078.28 on December 31, 1921. On L. Christenson, prominent Globe reactionary leadership now In conbusiness man, here, December 1, trol of the republican party."
DccemlH-- r 31, 1920, this item was $102,904.75; nn increase for the
was admitted to ball in the sum
year of $20,713.53. This Item Is the Journal's cash investment
of
$5,000 yesterday by Judge G. W.
nn
new
additional
in
the
press,
linotype and other
during the year,
of tho superior court. Miss FRENCH FEDERATION
It was handled entirely from tho revenues of the Shute,
equipment.
Smith is confined in a hospital here
OF LABOR IS SPLIT
paper. No amount from the sale of bonds went into this. Tho as
the
result of bullet wounds alpaper handled its own nffalrs.
to have been
INTO TWO FACTIONS
Our current notes payable are $3,000. We owe $600 balance leged she
shot Christenson.
on a $4,500 linotype, payable in small amounts. We owe $14,000 after
on
new
in
tho
Installments
ns tho deferred
(By Tho Ansoiialed Prem.)
ensy
press, payable
amounts over a period of years. We owe nothing else except our
Paris, Jan. 8. The French Federation of Labor
VALUAT ON
bonded Indebtedness nnd our current bills. So wo are not as
has been for
some time practically split Into two
pressed ns onr enemies, wish wo were.
factions.
ied
were
were
not large. Thev
One is
Onr profits above operating costs
by Secretury
Leon Jouhaux and the other by
$13,747.97. Against this wc charged off $4,500 to depreciation of
Communists
who
tho presnet.
regard
$9,247.07
IM
plant leaving
ent organization as t o moderate,
bill for the year was $.16,824.30. Last Jonn-ar- y
Our news-priand
demand
it
that
join the Third
n car of paper cost ns ten nnd a half cents a pound. During
Internationale of Moscow.
the first half of 1021 our paper cost aVcragcd above nine cents n
Now It Is faced with the active
The market has steadily, declined during the Inst six
pound.
opposition of extremists who have
months. Last Saturday we unloaded a car of paper which cost us
taken
the name of the French Revhundreds cents a pound. Our paper bill will
three nnd eighty-fiv- e
olutionary Federation of Labor (La
be at least $8,000 less this year, thnn In 1921. Other operating
Confederation Generale du Travail
1022 gives promise of
costs (except lnbor) are falling slightly,
Revolutionnaire).
Bj Thj Aiiorlnfrd PrtM.)
being a goKl year for us.
The program of the revolution8.
bo
would
It
Jan.
Washington,
Our advertising earnings In 1921 were $109,143.18. In 1920,
deto
but
not
ary
group is the same as that of
difficult,
impossible
of
on
increase
about
were
$12,500.
Newspapers
$94,012.44,
the
old Organization in general. It
they
termine and to ndmlnlster "offsetdemands
generally in the Fnited States fell off 20 per cent In 1921.
of
the nationalization
duties"
ting import
against varyOur subscription earnings were $61,990.79 In 1921 as against
ing exchange rates in foreign coun- public services, such as railroads,
includes
the
net
returns
In
the
Tills
(not
120.
gross)
$53,200.71
tries, the United States tariff com- and mines and a better share to
from our contest. Papers generally fell off 15 per cent In 1921.
mission says In a report on depre- labor In the profits of industry, but
Our gross Income (Including the net on tho contest) was ciated exchange and International it purposes to g;iln Its ends by
$172,300.31 in 1921 ns against $148,629.50 In 1920 nn increase of trade, made public today. This Is meinous. mat are more energetic
one of the plans that has been sug- than those of the old federation.
$23,070.81.
It advocates general strikes carOur average paid circulation was 8475 In 1921 ns against 7996 gested before the senate finance
In 1920. This In spite of the hard times which hurt all newscommission for meeting the situa- ried to the bitter end, Insurrectional
International- - agitation brought about by the differ- movements,
papers.
tion and an intenso
ence in existing rates.
Wo recognize the fact that it Is very unusual for business
'
"A flat rate cannot be applied campaign.
houses to thus frankly tell their business to tho public especially
act
The
of
the new organifirst
tobecause
of
of
office
hns
a
become
the
Revenue
since the Internal
varying degrees
plague along
zation Is expected to be its formal
ward March first. However, we wish to take the ncoulc ns fully depreciation of exchange in differ- adhesion
to
InternationThird
the
ent countries,"
the commission
Into our confidence as wo can. Thero are some things which this
"Rut a list of commodities ale cf Moscow.
says.
crowd Is doing to harass us nbout tho bonds which wc would like
for which special
protection is
to tell yon. We will a little Inter. It would make our problem
could be prepared and re- PEPPER IS
EXPECTED
jnore difficult, If we did It now. They demand, Hint wo send out sought
from time to time."
tho bonds nt once while secretly blocking our doing so. They can vised
The commission says that its
TO SUCCEED PENROSE
not delay us long. Then wo will tell yon all about it.
developed that In Germany
The fundamental thing is whether or not the JonrnnI which
IN THE U. S. SENATE
there Is yet a great discrepancy be.Issued these bonds, is sound nnd solvent. Therefore we give the
tween
the Internal value of the
above facts. The few days they can delay ns Is not serious, since
Its
mark
nnd
value
IIjr The
slightly
gold
Prrca.)
You have tho facts.
tho bonds ore
more than two to one In 1921.
l'n., Jan. 8.
Philadelphia,
Those who have sinned ngnlnst the people of New Mexico for
"The
commodiof
Wharof
prices
specific
Appointment
George
years, know that they cannot contlnnc unless adverse publicity Is
ties in various, countries tell
ton IVpiier, of I'liiludclphln,
stopped. Breaking tis, becomes the most important thing nt this roughly the Fame story."- the reto succeed tli
Into
Senator
time. They will fall.
Penrose is expected to come
port continttcsr
"A comparison of wages In the
from
Governor
Sproul
Two officials of the First National and First Savings left yesUnited States, England, France and
unless a last minute
terday on the California IJintled for Ijou Angeles. Mrs, GreenTho exGermany shows that they are less
change Is-- decided.
wood, who recently sued the First Savings for breach of trust, lives
adjusted to a gold basis than are
pected appointment, It is unnear los Angeles.
..-derstood, virtually became a
prices. In May, the standard wage
Tbo California limited goes through Hnlbrook, Arizona. J. in Germany for factory workers
ccrtninty after a visit by the
M. Itaynolds, Gny Rogers and Ed Cox, wanted In Arizona on felony
was roughly 10 cents per hour, as
governor to Scnntcr Crow in
n Pittsburgh hospital
indictments, were not anions "those present" on the Limited.
compared with 20 cents to 25 cents
yesterIn France. 80 cents to 40 cents in
lion Angeles by way of Denver and Suit Lake City would be
..
day. Senator t row is chairman of tho republican state
considered a healthier trip by tho latter gentlemen. No doubt.
England and 60 cents to 75 cents
hi the United States."
committee.
y,

.

rre.)

Washington, Jan. 8 (by the AsA move toward
sociated Press.)
party solidarity and an effort to
of increasing
means
find ways and
the efficiency of the republican
party In congress, it was learned
purpose of
today, was the two-fol- d
the White House dinner Saturday
which
brought together
night
Harding and representative republican leaders.
Decision was practically reached
on what was described as two
matters of first importance: Early
enactment of a soldier bonus bill,
and early assembling of a republican senate conference to reconcile
any differences which may be
found to exist in p.arty councils
over the form to be given leclsla-tio- n
for refunding allied debts.
These subjects were
in the discussion since the
possible income of the debts, It
was fairly generally agreed, stood
out as the best chance of recouping bonus expenditure with a sales
tax suggested as the only alternative.
Those Who Attended.
Secretary Weeks and Attorney
General Daugherty participated, as
did Chairman John T. Adams, of
the republican national committee: Senators Lodge, Watson, of
Indiana: Curtis, Brandegee, and
McCumber; Speaker Glllett and
Republican Leade- - Mondelt from
the house, and Representative
MichiMadden, Illinois: Fordne;
Angan; Darrow, Pennsylvania;
derson, Minnesota; and Saunders,
Indiana. Chiefly, the discus-Io- n
bore on the legislative situation In
the senate, where it was agreed
that the three most important
measures, aside from the routine
of appropriations,
the tariff, th1
bonus and refunding proposals,
needed argument and adjustment
to force them through

r
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EAMONN DE VALERA
HAS NOT RESIGNED

Split in the Dail Eireann has
Been Heightened and Intensified By Ratification
of

the Treaty.
(By The Asnncinted

Presii.)

Dublin, Jan. 8 (by the Associated Press). The peace treaty has
been ratified
nnd
prayers of
went up from tho
thanksgiving
people in all the churches today,
but Ireland continues to face internal disorganization, giving riso
to the greatest anxiety.
The split in the dail eireann has
been heightened and intensified by
the vote on tho treaty, and the future was never more obscure. At
different hours today the two factions held conferences.
The dail
will meet again tomorrow.
It has been apparent that
ICamonn de Valera's resignation a.i
president of the republic did not
take an official form, and the outstanding question is whether ho
will make effective his expressed
Intention to resign, and If he does
not what will become of the dail.
Many believe that., the opponents
of thf jtrealy plan to keen the sinn
feln parliament In being while supporters of the treaty endeavor to
establish a provisional government
and carry out the pence agreement.
Mr. de Valera's resignation, tendered to tho dall Friday, was specific; he consented, however, to
postpone action on condition that
a vote on the treaty should be
token within forty-eighours. At
tho same time be plainly stated that
ho intended "whatever happened,"
to retir to private life.
When the vote was taken tho
resignation was not repeated. Mr.
de Valera
merely alluding to it
when he arose and in a voice
broken with emotion hean to ex
plain his position. But he had not
got far when he sat down, unable
to go on.
Later de Valera summoned a.
meeting for today, confined to tho
n
who voted
deputies
against the treaty, and today at tho
Mansion hnuse.prlor to th private,
he delivsession of his
ered a speech which was a clear
Indication of bis intention to continue the fight, this time apparently not only against the British govfifty-seve-

ernment but

against

the

provi-

sional government of tho Irish
Free State, which, he said, he regards as usurpation, and to which
the chief objection Is that it derives its authority from the British
parliament.
There are many tonight who ar
of the opinion that the question of
Mr. de Valera's suspended resignation must be debated by the da,U
Tho Inconsistencies in
tomorrow.
his declaration have puzzled all
but Art O'Brien,
commentatons.
president of the
league of Great Britain, who is In
closest touch and sympathy with
de Valera. informed the Associated
Press that his interpretation is thut
Mr. de Valera will resign the presidency and retire to private life
only when be ha. consolidated tho
republican position.
Tho task of the new provisional
government, faced by opposition
from old republican colleagues, will
Some deputies, Inbe difficult.
cluding Miss MacSwlney, have declared their intention to act ai
rebels against the provisional government.
tho
It Is taken for granted that cergovernment will
provisional
tainly include both Arthur Griffith
and Michael Collins. Telr associates are less clearly marked, but
among members of tho dail cabithem is William
net supporting
Cosgrave, minister of local i overn-men- t.
The premier has promised that
the British army would evacuate
after ratification, and it is expected that when the preliminaries
have been settled the British solAnother
diers will bo withdrawn.
outcome of the treaty will be the
release of all political prisoners.
Hears From Australia.
Trier to the private meeting in
the mansion house, Mr. de Vulera
received nn Illuminated address
voted him December 21 by a con- -,
vention representing SO. 000 members of the Hibernian Catholic Ben
efit societies in Australia. The pre
sentation was made by Dr. O Keilly,
who said that the feeling In Australia when he left thHt country
was altogether republican for Ireland.
Mr. de Valera in reply, said:
"Let no man say that the Irish
people have self determined themselves within the British empire as
British subjects. The heart of the
Irish people is as republican as
ever. The wonderful opportunity
f securing a lasting pence between
two great countries, ono of which
has been the mother country of
and In a
Australia and Canada
large part of the United States, has
been definitely lost once more 'by
the triumph of British force over
reason and right. The heart of
Ireland is absolutely for completo
independence."
Fight Must Go On.
He said he had worked hard to
get help from every source to find
a solution of the problem to reconcile the two peoples, consistent
with the desire of tho Irish people
to maintain a distinct nationality
and sovereign statehood. That had
been turned down, he declared, and
on.
therefore, the fight was to go de"The republic of Ireland," he
Its
rxlsts.
"sf.l.
sovereign
clared,
parliament still exists. The resolution recommending the approval
of a certain treaty is not ratification of that treatv and is not a
loyal act. That will not be effected until the Irish people have disestablished the republic which thev
set up bv their own will. As tar
as human bruins and hearts can
achieve It. the self determination
of the Irish people will bo forged,
and by the men and women cf Ireland in this generation.
They ari
not going to give un now."
ITohleins for Ministers.
Tt will be a nice problem for tho
ministers for the new provisional
K.'oiitiuued on Vast Two.)
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PERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATE

to The Journal.)
"

Plans or the 1922 summer school
t the Normal university aro well
under way, according to the announcement of President J. H.
Three special lecturers
Wagner.
have already been arranged for.
Dr. J. W. Hearson. who has been
a frequent visitor to New Mexico,
will come to the normal
next summer. Dr. Bearson if well
Jcnown in tho educational world as
of the Soarson and
the
Martin readers, as the man whoo
Agricultural
put the Kansas with
his work In
on the map
a
practical course in
building up
journalism and printinsr, and as
the very efficient publicity manaeer
asso,tho National Kducattonal
ciation. Dr. Pearson is at present
connected with the Vniversiiy of
Nebraska as extension lecturer.
l'.xert In Surreys.
The second special lecturer will
be J. Adams Puffer, national secretary of community service, Inc.,
with headquarters at Kansas City..
Mr. Puffer is an expert In makand
ing surveys of communities
has
and
activities
community
successful
Tunrkori pvtpnsivelv and
in
their
boy
ly with the Rotarlans
activity projects. Mr. Puffer is one
of the'few able to solve practically
the problems of the utilization of
the leisure time of tha youth of
the community. His visit will be
valuable and significant not only to
'the teachers in attendance at the
normal but to tho community itself.
J. F. Keating, the veteran su
schools In Pueblo,
perintendentalsoof be
present and adColo., will
dress the summer school at some
time during the session. Superintendent Keating has handled the1
superlntendency of District No.
in Pueblo successfully for the past
28 years and is known throughout the country as a practical
school man. He is also a member of the N. K. A. council.
Miss Fanny Dunn, head of the
department of rural school education In Columbia university, New
York, has also been invited to come
to, Ijxs Vegas as a special lecturer
and It is expeqted that she will accept.
The regular faculty for summer
"school will be of the usual high
standing. It is expected that many
Of the present faculty will remain.
In addition there will be n. number of assistants and instructors In
various departments, chosen from
among the leading teachers, princi
pals and superintendents throughput New Mexico.
The new Ilfcld auditorium which
has been under process of construction is now about ready for
roofing. The regents have under
consideration a proposition where- col-Icr-

ana ready ior use oy ine nrsi
week in Juno, wnen summer scnooi
opens.
Intension Work.
A bulletin presenting the extension and correspondence work of
the normal In full has Just been
issued. The plan of the present
administration la to Inaugurate actual extension work along with the
courses offered
correspondence
heretofore.
Wherever
classes of
sufficient number may be organized among; teachers or other absentee students, the Normal university will send out at specified
intervals professors of the various
departments to meet these classes and to give almos Identically
the same advantages of Instruction
as aro enjoyed by students in attendance, except of course, that
these sessions will be less frecourses
quent.
Correspondence
are to be groups of lessons and assignments totaling twelve, for each
term, to correspond to the twelve
.weeks of the regular term at the
normal. Classes to be visited by
leoturers have already been formed
at Springer and Miami In Colfax
county.
At present Prof. Clark E.
Is director of correspondence and extension work. It Is
ultimately to have a regular
field man whose time will be en- -

Per-wing- er

ICTOR

tion of officers, who were elected

GAIiliVP.

Katherine Winders left the as follows: Mrs. C. S. Bossburgh,
first of last week for Albuquerque, president; Mrs. G. C.F. Reed, vice
Poison, secretwhere she will take a special course president; Mrs. T.
Miss

in commercial work.
Mrs. Charles Ielil has been confined to her home the past ten
severe
days, suffering with
cold.
Attorney J. W. Chapman and
wife will ;cave the first oi the week
Inuianapolis to attend an executive meeting of the committeemen of the American legion, and
Mr. Chapthe legion auxiliary.
man will represent New Mexico tor
tho legion and Mrs. Chapman will
jvprodunt the slate for the auxiliary.
Mr. Chapman was state commander the past year.
social party was
A delightful
given lust Wednesday evening in
honor of Miss Mary Kitchen, who
was home from school In Santa
to spend the holidays.
Misses Anna Kitchen and Alblna
Menapace are at Santa Fe, this
week on a pleasure visit.
The new school building which
was Just recently completed was
dedicated on Monday evening at a
meeting for teachers,
parents and pupils. An Inspection
of the building was followed by a
literary program at whlcn X)r. D. H.
Hill, president of the state university, was the principal speaker.
The new school building is one of
the finest m the state. The high
school and the Junior high school
took up their work In the new
building the first of the week. The
crowded condition which has existed at tho other school for a
long time has now been relieved.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Harrison, of
Delta, Colo., have been guests of
Mrs. Harrison's mother and family, Mrs. Mary Carson over the holiday period.
The death of Hugh McQuade occurred Thursday morning in Los
Angeles, Calif., at the Santa Fe
Mr. McQuade was the
hospital.
son of Mr. and Mrs. McQuade, pioneer citizens of this city. He was
22 years of age; was a veteran of
the world war, having served In
the navy. He was employed as a
locomotive fireman since his return to civilian life. Ho was robust and healthy appearing, and
the news of his death was a shock
to the manv friends of the family.
The body will be brought to Gnllun
and funeral services will be held
f- -r

er

'

Men dny.
Mrs.

Frank Kix returned the

first of last week from a visit In
Kirksville, Mo., where she has been
spending the past two months at
the home of her parents.
The Ladles' Aid society of tho
Congregntlona! church met Tuesday evening for the annual elec
tlrely given over to the work. The
aim of the extension work Is to
train teachers for service better
service to the educational Interests
of the people of New Mexico rath,
er than to offer certain academic

work for credit, though of course
equitable credit Is given for all
such work. A system of local supervision enlivens the work between visits of the professor in
charge, the entire system serving
In a more vital and active manner
than mere correspondence work.

FOOD AND CLOTHING
PRICES ARE SOARING
8.
Prices of
Moscow, Jan.
clothes and food are Jumping dally,'
since tho establishment of free
trade. The shops that opened up
in September hold Weekly Invoices,
when prices aro marked up 10 to
50 per cent. This helps speculation,
the business by which everybody
lives.
Recently the owner of a fur coat
Offered to sell It to a shop for
rubles. Tho shop keeper,
a former princess, told a friend she
had a fur coat for 30,000.000 and
the friend found a buyer whom she
charged 33.000,000 for the coat.
Prices have been shot up by big
foreign buyers of luxury articles,
who use the couriers of minor diplomats missions to smuggle the
goods over the frontier. Bv a recent order the bags of such couriers havo been reduced to forty
pounds and made subject to Inspection at the foreign office.

The price of furs has risen
.again to the point where
.trapping In the Southwest
has become very profitable.
We recommend
genuine Victor

the use of
steel traps.

S2.00
Muskrat
Mink

fox
NO.

..

?
8

Coyote
NO.

4

Beaver

$2.40
S3.60
5.00

BIckle, vice president; recording
secretary, Mrs. W. H, Collins; corresponding secretary, Mrs. Palmer
Ketner, and treasurer, Mrs. F. L.
Evans.
John Emmons arrived homo last
Friday from a ten days' pleasure
trip to cities on the Pacific coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer P. Powers
entertained last Wednesday evening In honor of Mr. and Mrs. L.
R. Gochring, who are planning to
leave Gallup soon.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Geehrlng will
leave this week for a
tour of points of Interest on the
Paclflo coast from the gulf of California to Puget Sound. Mr. Goeh-rin- g
has been cashier of the Gallup
State bank for the past six yeans.
He has severed his connections
He
with the financial Institution.
expects to return to Gallup to enter
business at the end of two months.
Mrs. F. S. Lawrence entertained
the Thursday club at her home last
week. Bridge was the pastime of
the afternoon, after which a lunch
wns served to twelve guests.
Miss Genevieve Glass entertaln- ail at
rlinnpr Tinrtv fit V. Navnin
Monday evening In honor of Mr.
who
and Mrs. L. R. Gochring,
were the guests of honor. Other
Homer
Mr.
were
and
Mrs.
gueBts
Powers, Miss Myrtle Taylor, Glenn
Emmons and Royal Smith.

LEISURED GLASS

II

GERMANY

FOR

IS

MEIE

Financial Adviser to French
Arms Delegation Explains
Naval Aims As Set Forth
at Washington.
Bj The Amorlnted rrr.O

Baltimore, Md., Jan. 8. French
naval aims, as Bet forth at the
Washington conference, were advanced "not with a view of attacking anybody," but because France
must be In a position, In event of
war, to rely "upon herself only, to
protect her own coasts and to assure communication with her overseas possessions," Maurice
to the
adviser
financial
French arms delegation, explained
In an address today.
"The idea of France attacking
England," he declared, "Is morally
criminal and materially
stupid."
He attributed the "surprise" aroused by the presentation of France's
naval program to the lack of
knowledge in America, concerning
that nation's overseas pissesslons.
whose area, he said, "slightly exceeds that of tho United States,
STATE NEWS BRIEFS
Alaska, Porto Rico and the Philipcombined."
.1 pines
Despite this need of naval protection, he declared, France "in
Portale The Roosevelt County the
presence of the sacrifices made
Taxpayers' association has been or- by others,"
has shown Itself "ready
ganized here. Former Governor to sacrifice a large part of the proW. E. LIndsey was elected presiof
capital ships," while the
dent and R. G. Bryant secretary. gram
remains open for light
question
About 150 taxpavers attended the cruisers
and submarines.
organization meeting.
In explaining his nation's posias to land armament, he said
Portales Lewis Hawes. charged tion
be certain that such a nathat
with the murder of his son, Clinton tion "to
as Germany Is no longer a
Dona menace to
Hawes, and daughter-in-laher neighbors one has
Hawes, near here a few weeks ago, to have proofs that
she Is disarmed
has been taken to the state penl- well as materially, and
as
morally
tentlary for safe keeping. At the that she Is ready to
pay for the
preliminary hearing Hawes wanted! wrong she vas committed." Signs
to plead guilty to homicide, but! of
are
apparent among
(District Attorney Compton would-, the repentence
of Germany,
receive no plea except to first de- he laboring classes
added, but "the leisured class
His case will como! is filled
gree murdc-f- .
with the spirit of venup before the grand Jury next
month, and trial In the district geance only."
court in June.
SAN JCSE SCALE IN
Estancla Dixie C. Howell, asSAN MIGUEL COUNTY
sessor of Torrance
county, and
Mrs. Bcttle F. Smith of. Snyder,
Tex., were married in Clovis, De- (Bpeelal Corre.pond.nr. to The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 8. San
cember 31.
Jose scale, which probably Is the
most deadly blight to apple trees
STEWARDS TO MEET.
Cleveland, O., Jan. 8. Stewards that Is know, has been discovered
of the grand circuit and men prom- In the country about thirty miles
inent In the harness horse racing southeast of here by County Agrigame were gathering tonight for cultural Agent L. F. Jones and Fethe annual meeting cf the stewards lix E. Armljo of Santa Fe, an emtomorrow and Tuesday, to assign ploye of the biological survev. The
scale Is composed of small Insects
dates for 1922 meetings.
which become covered with sap
New York followers ot boxing from the bark In which they bury
say the game never was handled themselves until they are as hard
y
better than It Is at the present as wood. They multiply so
that four generations may be
time. And they give Bolng Commissioner William Huldoon tho born In one day, and within a
credit for the Improved condition. year's time they can destroy a
wnole orcnard. Instructions are
being given the farmers as to how
to get rid of the scale.
The farmers In four localities
organized
coyote control
The most economical, cleansing and have
which will work with the
clubs,
germicide! of all antiseptics Is
biological survey In an effort to kill
off the enemies of flocks an4
chickens.
The government furnishes the materials and Instructions for poisoning tho coyotes,
and tho farmers pay for putting
stuff where the animals can
A soluble Antiseptic Powder the
get It. The survey Is snid to have
a new poltion which other animals
to be dissolved in
will not touch
but which the
Water as Needed.
coyotes eat readily.
As a medicinal
for
antiseptic
douches In treating catarrh, inflamCHRISTMAS REAL SALE,
mation or ulceration
of
nose,
Las Warns.
inn a Tha
throat, and that caused by feminine sale of Christmas seals brought In
Ills it has no equal, i'or ten years 1216.18 in
Greater Las Vegas, of
the Lydla E. Pinkham Medlcin Co. Which amount
75
ncnl. nr
has recommended Paxtine in their $143.45, will remain iwr
In the hands
private correspondence with wom- of the county health department
en, which proves its superiority. for use In fighting
Women who have been cured say It The other third will be tuberculosis.
used by the
is "worth Its weight In gold." At state health
department In a statedruggists, 60c. large box. or bv mall. wide campaign against the white
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass, plague.
Case-nav-

..$7.75
$9.25

Mall, orders for traps, as
well as mail orders for all
classes of hardware, are
given prompt attention.
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Flames Have

Been Eating
Up Millions of Tons of Anthracite Coal Near Mount
Carmel, Pa.

Itamah, N. M.
On Friday of last week occurred
the marriage of Miss Margaret
Irene Wall and Theodore 8. Roberts, both of Gibson, N. M. The
marriage took place in Gallup,
Mias WJll was reared and educated
(By The Assoeintrd Press.)
at the Gibson mining camp. Mr.
Philadelphia, Jan. 8. The SumRoberts is a recent comer to the mit Hill fire, the "king" of all mine
community,
having formerly refires, Is still burning, but it Is well
sided in Colorado.
Mrs. Joe Kuhn and daughter, Mrs. under control, according to a reDave Kelby and husband left tho cent announcement by the Lehigh
latter part of last week fcr Cali- Coal and Navigation company, on
fornia for a stay of about six weeks. whose property
flames have been
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Slack arrived in the city last Friday even- eating up millions of tons of anthracite coal for the last sixty-tw- o
ing for a visit with friends here.
Mrs. Agnes Bowie Todd, of years. While this one has been
Winslow, who has been hero for the brought under control, another
past three weeks visiting with her mine fire, which has been burning
sister, Mrs. Anna Sneddon, returned nineteen years near Mount Carmel,
to her home last Thursday.
Pa In the heart of the lower anthThe Gullup Woman's club held racite fields, Is still trying to
A third fire, which has
its regular meeting last week and spread.
elected tho following officers for been raping for three years, In the
the ensuing years; Mrs. W. E. red ash vein of the Red Ash Coal
on
Mrs. William company
the Wilkes Barre
Clarke, president;

j

STEEL TRAPS

FIRES HIS BEEN

e,

n'

Hn'-dln-

path-orlni-

$3,000,000

to

fight the

fire.
In tho early sixties an open cut
was made in tho Involved area
which seemed to isolate the flames
for many years, but eventually the
fire traveled past this cut into the
coal areas beyond. Many efforts
were made to check tho flames but
to no avail until about 1910 when
a concrete and clay barrier, about
twelve feet thick, 170 feet deep and
700 feet long was built.
Tho fire
traveled so rapidly that It pressed
ot the
the
location
closely upon
new hnrrier before the work was
completed and the heat became so
Intense that men could work only
In
The barrier
relays.
eventually checked the progress of
the fire.
In order to Insure against a fur
ther spread the coal company has
been stripping the overburden from
the coal west of the barrier. This
operation has been in progress nine
the
years and when completed
company officials hope the fire will
be certain to bo under control. The
cost of the stripping operation, involving tha removal of 3,600,000
cubic yards of material, It Ifl estimated, will approximate $2,700,- 000. It Is not known to the pres
ent generation of mining men how
the fjre started.
fire Is In the
The
abandoned workings of the Sioux
mine of the Lehigh Valley- - company near Mount Carmel. It origi
nated when hot ashes were dumped Into a mine breach and Ignited
a vein of coal. Every effort to subdue the flames has proved

2 MEN FROZEN OR ARE
DROWNED IN LAKE NEAR
LAS ANIMASCOLORADO
T-

The Associated Press.)
- (Bv..tmna
Inn ft
tnln
v.w,...,
Milt, a,
f i.p fnrmnrlv nf T'lpnver.

XMa

Pnhort

and Albert McGilvary were frozen
to death or drowned In Blue lake,
fifteen miles north rf this place
last nlpht. The two men had gone
goose hunting and after shooting
several geese inny ouuc a rait i"
The raft broke
go for them.

through the

Ice.

The bodies were found by search
ing parties this morning. Orr was
found dead on the raft and McGilvary was found In seven feet of
water. It is believed that they
exhausted frcm exposure and
froze 10 neatn.
Orr eaves a widow and oaoy.
McGilvary Is a ranchman and
leaves a widow and three children.
be-ra-

LAS VEGAS PROPERTY
'
IS CHANGING HANDS
(Special lorrrapunilrur
Las Vegas, N. M.,

to

lot Journal.)

Jan. 8. Walter
Kolbo, former service man, has
bought four lots on North Seventh
street, on wHlch he will erect two
bungalows. One of the houses will
be occupied by a friend of the
Kolbos. Ed. Comstock, formerly
steward at the New Mexico state
hospital and later manager of the
farms on the Storrie Irrigation pro
ject, has bought an elghteen-acr- e
irrigated place on North Eight
street. Frank Wesner has bought
the new house of tho Meyers Construction company on North Sixth,
and has leased it for six months to
H. R. McKee, Santa Fe division
trainmaster. This company also
has under construction a house for
Ralph Emerson on North Seventh
street and a bungalow for Steve
Whltmoro on Lincoln avenue. The
fethodlst congregation has adopted
plans for a $35,000 church structure, to be built this year. The
church Is said to have had two offers for the old frame church, cn
the corner of Eighth and National.
DIPHTHERIA REPORTED
IN SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
(MMCiel I'orrMponcli-ne- r
Laa Vegas, M. M

to

ine Journal.)

Jan. 8. Several
cases of diphtheria have been discovered by the county health department at Villanueva, a settlement south and west of Lis Vegas.
The patients, all adults, have been
treated with antitoxin, and those
exposed lave been given toxin,
which is a powerful
preventive.
County Health Nurse Louise Wills
and L. Belle Read, who is county
sen ooi supervisor, recently visited
tne schools at Villanueva and examined 100 pupils. They returned
to examine eighty more.
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!?SUE AT

DELICATE
STAGE;
EXPECT DECISION SOON
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said to be that the status of a
merchant ehip would bo effectually
under the limitation
changed
agreement, and thnt if no change
were provided for tho nations having the greatest merchant tonnage
would become In the nature of
powerthings disproportionately
or
ful. The arming with
n
B4
guns of a
It
is
Leviathan.
the
ship like
pointed out, would have a tendency
eight-Inc- h
to undermine the 10,000-toauxiliary clause unless armed
considered
to
be
are
merchantmen
as warships.
The Janancse a'so are described
as believing that the status of merchant ships must be considered In
connection with the general naval
'
question.
Althoveh the French- - give eviand
similar
views,
of
dence
holding
also of being uncertain whether
merchantmen could arm under the
new regulation prohibiting submarine attacks on commerce, they ray
they do not intend to raise the
point at this stage of the
12-ln-

000-to-

mer-chn-

WILL FIGHT MOVE TO
CONFER. WITH PEKIN
Washington, Jan. 8 (by the Associated Press.) The Chinese peoat
ple will resist by every means the
their disposal an attempt by
direct negotiaJapanese to open over
Shantung,
tions with Pekin
national
Chinese
of
representatives
and provisional organizations, who
observers at
are here as
the conference, declared in a statement today.
The present deadlock, the state"was deliberately
ment
added,
created by Japan for causing dein
lay and carrying on intrigues
Pekin."
There was no change today in
the deadlock existing between the
Japanese and Chinese negotiators
over the Shantung question.
While they saw no outlook-- for
an Immediate agreement, members
of the Japanese delegation were
still optimistic. The point now at
that
issue, they held, was so smallwould
it was inconceivable that It
be permitted to permanently bloc
agreement.

PACT APPROVAL
DOES

FORMER LAS VEGAS MAN
DIES IN DENVER, COLO.

SENIOR IS APPOINTED
TO THE NAVAL ACADEMY

(Continued; from Page One.)
publican regime, but that1 the facts
had been obscured partially by adand
verse criticism
partially
through neglect.
Methods should be adopted, It
was agreed, to lay before the public the republican presentation on
the subject.
The congress got down to detailed consideration on the tariff
bill, including schedule percentages
nnd noliMcnl strength for various
demands as to amounts soupht In It.
No llecwlons Retched.
Tn these matters, however, It was
Insls'ed thnt no conclusions were
reached. The debt refunding Mil,
as being
in tho view renresented
taken bv the president, should not
be de'lnltelv tied to soldier bonus
nrnnorals. or funds
anticipated
'rem It set alde for the payments,
action
earlv
that
ncreed
It
but ww
on It mlrht help the treasury position nnd mnlte the taek of meet-Ibnni' chirres eaPler.Tt
l!Velv. tnose prIt !fl,
will broadthat Treldent
en the scone rf his congressional
conferences and seek at later
the onlntnn of representa
tive men In 1eMatlv circle not
tnrlndf-f- l
Rnhirdav. The finance
committee ls readv to Jumn Into the
American valuation, fl
of
nihlct
nnosHon which tt wnt stated, was
rt)Pr.pqd for more than an hour
!nt nltht. While, again, there w or
reached
wni no nprnement
"oiirhf. the discussion wai sild to
nn
insistence
by tho
have iiPVpiTicri
resident tbnt ho should have more
loewnv in the administration nnd
nnnllcn'lon nf tbe home value poller than Is provided In the present
1I'1, rm"1 bv tho house.
rfir'ls th form of deM fund-n- e
bill, the leaders were Inclined
o the
opinion that the senate
would make no
finpco Inrniimittep
the house measure.
change

mountnln, hns made It necessary to
close the old Giant's Despair road
known to many automobilists because of the hill climbing contests
thnt have been held upon It.
The Summit Hill fire in the
Pantlier creek valley, between
Lansford and Coaldale. was discovered In February 1859, in an
abandoned gangway. The hard coal
dips from 20 degrees to about .70
degrees and Is about fifty feet
thick. The area Involved Is about
one mile long by 1,600 feet wide.
How many millions of tons of coal
have been consumed h.s never
heen accurately ascertained, but It SHANTIWG
has cost the company more than

HIGH SCHOOL

ARTESIA

CHIEFS DISCUSS
PARTY WELFARE

ary-treasurer.

Noble William Rogers ,and Miss
Huzel Fallon, of Hamuli, were married on Friday of last week. The
two young people are members of
two of the county's pioneer families. They will make their home at

;

PRESIDENT AND'

OF MINE

January 9, 1922.
1

.

NOT MEAN
PEACE IN ERIN

Las Vegas, N. M., Jan.
Thomas Tronssard, who lived In
(Special CorreHponaence to Ibe Journal.)
Las
Vegas for many years, died re' Artesla, N. M., Jan. 8. Benja-rrit- n
cently in Penvcr as the result, It
ArteBia
in
senior
the
a
is believed, of injuries received In
Kaiser,

high school, has received an appointment from Senator A. A.
Jones to the United States navai
acudemy at Annapolis, according
to a letter from
Senator A. A.
Jones, received by Miss Alma
Givens, city superintendent of public schools. This appointment was
one of the fuur appointments made
in the state, for scholarships In the
government naval and military
schools, and Is a great, honor to
any person, receiving it.
four other
Young Kaiser and
Arteslu lads took the competitive
October.
in
examination at Roswell
Scores of other New Mexico boys
took the examination all over the
state. The highest grade made at
this time was made by Benjamin
Kaiser.
Clarence Stoldt qualified as first
alternate and Emmette Klopfen-stel- n
end C. O. Brown qualified as
These four
alternates.
second
young men will be subject to the
entrance examinations, given by
tho naval board in April. If successful in this examination, the appointed younrr men will go to Annapolis for the, physical examination. The alternates will also be
given the physical test, if the first
boys fail to pass.
Senator Jones, in making his appointments considers the ability of
a young man to pass a competitive
examination, as a good guide In
making an appointment. The Ar
tesla school authorities are elated
over the appointment of the only
four younir men. who were sftbject
to this competitive test.

1

jp

government a trial, there Is technically no machinery whereby the
dail for the present could be replaced by an election.

here
the Santa Fe roundhouse,
four years ago when he was plnch-e- r
between an engine cab and the
door. Tronsgard was a hostler. Ha
was 65 years of age, and is survived by a widow and four

,

ffifafrtfitomA; si&Miyi!uv6!b

J

C. H. CARNES
107 S.

I,.

The .Totirnnl.)
(Siwl .1 Correpori!'n!
N. M., Jan. 8. Dr. T. B.
Lyon received appointment Instweek from the county pommtsslone.s as county health officer
under the new law which became
Tho new
effective January 1.
act gives the county physician Jur- isdlctlon over the cltv ,of, Tiaton
and all towns and villnres as well
ns the county In general nnd the
office of city physician Is abolish- ed. Confirmation of the appoint- m"nt is required from, the ufate
board of health, but since r. Lyon
hns heretofore held the of'lee un- der confirmation, this Is considered
a foregone conclusion.
New regulations made Imnera- five bv the prevnlenoo of diph
theria In the city have been formulated by Dr. Tvon and nrnroved
In enrforenoes held by h'm with
the citv and conntv of'lelals nnd
the countv and cltv boards of education. The reculntlons
provide
for a report of all absences
o'
qtndonts nt the ppenlnir of each
dnv'i session of the cltv schools
and fti investigation of the cans'
In each cne by the truant o'flccra
which have been annolnted for
both the runt and went sides of the
If sickness Is disclosed, the
city.
family doctor will be rorp'Ired to
he called, nnd If he finds' the
to he contagious, the usual
report will be filed with the cotin- Persons havlmr no
ty physician.
family doctor or who are finan
cially unable to employ one may
cull unon the county
physician,
who will attend the pntjent.'
The situation as regards diphtheria In the el'y Is pronounced
serloun at this time, and the new
regulations will be strictly applied. T)r. Lyon announces. In order that the outbreak
tniy be
brought under control. All possl
ble consideration,
however, will
be riven in enforcing the retf.la-tloiDr. Lyons ptrt"S. Inpe-tor- s
will he appointed whose d'lties it
will be to pee thnt all orders for
enforcement are observed.
The regulations laid down are
believed to be mild, and If found
to be effective It will not be necessary to moke thm more stringent, Dr. Lyons states.
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Condensed Milk
IT?

Sm.

y

SUPPLIES

tt

PAINT
PLASTER

inlertirstCo.

Street

423 North

Oettlng your supplies
before you run entirely out of them eliminates one of those tiny
wastes of time which
are so apt to boost
overhead costs.

'

A wasted
hour a
week means a wasted
week a year.

SION

For Office

Azfes Fuel Go.

Supplies.

2C6 W.

Of GOOD COAL

Gallup Stove, $11.50
Swastika Lump, $11,50
Fancy Egg, $11.25

ATSOH'Q

dls-en-

Central

Phone 251

Phone 19

L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

s.
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The Bisick--4 Sedan
IN ALBUQUERQUE
''Itffli TffTirTfli

Vilifus

This will fix
cold
my Kng'i

New
keep Dr.
Discovery handy. It breaks np
hard, stubborn colds and stops tho
No harmful
paroxysms of coughing.
All
drugs, but just good medicine.
druggists. 60c.

srs

Dr.-Ki-

New Discoverv
For Colds and Coughs
Stubborn Bowels Tamed.

I

ing the bowels unmoved results in
health destruction.
Let the gently
stimulating Dr. King's Pills brinj; to
you a regular, normal bowel functioning. 25 cents. All druggists.

The five passenger sedan on the four cylinder
chassis follows very closely the beautiful lines of
the sedan types on the six cylinder chassis. It accomplishes this admirably without sacrificing roominess.

Body has four doors, giving access to both front
and rear compartments from either side.
is upholstered in grey whipcord. The trimof colonial design silver. Equipment inare
mings
e
cludes dome light,
visor, Alemite grease
system, cord tires.

It

anti-glar-

All of the windows may be lowered, converting
the car into a superfine open car for summer-timIts price in Albuquerque is $1610.
e.

PROMPT! "WON'T GRIPE

D r. Kind's Pills
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Ilullermakers and Welders.
8100 Boutb Second St. . lei. 1U47--

McCpllough-Buic-

Co.

k

C. E. Oden, Prop.
Phone 1200
Gold

Fifth and

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOUR N A I. OFFICE

When Better Automobiles Are
Built Buick Will Build Them.

No Klertlon Machinery,

There is none of the customary
machinery for holding regular
elections. By the treaty its ratlfl.
cation can only be effected, not by
the dall, but by a meeting of the
members elected to the southern
parliament.
Under the treaty It Is the func-

tion of the Brltlaji government to
summon the ratifying hody, but all
were postponed until
step
should be seen from the division
In the dall whether it was worth
while. It is assumed now that the
ratifying body Will be summoned
Immediately, but rt is not known
If the 67 opposing members will
desire to. attend. It Is supposed
that their complete repudiation of
the treaty may lead to their ab.
stention a a body.
In that case it is possible that
the treaty might be unanimously
ratified by such member as meet j
they would number 71 out -of -a

HEAD ACltFM AST BODY
ACHED
There are various symptoms of
Kianey trouDie rheumatic pains
backache, sore muscles stiff Joints'
and "always tired" feeling. Mrs.'
Geo. Morgan,
E. Fairfield, Vt.,
writes: "My head ached nnd itiv
whole body ached so I could not
sleep. Foley Kidney Pills eave me
reuer." xney neal and strengthen
weak, disordered kidneys and blad.
der and help them In their work of
nuering tne oiood and casting out
of the system the impurities that
of ISO.
cause pain and disease. Prompt In membership
Sold
action.
Journal Want Ada bring resulta.
everywhere,

11

"UP TO THE MINUTE COURSES"
Now Is the Tlmo to Enroll for Ono ol the Following "Up to' the. Minute" Courses.
Stenographic,
Secretarial, .Banking Higher Accountancy, Civil Service.
Estab.

le

1

luquerque

Every office needs
some sort of supply or
another almost every
week.

j

M B E

GLASS .
CEMENT

CFFISE

i

sy

Skill and Learning are in demand.
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing in the way of
earning power.
This
has
School
SKILLFUL
EXPERIENCED, SPECIALIZED
TEACHERS.
The courses
are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students ere In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

I
j
i

SlilRKTAIilliS

s,s"-cywuyK(j-

EAGLE BRAND

-

IN Od'LAjrt
nETO ACTION
Fonnh. Phone I057--

WESTERN
SCHOOL

still better

TO CHECK DIPHTHERIA

'

CO. I
I'hnna 408. J

SPECIALIST

,

with

I

er

C.

the rnont Buccrsnful
business training school tn the Southwest Priparrs for nnd obtains excellent Secretarial positions.

'clBsr
will be
if you
mahc it

Glass-Lumb-

nAI.DHlIlOB
43? South Flrtt Street.

RFnm ATKINS AH0PTF0

1 ALWAYS

from Page One.)
to
determine how far
government
of the
they will use the machinery
officials
British government
can
rely
Ireland, and how far they
of the maon the
in
constructed
which
chine
they
conflict with these officials. Untransider any circumstances the
tion peilod would be a time of
That difficulty
great difficulty.
will be increased if the new ministry must resist an attempt"' from
the surviving republio ministry,
The dall tomorrov will consider
a resolution proposed by Speaker
MacNeill, affirming Ireland's sov
ereign status and the complete authority of the Irish people.
Mr. de Valera's attitude as to
the republic and the dall is that
both must continue in being until
disestablished by the Irish people.
It Is considered as extremely improbable that the dailforwillthedissolve
treaty
Itself. The majority
Included many who expressed dislike for it and only accepted It as
alternative to war.
On any motion framed on purely
it Is not
republican principles
doubted that de Valera would still
command a majority In the dall.
Though it was admitted on all
sides that the great majority of
the Irish people favored accepting
tho treaty and giving the free state
fContlnued

fwind Shield
1

Buslnei.

WINTER TERM JUST COMMENCING
Yenrs.
MAT & HOSKIFQ. PROPS.

Korber Building

3)
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IS TO WED AGAIN

'
l.

Premiers Briand and Lloyd

I

Gecrne Go Broadlv Over
the Principal Questions at

s

Cannes Parley.

I

-

.1

-

Premier Briand

Cannes, Jan.
and Lloyd George today had their
first talk here on the future relations between Franco and Great
Britain. It is understood that they
went over broadly the principal
questions.
alliance for
A Franco-Britis- h
mutual defense has created a
opinion
strong undercurrent o
here, notwithstanding that the atmosphere has seemed to have been
little favorable to negotiations to
make relations between the two
countries closer. The two premiers

t

Sf

x

l(V

V

i

1

appear tar annrt rewannns me altitude the allies ought to take toward Germany after the default in
the payment of reparations, and
are not in accord ns to whether the
ought to be heard
explanations
here.
Council circles were much agitated todav liv reports from Paris
that n. trcritv had been signed, but
the only document known to exist
touching on an alliance Is a mem- a
orandum which Rives rfisons as
basis for such a nact. M. Briand a
declaration for an alliance before
he departed from Paris made a
vit-Vn,lmr,rpRslnTl (1T1 the British,
when ho advanced the argument
that it would bo easier to deal with
France on European questions if
she were not able to hold forth as
an argument on her part failure to
States
secure from the United
guarantees for her security, suchif
her
as would have been given
the Versailles tripartite agreement
had been ratified.
the
"Belgium cannot renounce
privileges acknowledged by all the
hy
allies, the priority payments
Germany," paid M. Jnspar, Belgian
foreign minister, today.
"We recognized the Wiesbaden
agreement, granting France
marks in kind, but the alour needs, and,
lies must recoe-niz-

Lottie Fickford.
Lottie Pickford, sister of Mary
and Jack Pickford, and unti. recently known an Lottie Pickford
Hupp', is reported to be engaged to
Allan Forrest, leading man for

Mary Miies Mintcr. Mies Lottie
was divorced from A. G. Rupp, a
New York broker, about a year ago
and shortly afterwards" Mrs. Pickford adopted their little daughter
and named her Mary Jtckford 2d.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
MADE ON STUDENTS AT
UNIVERSITY. OF TEXAS
(By

Ihe

Associated FreH.)

Austin, Texas, Jan. 8. Miss Mat-ti- e
C. Hardy,
Instructor
in the
school of education in the University cf Texas, recently ' completed
certain
tests on
psychological
students of education as a, group.
The two highest grades,. 20o and
199, were made by woftien Students,
the maximum being 212. In the
majority, however, the men made
higher grades, which may bo due
to the tact that the number of
girls given the tests was greater.
Those tests were given to determine the possibilities of the stud-o- n
is. Where a student passed a
test with a high score, he should
have been making high grades in
his school work, uuIcbs he was net
doing his best work, according to
Miss Hardy.
The tests were those
used in the United States army.
Group tests based on questions,
following directions, or upon seeing relations, were used. For instance, a statement was made
which was obviously right cr wrong
and tho subject' was asked if it
were false or true. His score depended upon his Intelligence in
answering 'these questions.
There are tests for children from
the kindergarten age to the college
age, tests for mental defects, vocatests. A recent test
tional
was made In the university to discover- superior minds among the
students.
The tests for will power and
emotion are said by Miss Hardy to
be interesting because they are regarded as significant in showing
whother
success comes merely
through Intelligence, or Is due to
determination and the will to drive
oneself. Failure la often the result
of emotional unstabilKy,
these
tests show.

Inasmuch as Germany can pay In
our priority In tho
1 922, we want
pavments.'1
Reparation experts iave increased the total amount Germany
would be required to pay in cash
500.000.0a0 gold
in 1 022 from
marks to 700.000.000. This was
to Belgium
concession
as
a
done
when it was seen 500,000,000
would bo absorbed In the cost of
the armies of occupation.
The allies are anxiously awaiting a reply from the United States
to the invitation to join til the
economic conference.
There is considerable speculation here as to how the United
States will regard the new attitude toward Russia but both the
delegates are
French and British
of the opinion - that the United
States will recognize Russia on
the condition they have laid down.

HIGHER PRICES FOR
SUGARARE CERTAIN
(rty The Associated Trnw.)

Washing' jn, Jan. 8. Higher
prices for susnr may ho expected,
according to the results of an Investigation Into the situation Into
the sugar industry made public tonight bv the commerce department.
"The market." the department
said, "Is entirely uninfluenced by
any artificial control and the present low price level manifestly can
not long continue without restrict- EXHUME GIRL'S
BODY;
ing tho production of sugar below
the world's demands and again ,' RUMORS. SET 'AT REST
creating high prices."
The department found that there
(Ty The Auiorlntrd PreM.)
is an abnormal "visible" world sur-- .
Winona, Minn., Jan. 8. Persist
about
to
of
amounting
eugar
plus
ent rumors that the bodies of Miss
1,200,000 tons, congested In the Frances Bloch and her brother Jo"Invisible"
western
hemisphere.
had been mutilated were set
stocks of sugar In the hands of seph
at rest today by police who exwholesalers and retailers was esti- amined the
grave of the former in
at from 300,000 to 400,000

mated
tons below normal, due to apprehension of further fall in prices.
Tho world production of sugar
for 1922 was estimated by the de- 0
partment to be less by from
to 800,000 tons than production
for 1921, while consumption for
1922, it was thought, would be
-"with genlarger than In 1921. and should
exeral economic recovery
ceed production and thus absorb
some or all ot the surplus."
The present price of $1.87 for
"C and F raw sugar" was declared
to be the lowest level for twenty
below production
years and to be
cost of about 90 per cent of both
domestic and Cuban sugar.

Santa Fe, Jan.

When the first
hiillt Inutile
arctic circle
its lights
to Bishop
went out, according
Peter T. Rowo, Kpiscopal bishop o.f
Aiasxa, WHO is nere in tne intei-raThis was
of the Alaska Indians.
because it was a snow church and
tVio T.uljMVine lin,l trt T,nl
Into ItS
small Interior so closely that they
used up the oxygen, Bishop Rowe
said.
The snow roof dripped, too, and
altogether the big igloo did not
prove a good meeting place, Bishop
So they built the
Tiowe added.
above
first frame
structure.
on
northern
Alaska's
cround.
sin" re.
"The Esklmcs did not know how
to iu;o tools," he paid, "and the mls- ylmrr-l-

them, four in each, and showed
them linw. and altogether we bum
the church.
All along the northern const ot
VillnCCS
iln.l.. h,.,.rt nvn
todav holdins; Episcopal services
Bishop
regularly every Sunday,
IT; wo reported.
"They do better than many of
thn conCTcsatinns In the United
"Thfi Whole
Gtntnc" lift
community turns out. No one stays
nwny except for Illness or accincm.
You cant see nn JSskimo village,
from a little distance, and It is an
odd thing on n Sunday morijlng,
when the church bell rings, to see
them n'l come out of the snew."
Thn Epl'ronnl church has been
,A1,lnr, 'nmr.M,. ihn TlkimOfl SO
lonf thnt thev are entirely familiar
with its ritun! nnd conduct services
themselves when alone, the bishop
raid.
Piahon Tfo'.ve hearan his Inhors In
nter of lS!r.-6- , beAlaska In the
fore the ere at gold stampede and
on bis first trm oomped on the site
then without Inhabiof Dnws-tant. In c.vb sureeedlni year he
has made 2. 'OH miles throuah the
eountrv. most nf It with dog teams.
TTo observed hern that his coldest
weather was 7S decrees below zero,
encountered nn the Pnhl river
north of the Yukon. He goes back
nevt month.
to Ala.'-U-

,

(By The Auoflntra rres.)
Buenos Aires, Jan. 8. The Uruguayan divorce laws have made tho
city of Montevideo the Mecca of the
couples of the neighboring republic of Argentina.
The Buenos Aires newspnpers
"rrtfltf'l- rafftf in UnntnvMnn AS
monlal safety, valve" and drily oh- servo tnat
divorce legislation has been rendered unnecesIn
sary
Argentina by the enterprise
of the Uruguayan
Accordlng'to' I.a Tiazon of Buenos
Aires, the Mnntevldeans (possibly
In a' fit of renentanre for havlns
dissolved so manv Argentine unions) are now cndeavnrlf to ho'd
the. balance eyen by making mar-- ,
rlage an easy and expeditious matter in their capital.
So far havo they pone In the latter direction that they have been
both TTrtunwyns
'byand Argentines. One cynlcnl scribe,
however, remarks that the "marriage while ynu wait" svstem shonlri
ervn'as an excellent feeder to the
divorce court In the slack season.

Manu
Business
Men Plan to Make 1922

Million

Merchants,

facturers-an-

n,

te

a

a Prosperous Year.
(special C'orrepondfnce lo ine Journal.)

Boosting
New York, Jan.
for better times, f million merchants, manufacturers and busi8.

TAFT VISITS SCENES
OF BOYHOOD HAUNTS;
IS MOT RECOGNIZED

ness men in every field are today
movebeing drawn into a mighty
ment to reopen activities and
make of the new year a period of
more Jobs, more work and more
than ever 1921
money making
saw. It every man of affairs will
the
oniv aetcrmiim to look oncondi-.1
side of present
brightest
.
oh
tin be accomplish
ed toward breaking up the stagna
i
tion that marked tne oommeu-ia- in CHINESE GIRL SOLD
year, leaders
doing ot the old
FOR 35 CENTS NOW
campaign
this general cheer-u- p most
of the
COLLEGE STUDENT
declare. At any rate,
demovers In business here have imcided that, if times do not
prove before another New Years
t ?? a.
day, it will not be because they
by
pessimism
encouraged
have
dark looks and doubtful words.
Serious Split.
of Benator PenThat the death reveal
the most
rose will really
factional splits from end
bitter
j - .v,q fonnhliran party in
Washington, Is being confidentially
lonriPrfi ni iiio v.
l,wl
t
this citv. who have just
pt .
learned of some of the ofdiversions
the de- that only tho strength
.
.tntesman succeeded in S
iv
.
nvnrpd un of late, tie
.
v,
white House and some
as well as a great ft
departments,
aonAtoi-la- l
seats, no strong W
bond now exists, these politicians,
ma- -'
declare, while throughout the
or
iority membersmp on the floorhave
both houses slight splits
V
ft
grown into mighty , ravines in
and
opinof
matters
policy
many
ion. Unless some legislative Moses
arises to lead the party in power
out of this wilderness of doubt
discord, it is prophesied ' that little
u r&
Work nn the Darty
wn,.mnMi,program may be expected this

(lly Tlis Asonclited Trem.)

Cincinnati, ()., Jan. 8. William
II. Taft, chief justice of the supreme court of the United States,
walked the streets unrecognized
...l.tl ..Innilnv thu nppnea nf his
boyhood haunts on a recent visit
to Cincinnati.
mu - ..1.1.. 4,,cflnA otnrtnrl ffr fl
Ions; walk from the home of his
roui-brother, Charles r. i.au. on
.l Itllr
.Irnnt. Hi rOlltft In- eluded Mt. Auburn, his old homo

.
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Dairy

10TICE TO PROPERTY OWHERS

F.

per cent
Penalty of
will be added on that date to property not returned

made

February

Felipe Ilisbbsll
ASSESSOR BERNALILLO COUNTY

-

that chokes and flushes the face of been suggested that Queen Mary.
tne surierers iiKe unto convulsions. n tne woman
or. .,nigncst nun
i
n ...
i
M,.,Mnninralii
-'
Foley's Honey and Tar was a won I.",Kaa 1VUIIII,
BMUUUl
vuiltuiti."".-..

like this give Foley's Honey and English womanhood, by coii.'Vnllng
Tar Its reputation, as the best rem- to do- - cauea to tne iar o
vnmnn fn Aneiirtv that honor
edy for coughs and colds. Sold
everywhere,
able position.
M

2w

(By Tho Awiclntrd rrem.)

inn s rhv the Associated
Itathennu, the
Press). Dr. Walter
ntrmnn ftnnnelnl evnert. will head
Tini-ii-

the German delegation which is to
n,
proceed to fans prior iu i;"n
Cannes to appear before the su- nreme council to discuss i.erman
reparations.
Tho German delegation win in
and ITerr,
clude Herr Scroeder
lllrsch under secretaries of state;
Karl
for finance and economics:
former secretary or
Ccrgmann,
and
Btnt
other;
for the treasury,
financial autnorines.

OF THE CLUBS IN
LONDON AREINS0LVENT

90

(Br The Aduerlated rrcim.)
Is no exagLondon, Jan. 8. It HO
per cent
geration to say thnt
are
Insolvent,
of tho London clubs
nn article in the Evening News
states.
According to the writer, most of
London's liiO clubs have been un
able to pay their way for tne past
two or three years and have been
keeping up a prernrlous existence
enby increasing subscriptions nndloans
trance fees, and by raising
and mortgages at high rates of
In many cases, pn'arles
interest.
and board of tho servants absorb
the whole of the subscriptions.
SMFLTFR
Anaconda,

Mont.,

Jan.

8.
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health-buildin-
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New Mexico Phonograph Co.
GEORGE GEAKE

102 W. Central.

Phone 401.

fore the 28th day of February.
1922, judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you and each of
you by default.
The names and business address
of plaintiff's attorneys are Simms
New Armijo
Rotts, Rooms
Huilding, Albuquerque, New Mex&

12-1-

ico.

Witness the Honorable Mayo E.
Hlckey, Judge of said Court, this
7th day of January, 1922.

FRED

CROL-LOTT-

County Clerk.
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
NOTICE.
Beginning at a Bolnt at the
sotithea.st corner of the land here- Last Will and Testament. oeMlce
M.
said
on
by described,
Fagan, Deceased.
point helng
the -- west side of the public road, To Herbert F. Fagan, Albuquerque.
and from which point tho quarter
New Mexico, nnd to All Others
section corner on the west boundWhom It May Concern, Greetof
10
SI.
Section
ary
ings:
Township
You are hereby notified that the
North, Range 3 Fast, N. M. P. M.
bears north 75 degrees 14 mmutes tillered Last Will nnd Testament of
west 2408 feet
thence running! Alice M. Fagan, deceased, late of
north BS degrees 50 minutes west the County of Bernalill7 and Stato
"
3
.3 feet; thence south 27 degrees' of New Mexico, was pjoduced and
SO minutes west
89 feet: thence j read in the Probate Court of the
north 53 degrees 10 minutes west County of Bernalillo, State of New
IS 3. 4 feet; thence north 61 degrees Mexico, on the 2nd day of January,
55 minutes west 1(12 feet; thence 1922, and the day of proving of said
north 25 degrees 30 minutes east alleged Last Will and Testament
770 feet; thence south 58 degrees Ojwas thereupon fixed for Thursday,
minutes east 161 feet; thence south! the 10th day of February. A. D.
60 degrees 0 minutes east 313 feet;il922, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon
thence south 6 degrees 0 minutes of said day.
west 75 feet; thence south 73 de- Given under my hand and the
prees 30 minutes east 64.5 feet;'seal of this court, this 6th day of
thence south 15 degrees 30 minutes January. A. D. 1922.
west 234 feet; thence Routh 10 de- - (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT.
rrrees 20 minutefl west 131 feet;
County Clerk.
thence south 21 degrees 50 minutes
NOTICE.
west 133 feet; thence south 32 decrees 0 minutes west 162 feet to Lost Will and Testament of Henry
E. Jenkins, Deceased.
the point and place of beginning,
To Alice W. Jenkins. Albuquerque,
containing 10.1 acres; and
New
Mexico; l.lzzle M. Hagan,
described by a description of
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and
the six smaller tracts composing
To AH to Whom It May Concern,
th wholo as follows:
Greetings:
Tract No. 1. A certain piece or
You are hereby notified that the
parcel of land In Ts Ranchos de
Last Will and Testament of
alleged
and
state
Atripco, county
aforesaid,
measuring as follows: From eat to Henry E. Jenkins, deceased late of
west, thirty-thre- e
(33) yards, from the County of Bernalillo and State
north to south, two hundred and of New Mexico, was produced and
fifty-on- e
(251) yards, hounded on read In the Probate Court of the
the north by property of Jose Ig- - County of Bernalillo. State of New
naclo Lucern, on tho east by nrop- - Mexico, on the 22nd day cf Decern.
ertv of Manueln Nuanes de Chavez bcr, 1921. and the day of the prov
and property of Jesus M. Alderete, ing of said alleged Last Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed for
on the south by the public road;
Tract No. 2. Another piece of Thursday, the 26th day of January,
land adjoining the above described A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock !n the
of said day.
property, measuring from east to forenoon
Given under my hand and the
west twenty-seve- n
(27) yards, and
of
seal
this
Court, this 22nd day of
north to south eighty-nin- e
(89)
yards; bounded on the north by December, A. D. 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
property of Jnne Ignneio Lueero, (Seal)
County Clerk.
east by property of Andres Trujlllo.
deceased, south
by
property of
OF ADMINISTRATOR.
Jesus M. Alderete, nnd west by NOTICE
In the Matter of the Estate of
nroperty of Manuel Nuanes de
Jacob Sax. Deceased.
Chavez;
Notice Is hereby given that Fred
Tract No. t. A certain piece or Crollott,
Administrator of the esparcel df land situated In Precinct tate of Jacob Sax, deceased,
has
No. 9, Ranchos do Atrlsco, and
filed in the Probate Cour'. of Bern
mora partlcnltrly described as fol- alillo
County, New Mexico, his final
lows: In loneth from north to south
report as such Administrator ana
two hundred and fifty-eig(258) the
court
appointed Thursday,
yards, In width from east to west the 26th has of
January, 1922, est
day
sixty-si- x
(66) yards, more or less; the
for
objections, if
hearing
day
bounded on the north bv property
any there be, to the approval of
of Jose
Tgnaclo Lueero, on the said
final
and
the
discharge
report
south by the public entrance of all
of tho neighborhood, on the east by of said Administrator.
seal of
Witness
and
hand
the
my
de
nroperty of Manuelita Nuanes
Probate Court this 22nd day
Chavez, on the west by landa of said
1921.
of
December.
VIetorlnno Padllla
FRED CROLLOTT,
Tract No 4. Another piece of (Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
land ndjolnlng the last described
property, measuring from the east NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
to west on the north side, sixty- - In the Matter of the Estate of Pre- eight (68) yards and from east to
sillano Chavez, Deceased.
wet on the south side sixty-eigNotice Is hereby given that
(6S) yard, and being one hundred Frank B. Chavez,
Administrator of
(100) yards In length; (except the the estate of Preslllano Chavez,
houpe and corral nnd a placlta, also
filed In the Probate
has
an easement forever for an en Court of Bernalillo County, New
trance eight (?) feet wide running Mexico, his final report as such
along the south side of the school Administrator and the court has
hoi-syard ) ;
Thursday, the 26th day
Tract No. B. Also nil the follow appointed
of January. 1922, as the day for
Ing described piece or portion of hearing objections. If any there be.
land situated and bemir in ins to the approval of said final report
Bv and the
Ranchos de Atrlsco,
of said Adminmeten nnd bounds, on the north istrator. discharge
sMn from east to west nlnety-slWitness my hand and he seal Of
(96) yards two (2) feet, on the said Probate Court this 30th day of
to
one
east
south side frm
west,
1921.
hundred (100) yards, on the east December, FRED CROLLOTT",
"Ide from north to south one nun (Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
drod seventeen (117) yarda, two
NOTICE.
(2) feet, on the east from north to
south one hundred seventeen (117) Last Will and Testament of Chrisvnrds. two (2) feet. Bounded on
tina Kent. Deceased.
the nerth rnd west by lands above To Margaret E. Medler, Albuquerof
lands
on
south
the
described,
que, New Mexico, and To All
by
others Whom It May Concern.
Ellns Alderete, on the easl by the
public road leading from Albuquer
Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
que to Pa'arlto:
Tract No. 6. A certain niece or alleged Last Will and Testament of
nnrcel of land situated in Precinct Christina Kent, deceased, late of
No. 9. Ranchos de Atrlsco. being In the County of Bernalillo and State
length from east to west one hun- ef New Mexico, was produced and
dred and eleven (111) yards one read In the Probate Court of the
(1) foot, anl m width from north County of Bernalillo, State of New
to south on the east side fourteen Mexico, on the 29th day of Decem(14) yards, and on tho west side ber, 1921, and the day of the provten (10) yards,
one (1) foot; ing of sali alleged Last Will and
bounded ns follows: on the north Testament was thereupon fixed for
by, lands of Lulu and G. W. Fisher, Thursday, the 2nd dav of February.
on the south 'by lands of Benito A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock In the
;
Lueero, ion the east by the public forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and thai
road and on tho west by the Old
seal of this court, this 30th day of
Contra acequia.
You and each of you are further December. A. D. 1921.
notl.'led that unless you enter your (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
County Clerk,' .
appearance In said causa on or be
lows,

MILL RKOrEX.

the
Preliminary work towardsmelter

That's the remarkable thing about

notified that suit has been begun
above named
by the
plaintiff
nrcainst the above named defendIs
now pending in the
ants and
above named court, and that the
general objects of the action are to
quiet plaintiff's title to, and to bar
nnd forever estop tho above nnmed
defendants, and each of them,
from claiming or asserting any
rl'.rht, title or interest in that certain tract of land and real estate
In Bernalillo county. New Mexico,
more particularly described as fol-

I

..n,i

"LEST YOU

100 foreign and domestic machines,
0,1 ,n Albuquerque. Dur- About lnR 11,1 those novv wen
not allowed to see the
ing this test they
the
There were no disheard.
machines
they
SOVORA
tracting influences.
Deferred
I'u y ment
Kven If you
Make such a test yourself.
Plan
are not a trained muslclnn, you'll detect the
wonderful SONORA tone at once.

1

-

'

There is only one explanation of the fact
that SONORA phonographs are to be found
in the homes of really musical people in every
corner of the land today.
It's the SONORA tone.
Musical people buy musical Instruments be
cause of their tone. It's the deciding factor.
A jury of the country's ablest music critics
awarded SONORA highest tone honors at the
Tanama-Pacifi- c
exposition over more than

RATHENAU WILL HF.AD
GERMAN DELEGATION
AT CANNES MEETING:

ki'd

K

I

to Raton with a ripe business experience and a record of .remark
able success In the dry goods line
which he has followed fur tne past
twenty-fiv- e
years. Ho vacates the
positions of general manager and
one of the largest
of
treasurer
In
establishments
mercantile
Clarksburg to come to Raton and
will hold the positions ot vice pres
ident and general manager or tne
L. E. Kelly corporation.
Miss Kellv will remain a short
while assisting in the adjustment
of matter. attending the transfer
and then take a short vacation of
about three months when her plans
for the future will bo decided. Miss
Kelly came to Raton in 1912 to
take charge of tho office of the
Raton Supply company and later
assumed a similar position In the
On
store of M. U. Mendelshon.
the retirement ot Mr. Mendelshon
over
tne
five years ago she tonic
dry good and women's ready to
wear department, which has since
been conducted under the name of
L. E. Kelly, Inc.

--

'Vv:jH7

:

IN THE HOMES OF
MUSICIANS EVERYWHERE

Attacks of Indigestion

v

,

SI

(Special correpnndenre to ine Journal.)
Raton, N. M., Jan. 8. After five
years as active head of tho mercantile affairs of the L. E. Kelly,
Inc., in this city. Miss L. K. Kelly
relinquished control of the business
of
last week to IT. C. Fordyce
Clarksburg. W. Va. The new head
of this important concern come.

of
opening of the Washoe
the Anaconda Copper mining company will be started tomorrowto
with the addition of 200 men
the working force. Fires will be
started In the reverberatorles, and
within ten days the reduction of
ores will be undertaken. Normal
will be resumed in
had
he
operations
which
ward
school,
igh
from 15 to 25 days.
ill
,i.
many
Taft found standing
. Mr.
i.
...n,.
renieiMuii.:u
houses - wnicn noiVio.r
,11,1 WtlCTl
1.
hena
..
4..ot
....-1, IV,
11,.!.,.Jlint "
to and from sohool, (except
went
.
.
nna
I,.
i.iM
i
nnrnfa
umi-- m
tnat tney
I believe Chamberlain's Tablets
A unl'iue feature of his walk was
have saved my life," writes Mrs.
that, while ne visueo
'1
Coil. Golden City. Mo.
where ho once had . known hun- - Maesie
A
rf cor.na ho rli not. RPfl A had pains in my stomach so bad
could
:hought
soul that he knew or that knew
-ot live. Our doc- I.
sfv5!
,
..k enlrl It
J. Jl.lt,
nilUWO lU'n
he
can change in twenty years," Mr.
Id
Taft said in discussing hia "tour."
feet- iy well and wake
15 IRISH COLLEENS
up In the night
as bad as I could
WILL MAKE PART OF
be and live. Our
MARY'S TROUSSEAU
doctor said It
would do no good
to give medicine
(By The Anwirinted rrem.)
8.
He
Irish
Internally,
London, Jan.
needle
had to
Workers,
colleens, picked
medicine In my
have been selected to make part of
'
arm. Since tak-n- g
tho lingerie for Princess Mary's
done
be
will
The
work
trousseau.
Chamherlain's
at the girls' own homes, and will
Tablets can eat
take six weeks to complete.
anything 1 Want
Fashion experts are enthusiastic
without
hurting
over the beauty of the models. The
me." This form
of Indigestion Is
garments are to be of the finest
Irish linen trimmed with exquisite
extremely painful
and Irish point
Carrickmacross
and often danstitch lace, and threaded with pale
gerous,
liy tak
blue satin ribbon. Some of the lace
ing Chnmhcrlnln's
has the shamrock pattern worked Tablets arter eating, and especially
Into It.
when you have fulness and weight
Donegal fisher girls are to make In the stomach after' eating, tlie
mKnn nt nrHlta knitted frocks disease
may be warded off and
for the princess' honeymoon abroad. avoided. Chamberlain s Tablets not
u
aescnueu
are
Technically tney
only aid digestion, but strengthen
"of very fine wool, quite plain In ard Invigorate
the stomach.
tVA Kr,,llnn abnrt sleeves. 8nd With
the
skirt, show
a deep flounce for
ing raised knots.FOLEY'S HAS NEVER FAILED
Irish tweed is the material for
January is a bad month for Inthe princess' traveling dresses.
fluenza, la grippe and bronchial
troubles.
It Is unwiso to neglect
the slightest cough or cold. Foley's
SERIES OF THEFTS ARE
Honey and Tar gives prompt relief,
SOLVED WITH ARREST
gets right at the trouble, covers
raw Inflamed surfaces with a healBELIEF
OF TWO MEN,
ing coating, clenrs the air passages,
eases stuffy breathing and permits
B. The Annrlntd PreM.)
g
sound, refreshing,
Denver, Colo., Jan. 8. A series sleep. Mrs.
F. A. Gibson, 1147 Colof thefts in which it Is estimated lege
Ave., Racine, Wise, writes:
automobile dealers lost approxi"Foley's has never failed In giving
mately J5.000 worth of tires and Immediate relief and I am never
accessories were believed by the without it." Sold everywhere.
police to he solved tonight with
the arrest of L. C. Newberry, 24,
and John R. Campbell, 32 years
LEGAL NOTICE
old.
NOTICE OF .si IT.
The men were recognized by
two automobile salesmen on n In the District
Court, Bernalillo
and
County, New Mexico.
after
down 4own street today
No.
13171.
and
severe
a
fight Newberry
Lennart Long, Plaintiff, vs. ManuCampbell were overpowered and
el a Nuanes de Chavez, Abrana
In the
the . police summoned.
Chavez, a minor; the unknown
course of the struggle, Campbell
heira of Maximlano Chavez, dewhen
was knocked unconscious
ceased; Antonio Sanchez, 2nd;
he la alleged to have drawn a
Llbrada
Lopez do Sanchez, Anita
revolver.
do Garcia, if living; and
Trujlllo
They were booked on charges of
the unknown heirs of Anita Truvagrancy pending investigation.
jlllo de Garcia If she be dead;
Jose Trujlllo, if living and the
HIGH SCHOOL" BOY IS
unknown
heirs of Jose Trujlllo, If he be dead; the unknown
CHARGED WITH MURDER
heirs of Andres Trulillo de
ceased; Board of Trustees of the
(By The Aawirlntcd Trm.)
Atrlsco Land Grant;
the unRichmond, Calif., Jan. 8. Henry
known heirs of Francisco
Huer,
high school boy,
the unknown
deceased;
was charged with murder here toheirs af Jesus Maria Aldercte.
day as the result of what the disdeceased:
unknown
the
heirs of
trict attorney's office said was a
Frnnclscitn Sanchez de AUlerete.
confession that he had laid In wait
Isaac
deceased;
Alderete; Lucia
for and shot to death Manuel
Alderete, a minor: Fellciano
after Cabral had "called him
Alderete, a minor; the unknown
names" and Ordered him to avoid
heirs of Manuelita Alderete. dethe vicinity of the Cabral home.
ceased; Fllomcna Jaraml'.l: Ro- senda Savedra; Augustin Valle-JoFIRE IN ELKS BUILDING.
Ellas Al
Miguel Armijo;
Richmond. Calif., Jan. 8. Fire
derete; Solomon Sanchez;
In the Elks building here early toan.!
unknown
Padllla;
day forced sixty members of the
claimants of Interests In the
order from their lodgings, some of
premises adverse to the plaintiff.
them In scanty attire and burned
ueienaantn.
away the club rooms, members The State of New Mexico:
sleeping quarters ana several other To the Above Named Defendants
rooms.
. Jou and each of you are hereby
wt-ie

St. Marys Catholic cemetery here.
They found that her body had not
been decapitated.
. The action was taken to ascer
tain the reliability of the rumors
that
which were to the effect
Thomas Bloch, 6, the father, and
a neighbor, had exhumed and de
capitated the body of his'daugh-te- r
in a superstitious belief that by winter, ,
Potash Peril.
so doing he could end a oeries of
That the powerful potash trust
deaths which- had taken 'four of his
sons and threatened tho fifth. The of Germany has already almost
me wuoio
grave of Joseph was not examined. succeeded in recapturing
gnuui!.mt - t m u
supply ot tnis vum Is' now
f-laQmitin America,
product
irA bv manv men who have been r mA,WmAiMtP soAai aWwCif
GIRL LEAPS FROM TOP
of
the
inroad
first
following, this 11TIOH OUT fCrtlllZtT
OF ARC DE'TRIOMPHE Mn
J
n, areata
Kan En Vonjf
Just as shrewdly as they
industry.
CONTEST.
SKATING
American
The
Amoflnird
sieze
to
WINS
PreM.)
(By
are
yearn ago this Chinese
planning
Eighteen
8.- Jan.
Paris, Jan. .8 (by the Associated science antt inausiry, um uuimu.. maiden, then Ave
Blnghamton, N. T
old, was
Charles Jewtraw of Lake Placid, Press.) A yOung woman 'Jumped potash cartel neaas are buuhu iu offered for sale by years
ner parents on
won
bv
con
un
m
of
tin
to her death today from the top
v..,.
national amateur champion,
the streets of Hang Chow, China,
the New York State ice skating the Are de Triomphe, Her body tract most of the source 'Of supply for
85 cents. Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
io wuitii un
championship today from a field of fell among a crowd of mourners to tnelr cnnnot-ian- ,
missionaries,
Sweet,1
who were carrying flowers to dec- farmers must run for whatever
the fastest skaters In the country.
Joe orate the grave of the "Unknown they choose to give lm at any
90
'bought" ' her." She was adopted
tallied
He
points.
The woman- had re- price. Only an embargo can jiow later by Rev. A. E. Harris of Phila
Moore, of New York, international Soldier."
vtitle holder, finished second with moved from her clothing all Iden- serve xo ureiin vo b
delphia and is now a student at
tification marks.
synaicato, which obcrlin College, 80 points.
grasping German
American
pro
potash
threatens all
ducera as well as consumers, it i j
MEN ASPHIVIMTT,'!!
iwo Valla
'To Tn fi
rienljireri.
'Tnw.
Thnmnq
Snow Shifts.
and Charles Borshel, Jr.,
Cosgrove
drifts
the
deepest
both 'of this city, were found in a
Preparing for
that have ever tied up this town,
private frarage asphyxiated. When
forces are al- found
g
the
thelrcar was still running.
ready organizing shifts cf men and The supposition Is that they drove
machinery at strateglo points about Into, the garage, closed the door
town,
inougn nine nwuui n
tarried a few. minutes to visit
as yet marked the opening winter, and
1. i.
thnt hefore finrlnlr and were overcome by the fumes
And thereby deprive yourself of the best Dairy
from
the exhaust.
comes again tho heaviest of storms
Products in town.
will sweep wis locamy. . oiut-THREE ltOAVN IN LAKE.
of dollars are lost here
thousands
Milk, Bytter, Buttermilk, Cottage Cheese'
a Southampton, N. Y Jan. 8.
fn. -- uorv hmir nt Winter
is
our
Ice
ne.w
it
the
best
Cream,
Strawberry
Try
small fortune has been invested in Two youngIce girls broke through
, at Lake
ever. The following grocerymen sell - our butter
Agawan
these new batteries to auacn mo the, thin
while skating today and then
drifts.
so .tightly to a youth who
Mattnecrl & Pnlladlno
Boyd's Storo
Bevels.
clilng
Rough
'
Union Market
and tried to save them that all were
Broadway Central
Substituting blows for drinks
Union More
hold-up- s
for- highballs, the crowds drowned.
Central Market
. , nn
itrM now recorded
University Grocery
Bailey's Grocery
Honey's Store
Toronto, Ont., Jan. 8. Joseph
as having made the evening an orgy
Store
II. Schulte
Fordyeer's
Oliver, 70, grand sire of the Inin violence rainer man in
Ward's
once
men
Store
waved
Highland Grocery
Where drunken
dependent Order of Odd Fellows,
ticklers, sober young toughs beat died today after an Illness of three
Asfc'n.
up everybody in sight, the police months. ,
He' was a member of the Odd
report. As a result, New Yorkers
SECOND , ST.
PnONTl 851
821 NORTH
have decided that they .wlll.stay Fellows for rnany years and was
indoors on next new years, Unless head of the grand lodgo in Canada
them is more drinking and leas before being chosen to tho highsober fighting.
est office in the order in North
f
America. He was also a past masSEEK FMENOS IS HOUtt. OF ter of the masbnlc fraternity.
NEED.
"In the hour of need we quickly
The'legal profession In England
seek our best friends," writes Chas. proposes to signalize the admission
,1 a
0 7 n 1 A of the first woman to the bar in
Ufa
Cnh.tAt. XiTnA
Returnk on Real and Personal Property mustt be
Ave., Oakland, Cal., "our little boy that country in a manner which
and girl had a severe dry, rasping will raise 'the occasion to th hlgh- 25
1st.
before
I

n--

in Alaska,

MONTEVIDEO IS MECCA
FOR THE
'
ARGENTINA COUPLES

METROPOLIS

ySSERTS

(By The Assoclatfd TrrM.)

.

IS INAUGURATED

MEETING

Chicago, Jan. s.

-

DRIVE

BE GENERAL MANAGER
OF GATE CITY STORE

Rowe, Episcopal
Bishop of Alaska, Tells of
His Work Inside the Arctic Circle.

'

CHEER-U- P

WEST VIRGINIAN TQ

IS

Peter T.

"Fer-gusso-

1,250,-000,0-

,

v

J

J

'V,
y

v

f

PrM.)

-
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PLAGE

CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNWU JOURNAL)
8.
It is not nec- - ment as provided by section 10 of
enxary to appraise, advertise and the Enabling act. Tno lease issell at public auction a lease to sued to the contestee, appellee here,
executed
explore for oil and gas, it has been William J. Barker, was
held by the New Mexico supreme and issued to him by the commisforwithout
lands
court In affirming the decision of sioner of public
the district court in Rio Arriba mal appraisement of the lands,
county, In the case of George M. without advertisement and without
Appellant
Neal. appellant, versus William J. sale at public auction.
Marker, appellee. The case Is re- contended that section 10 of the
not
was
act4
complied
Enabling
one
in
a
as
very Important
garded
New Mexico. The court's state- with. The commissioner rejected
the application upon the ground
ment follows:
"This is on appeal from the dis- that the lease had previously been
to Appellee Barker was a
executed
Rio
Arriba
in
court
trict
county
com- valid and eubslsting contract at tho
affirming the" decision of tho
missioner of public lands In deny- time. The commissioner also held
the contract with Barker, being tho application of the appel- that an
oil and ' gas lease, for a
lant for an oil and gas lease upon ing
certain state lands in Rio Arriba period of not exceedlns five years,
was. by .the terms of section JO of
county. The appellee. William J. tho
act, excluded from
Barker, was the holder of an oil it Enabling and
that it was not
provisions,
and gas lenie Issued by tho stato
Of New Mexico through the office nocewwy to appraise, advertise and
sell
at
the lease in
auction
public
of the state land
commissioner,
dated August 29, 1919. The lands question.
"The lower court affirmed the
Included in this lease constituted a
action of the commissioner, from
portion of those granted by the
which
Judgment this appeal is
United States to the territory of
New Mexico by an act approved prosecuted.
n
"Judgment of the court below
June 21, 1898, Known as the
act." These lands became affirmud." '
The
of
New
syllabus says:
state
the property of the
'.'The restrictions and limitations
Mexico when it was admitted to
admitting the
the union. On December 15, 1919, of the Enabling act Mexico
to the
of New
the contestee, George M, Neal, ap- territory
for unlqn in regarl to the sale, lease,
pellant here, made application
an oil and gas lease upon a portion conveyance or.cnntract of .or conof the same lands which had been cerning any of tho lands granted
or confirmed by said act, of the
previously leased to appellee, fur- use
thereof, or the natural prodnished and filed with the applica
tion and appraisement of the lands ucts thereof, do not apply oilto ora
for
and requested that an oil and gas grant or lease to explore
lease of such lands be put up for gas- exocnted bv tyie commissioner
of New
sale at public auction to the high - of public lands of tho state
y
.
est bidder, after public advertise- Mexico."
(SPECIAL
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THINK!

THINK!

This sketch wa3 not drawn to decorate an advertisement, but to roughly illustrate a dream that is pracand based upon events that
tical,
have been made to happen before and that will be
made to happen again. It can be made to happen
in the immediate future in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Smile, if you will, but THINK.

This sketch is no idle, rosy dream of some miraculous
mushroom growth at a rainbow's end. Smile if you
be
wish, at the suggestion that such a picture may adand
avenue
on
Central
transformed into reality
New Mexico in the
jacent streets in Albuquerque,
as
but
future
you smile THINK.

s

jk

jf

H

ut

Will Make This Dream Co me True!

7

'

added to turn' big dreams into bigger realities in Albuquerque, New Mexico:
No need to tell you to what this $60,000 must be
will open the doors by which the will to grow and prosper will enter,
You KNOW that the community hotel project is the key which
v
is the KEF, not the door nor the completed structure of
this citv Understand we say that the success of this hotel project
We are painting no fanciful picture. We are proceeding upon the well laid plan
We are dreaming no fanciful
cities. We KNOW what this key will do in aiding the modern miracle of growth to
tint 'has built 100 small towns into flourishing
We outline for you a skyline of a modern business community, of a flourishbe accomplished by faith courage and determination.
Smile if you will, but THIM!
of 50,000 population in 1927.
ing beautiful city, of an Albuquerque
pros-nerit-

dav-drea-

hi

m.

,

WHAT IS IT WE ASK YOU TO THINK ABOUT?
New

York'. Syracuse is reWe ask you to think of the case of Syracuse,
garded as a city. You think of it as such. Yet Syracuse has not grown as
other eastern cities have grown and it sought the reason. It called in
experts who studied it and its flourishing, growing neighbors and they,
told the business community of Syracuse "You are a 'one hotel town'- -.
that's why your growth is slow in com parison with your neighbors."

Dal-;ve- r,
think of Salt Lake City, Spokane, Seattle, El Paso,
Mis- lie
Omaha, Kansas City, Springfield, Illinois; St. Joseph,
cJri.
Florida: Richmond, Birmingham, Rochester, Day
and one
ton Joplin, Tulsa, Wichita, Des Moines, Louisville, Houston, know-cities
hundred other cities that might be listed and whose names you
on
which awakened the will to grow, financed that determination
firm foundations and worked the modern miracles of American city

Ve ask you to
Tnrl-cnnvill- p.

Syracuse studied that advice and re alized that it was sound. It adopted
a hotel building plan which is, in all its essentials, the plan adopted by
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and which other cities have used successfully
to build hotels since Albuquerque undertook it and announced to the
world that this city would put that plan through.

building.
We ask you to thinks the fact that in reasonable and sensible comparand transportation, Alison, as to tributary resources, trade territory
and equally firm foundabuquerque, New Mexico, has equal advantages
of the
tions on which to build, with any of these. We ask you to think
investiFACT established beyond the question of the most skeptical
for each of the cities named
gator, that at the real beginning of growth
and the 100 others you know of, was the provision of adequate, modern
hotel facilities.
enterWe ask you to think of the. fact that a dozen important building
held in abeyance while their
prises considered for this city are being
is going to do about the key to
projectors wait to see what Albuquerque
the future, the key to the door to growth and prosperity this community hotel project.
We ask you to think about the one resource Albuquerque has which'
none of these other cities which have opened the door to growth and
which depends first, last
prosperity can claim CLIMATE, the resource
and always upon adequate accommodations for those who seek it, in
to transform that resource into growth, prosperity money.

Backed by the Kiwanis clubhand similar clubs, and by an arouse'd comprogram of community determined to grow, Syracuse, in a seven-da- y
munity effort, financed a $3,800,000 hotel, with 600 rooms, now under,
construction. "Syracuse," says a current publication of that city, "is no
town Syracuse is ready to grow."
longer a 'one-hotWe ask you to think of the fact that since Albuquerque undertook this
community hotel campaign and announced to the world that it would
be put through to a .total of $350,000 and without a dollar of mortage
or onded indebtedness a dozen cities, several of them no larger than
Albuquerque, have actually done what we are still trying to do.
of the
We ask you to think of the fact that approximately
is
more
and
subscribed
that
been
total fund required has
only $60,000
necessary to permit Us to let a building contract.
We ask you to think that nearly 800 citizens have sub'scrib'e'd to t K I s
building fund, a majority for all they can afford; that there are some
citizens, able to subscribe who have not done so and who will be directly benefited by the success of this project. We ask you to think if
YOU are one of these latter.
el

six-sevent-

or-'d- er
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What Is It We Ask You to Think About?
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LET'S CREATE THE WORK!
nrv

'I

CIRCULATION

WHO' CANNOT
HI

3
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GREAT OR

FOR PLENTY

WORK

ABUNDANT
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We ask you to think about the fact that increasing numbers of people, profitably employed in their respective trades and
occupations constitute the element that makes prosperity and builds cities.
We ask you to think that without those who earn money by building things, by developing resources, by making things for
others to use for food and clothing and shelter, and servicewithout these business does not exist, growth is absent, prosi'
,
perity is impossible.
and
of
measure
the
constitute
in
of
those
measure
the
fact
the
prosperity
that
engaged earning
We ask you to think about
.'.
,
the measure of growth.
150
to 200 men to work
not
actual
under
"that
this
hotel
construction,
only puts
We ask you to think about the fact
building,
these 150 to 200
that
for six months or more, but so evidences Albuquerque's faith in itself and its determination to grow1
.will be increased ten fold in 1922 by other building operations which will result;
i

mm

3

HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF YOUR SHARE IN CRE- ATING THIS WORK?
HAVE YOU DONE ALL YOU SHOULD DO, OR
THAT YOU CAN DO?

TMiiM

-

'

Woman's Daily Magazine P
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

Cornflakes
YOUR WFPDIXO
ANNIVERSARY PARTY

BY MOTOR POWER
to Help
First Invention
Housewife is Improved
for Both Factory and
Home Use.
Primitive though it was, grandsewing
mother's
machino marked invention's first
Important offering to homo ecohand-propell-

nomics.
Soma folks living today will remember tha crude little machines Deas thev were first presented.
nnnriinff for motive
power on a
n
han-rfismall wheel, provided with a
hiph arandmother turned
by hand and tnus placed stitches
with what to ner eoemeu
able speed, it is a far cry from the
sewing machines of today.
thnnsh It may appear.
nd
grandmother hereelf dozens nuie
dozenB of her received this
even
with
labor-savwith distrust,
Having spent half a
opposition.
lifetime in becoming proficient in
u
the arts of needlework, she felt
impossible tha: any machine cculd
equal the exquisite tiny stitchery
which she placed with such precision in the garments in which her
family was wont to be clothed. It
was indeed many years before it
was recognized generally that the
unwind machine filled a definite
need In both home and manufacturing circles, leaving the hands
accomplished in fine needlework
free to devote their skill to the
sepclal tasks to which that work
Is especially suited.
And now grandmother's "personally conducted" sewing machine
is obsolete. In its place, there is
an electrical sewing machine which
Is the last step in progress. It may
be had in either lock stitch or
chain stitch, and with oscillating or
rotary shuttle, thus enabling one to
buy the type of machine with which
she is most familiar. The
attachments which ruffle
and puff and hem and bind and
tuck and quilt are ail provided. The
only difference, In fact, between
the electric machine and Its immediate predecessor is the fact
that the former is driven by a motor, instead of calling upon Hb
operator for motive power.
deft-finger-

n

NOTES
I

There Is a lovely art lamp made
in unicago equipped witn an adapt-

er that is an improvement upon
the average art lamp with Its one
spot of bright light. This new lnmp
not rnly lights the area directly be-

neath it, but owing to its special
adapter It will provide when desired a good general illumination
of the pnm- - room a soft mellow
flood of light that makPs every
corner ns well lighted as the table
upon which the lamp stands.

'T,

Kir,o.,

.vau

,

i

There are two types of wedding
anniversary celebration which one
can give a luncheon to one'a former bridesmaids,
or an evening
party for all one's friends.
"What does one do at an evening wedding anniversary party?"
writes a reader of this column.
Why. one Dlavs eamos! And one
has the living room and dining
room and refreshments table apdecorated! And one
propriately
serves some such delicious menu
as the following:
Celery Hearts
Chicken or Oyster Patties
y
Balad with
Mayonnaise Dressing.
Graham Bread Marmalade Sandwiches,
Coffee
Wedding Cake
Sponge Cake with Hot Chocola'e
Sauce.
Decorations: For a Cotton Wedding (1st year), use cotton batting
in fluffs, strips and large pieces
for room ana table deoorations,
have spools of cotton thread for
favors; and for a table centerpiece
blacken a small dolls' face, dress
her as a Southern
"mammy"
with red handkerchief
(apron
around head) and place her In a
"field" of cotton batting, supposedly picking cotton.
Paper Wedding Decorations:
Festoons In rooms of crepe paper.
Crepe paper nnpklns on the refreshments table. Small bouquets
of paper flowers as favors, with a
large cardboard wedding bell suspended low over center of table.
Third Tear Decorations (leather): Little can be done for room
decoration, but the table favors
might be small leather desk acces- Pineapple-Nut-Cherr-

ELECTRIC
PRESSURE
COOKER
CUTS TIME
OF PREPARING FOOD
The time factor In the cookery of
fish, fowl and meat runs as follows: Beef, rare. 20 minutes per
pound, 6 pounds, 120 minutes;
chicken, 25 minutes per pound, 4
pounds, 100 minutes.
Cooked in an electric oven for
the allotted time these foods are
very delicious, but sometimes there
is In the heart of the busy housekeeper, a desire for a short-cto
a complete meal, with the time
factor reduced to a minimum.
A new electrical pressure cooker
has arrived that offers to cook a
tough fowl In thirty minutes.
It
is a eteam-tigcooking utensil
made of cost aluminum so that
practically all hect Is retained. The
cooker develops 2C9 degrees of
steam heat under twenty pounds
pressure which quickly penetrates
the food, cooking every bit of it
and making it tender and digestible
d
in
the usual time. One
glass of water is poured into the
and
cooker, the fowl prepared
placed within, the vegetables put
in pans above the fowl so that an
entire meal can be cooked with the
same amount of current required
t0 lcat
Metric Iron, 6(10 watts

sorles (stamp holder, note book,
et cetera), and the centerpiece a
little house made out of leather
glued to cardboard "sides" and
"roof," and modeled as closely as
possible after the home of the
hostess, with their street number
on the front door.
Fourth Year Decoration (Books)
The hostess and host greet the
guests wearing a costume repre
senting a front and back cove of
a book, with some book title (misspelt for fun) written on the "front
cover." Other "front covers" bear
ing misspelt titles may decorate
living room and drning room. Table
favors: Small gift editions of bound
poems, essays, et cetera. Centerpiece: Framed picture ofyour favorite author, or a bust of Shakespeare.
Fifth Year Decorations (Wooden): Hang pine shavings around.
Use wooden lead pencils for favors. Dress up three tiny clothespins to represent bride, groom and
minister (with a tiny book held in
his hair-pi- n
arms).
Soventh Year (Copper): Decorate with all the borrowed copper-war- e
you can get. Table favors
consist of "lucky" pennies. Centerpiece:
Copper tase containing
flowers.
Tenth Year (Tin): Deconvle
rooms with tin pans containing
flowers. For table favors use 10c
tea balls filled with tiny candles
(or aluminum tea balls may be
used instead). Centerpiece: Doll
with funnel hat, whose dress consists chiefly of small, tin, fluted
patty pans.
Tomorrow I will publish In this
column directions for playing a
Jolly, progressive "wedding game,"
which is suitable to play at any anniversary of a wedding.
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Breakfast.
Grapefruit,
Cream and Sugar
Eggs Buttered Toast
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Fruit Tart
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CUT THIS Ot'T IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Bo
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffiold Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound .for coughs,
colds and croup;
Foley Kidney
I'llls for pains in sides and back;
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailments; and Foley Ca- thairtic Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
headbiliousness.
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
everywhere.
More than 2,000 fowls have been
vaccinated by a poultry raiser in
Indiana as a preventive against

1

1

-

Many a boy in a country blacksmith shop has burnt his hands by
picking up a piece of Iron, hot
from the forgo, but which was not
hot enough to show any red. In
the same way, an ecctrlc iron may
become hoatcd to such an extent as
to burn articles on which it is
used, without showing the heat,
because It will not be hot enough to
show any ret;.
Excessive heat In an Iron may
be produced, if tha current Is left
on long enough. A new invention
Is an indicator which includes
a
chain switch, and which is connected with the regular wire lead
to the iron. This Indicator shows
by an index hand working up ana
down in front of a slot, when the
current Is on, and when It Is off.
Such an arrangement of course
not only makes for the prevention
of accidents, due to overheating,
but Is an aid to economy, for an
Iron or electric stove may be passing the current uselessly, without
anybody knowing It.

'
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can make "your work easier when you are
out in the afternoon by selecting foodsyxiucan
cook in the morning. For instance, cheese croquettes
can be prepared several hours before meal time, and
need only a few minutes' browning in hot Crisco before
serving. They are nourishing and more appetizing
than a heavy meat.,

YOU

,

Tea

Chicken with Mushrooms:
Use
electric chafing dish; turn current
on full and bring to boiling point
the water in the water pan. Put 1
tablespoon of butter and one tablespoon of flour in upper pan and
when melted and mixed, add 1
cup of milk and 1 cup of cream.
Stir carefully and cook until
smooth and thick; add 2 cups of
cold chicken cut in dice, 1 cup of
mushrooms and season with salt.
Turn the curront to low heat and
let Ingredients simmer for 12 minutes. Add tne paprika and serve
on slices of toast marie on electric
toaster. Green pepper may bo
used instead or tne mushrooms.

vvm

JV'

Simplify your cookinj
now and then

Try Crisco in this recipe

Supper.
Chicken with Mushrooms
Thin Bread andj Butter Sandwiches

INDICATOR SHOWS IF
IRON GETS TOO WARM

1

Jti ome

COOKERY

Imnclicon.
Sweet Potato and Almond
Croquette
Graham Bread Cream Cheese
Tea
Crullers
Sweet Potato and Almond Cro2
To
quettes:
cups mashed sweet
potato aad one teaspoon salt, 2 tablespoons or vutter, 1 beaten egg,
3 tablespoons
of blanched almonds, chopped and pounded,
hot milk to make of the
consistency to handle. Form Into
any desired shape, dtp Into egg,
then crumbs and fry In deep fat in
electrio frying kettle.

ht

.

w If
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age-Electric- ity

Place grapefruit prepared the
night before on fruit plates and
set on table. Crisp the cornflakes
in shallow pan of electric grill underneath the heating element. After serving th flakes, throw all
of the heat upwards by using the
deflector pan underneath heating
clement. Put the deep pan with
eggs In it on top of grill, let water come to boiling, point, then
serve the eggs at once. Make toast
on electric toaster and coffee In
electrio pot type percolator,

FROCK
IS GAINING FAVOR

nPV

W

Coffee

ut

;n

,f

Soft-couk-

TWO-COLO- R

his office properly ventilated and
U
heated, and not a poor imitation of L " iho T17fh 1
n
,
pressure
tnriri.h h.ih tt
Urn
risht
Jmproved
valve,
it
safety
the temperature run above 70 de-- 1
lh a,
green 'and If there Is any deficiency
?etciLw
There is also a Ihreo-he- han;
in the provisions for automatic
the curront into
divides
that
ventilation as there usually is, ho plug
medium and low. The comsnouia start an electric fan to keep high,
er Is started on "high" and when
the air moving.
the pressure reaches twenty pounds
To eream oysters In an electric the balance of the Looking can be
done on "low" or "medium." The
chafing dish bring water to boiling electric
heating element is Im1 cup
point In water pan;
put
cream In upper pan and when boil- bedded In the Bottom ct tha cooker.
ing add 1 tablespoon of flour mixed
Whet tTckadd l",tablespoofn "of WOMEN MUST LEARN
butter, season with pepper, salt and ECONOMICS
TO BE
paprika, then add 24 small oysters,
HER VIEW
put the cover on chafing dish, turn
LEADERS,
current to medium heat and let
simmer for ten minutes, Sorve on
toast.

CHEESE CROQUETTES
tableipoonfuli Critco
yi cupful flout
cupful milk or chicken broth;
2 egg yolki, beaten light
H cupful grated cheese
i teatpoonful salt

Crisco is ideal for frying because it does not smoke at
frying heat, because It gives off no odor, and because
it cooks food so quickly that it does not heat up your
kitchen as much as a pan of slow boiling vegetables.'

A
ft

1

1

i
1

teaspoonful paprika
cupful common cheeie cut m small
cupful bits of pimento
egg with 4 tablespoonfuli milk
toft lifted bread crumbi
Crisco for frying

Crisco makes fried things taste better, too, because it
does not spoil their natural flavors with a greasy taste.

It
cub'

is

absolutely tasteless

bread-crum-

b,

ft

a pure, white, delicate, vege-

ft
ft

ft
ft
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For Frying -- For Shortening

and

fry in hot Crisco.
The pimentos may
be omitted.

For. Cake

LSIj

ft
ft

table cooking fat that is entirely 'different'.

Melt the Criico; in it cook the Sour, add the
liquid and stir until boiling; add the egg and
let cook without boiling until the egg ii let;
itir in the grated cheese and seasonings, then
fold in the cubes of cheese and spread on a
Criscoed plate. When cold, shape, egg-an- d-

Do you know

Making'"

the 24 Rules for Perfect Frying?

aY'P

--

The Whys of Cooking will tell you how to make your
croquttes, fritters and other fried foods just right the
Wrlft-- n
fir.f tlm. vnn trv thpm
k T,n
McKenzie Hill, founder of the Boston Cook- ia
int School. Gives scores of her exclu- -

X

live recipes.
in stamps.

Send coupon and 10c

nomica,

"n

it

TUs Procter
Gamble Co,
V
r t
.

T

wnannin,

I
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TlM
PP"i.
endow 10c

of Cooking." I
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Name

yA p. O

State

Do you use Crisco
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GET A WESTINGHOUSE

COZY GLOW HEATER AND KEEP,

YOUR HOME COZY THESE

COLD

MiKGS
i
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By ELOISE
The
frock is gaining
in popularity for spring wear. The
usual idea is to have the frock of
T
one color and the sleeves of something brilliant and startling. This
idea is often varied, however, and
we find many new ways of introeffects used in
ducing
if
the new spring frocks.
This canton crepe frock has decided to break away from the usual and has sleeves of the black
canton crepe from which the rest
of the frock is made. A deep,
slashed cuff finishes the
sleeve. The
ef
Investigate the
fect could not be overlooked, how
Federal Electric
ever, since it is fashion s decree
Washer. The
and so long loops of pheasant blue
crepe trim the sides of the skirt
machine with no
and blouse. The skirt loops form
regrets.
long, loose panels which make an
uneven
hem. Black and navy
trimmed with pheasant or cornflower blue, Mohawk or fuchsia ra i
sTMMi
vw
era
mstMMi
Miss GeoTgtna Roberta.
red, Jade and other high colors
Miss Georglna Roberts, who has are popular combinations for these jjJust returned from a trip to Engfrocks.
land, France' and Italy where she
has been gathering material for a
series of current events lectures,
says that women have need of
knowing the economical facts of
life if they are to become leaders
In the modern world.
Miss Roberts also states that the old idea
NO. 9. BUTTERMILK
of motherhood and home environment for the growing child are
The
of the
Dairy are
coming Into fashion again,
becoming as well and favorably known as its unexAccording to Miss Roberts:
"The laborer' wife who handles
celled milk. Its buttermilk is churned daily from
the pay envelope and buys food
milk which has gone through every purifying proand clothing for the family knows
cess. It is delivered in quarts 'or gallons to any part
how much things cost, but does
she know why? The girl college
of the city twice a day.
knovAr
certain theories
graduate
Pure, fresh, clean
buttermilk is
about economic law,tut is ignorant of actual conditions. .Practical
excellent food, good, alike for old and young. In
and theoretic immersion in the
many cases physicians recommend buttermilk to
underlying motives and causes of
their patients with satisfying results. For health
American life, that Is to say the
economic motives which govern
and pleasure, few drinks excel pure, fresh
men's actions, is necessary before
buttermilk. Call 351, buy buttermilk for
the woman of today is fitted to
e
take an active part in affairs
the children, and see who enjoys it the most. It
the home.
will be another case of the Christmas toys.
"We are only Just now emerging from 'a most abnormal period
when women, unrooted by the
cataclysm of war, believed that
they must abandon the drawing
room forthe publlo platform.
Now domesticity is coming back
and the business of learning how
to cook an appetizing meal as'
sumes its proper Importance."
821 North Second.
Phone SSI.
During the war Miss Roberts
instructed army cooks,
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I was setting on Mary Watklnses
frunt steps tawking to her, and so
was Puds Simkins, and I was making her laff and Puds wasent, and
Puds sed, Wats you think, Mary, I
dreemed about you last nlte, I
dreemed you was a angel.
.

Puds how pcrfeckly lovely,
ed Mary Watkins.
Me thinking,
Heck, darn him.
And I sed, Well I wouldont wunt
I was a angel.
to
dreem
anybody
If you ever saw angels in plcktures
you know how they go erround,
don't you? I sod.
Meenlng with nuthtng on but
wings, and Mary Watkins sed.
Puds Simkins, Im going rite in the
house.
Wich she started to do, and Puds
sed, Hay, wait a minnlt, hay, he's
crazy, I dldent dreem you looked
like the rest of the angels, I
dreemed you was all dressed up In
& long fur coat and everything.
Thats different, thats all rite,
sed Mary Watkins setting down
agen, and I sed, Well then how did
he know you was a angel if you
wasent dressed like a angel?
Yes, how could you tell I was a
angel? sed Mary Watkins starting
to
get up agen.
'
On account of your fcewtiflH
face, I knew rite away nobody but
a angel could have sutch a bewtl-fi- ll
face, you couldent fool me, sed
Puds.
O Puds wat a nice dreem, sed
Mary Watkins staying down.
Me thinking, Aw heck, darn that
O

.

oy.

And Mary Watkins kepp on looking at Puds as if she thawt he was
about twice as wonderfil as me,
and pritty soon I got up and went
home dlskusted.
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.
preventing the frosting of show windows.
'A feature of the radiator is the concentrated heat beam and lie
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"At Your Service."

"Phone 98."
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HELPING THE FARMER.

President Harding's farm conference promises to
be one of the outstanding events of the new year.
The farmer must have help and have it soon If business is to improve. The farm problem is the most
urgent and difficult of all those confronting the gov.
ernment. General prosperity cannot be expected
until the farms are prosperous. All our wealth
comes in one way or another from the soil. When
the farmer is in the financial doldrums most of us
are wallowing along with him.
The president's policy of early and vigorous farm
4
aid has been decided upon after several conferences
of administration officials with members ot congress. The farming sections have recuperated more
slowly from the period of depression than the remainder of the,country and it is frankly recognized
that there Is no. great relief to be afforded the farm
situation except through natural economic laws.
Nevertheless, there are some things the government
.can do that might contribute to helping the situation. And it is these things the administration plans
to get behind and push through.
Foremost on the progranj the administration will
farm
get behind the measure legalizing
This bill has almost, but not quite,
organizations.
been enacted in three different sessions of congress.
With the approval of theederal reserve board and
the federal land bank board there will be presented
from the agricultural .committee of the house or
senate a measure designed to set up a rural credits
system for the farm similar to that of the federal
reserve system for industry and commerce.
Good business and good politics demand that congress follow the president's plan. The farmer is not
a special Interest to be fostered and pampered at
the expense of the rest of us, but he must be given
full and ample opportunity to help himself to the
utmost.
'

IF THE CONFERENCE HAD DONE NOTHING MORE IT
WOULD HAVE BEEN WORTH WHILE.

and conveniences," Representative Cannon said.
"Look at the revolutionary changes gas and electricity and other public utility services have wrought.
Thcao are the happy days, but so few of us realize it."

.

With all the modern things that contribute to
human happiness there are now more pessimists to
the square mile than ever.
POTENT ASIA.
Although the Aslatlo continent is teeming with
untouched resources, millions in Russia and Chlnn
are starving and Japan Is poor. Crooked stick agriculture keeps Asia from more than doubling tho
world's present production of food stuffs.
Tilled by American farmers, Siberia alone could
feed the world. . And that vast area stretching more
than 4,000 miles from the Pacific to the Urals has
all the trimmings of forest and minerals which combine with good' farming land to feed, house, clothe
and equip a wealthy nation.
Something big Is in the making in Asia as Inevitably something big must develop In such a country and whether it is to make for prosperity or for
peril may depend in large part upon the decisions
statesmen.
An Idea works wonders
of present-da- y
in Asia. Commodore Perry made Japan open her
eyes; a little more than half a century later statesmen of Japan are in Washington counted In as of
the "Big Three" when affairs of the Pacific are discussed.
European and American purposes and Interests
need never cross those of Asia. The plows and other
farming implements built in the United States will
replace the crooked stick farming ot Asia, and Manchuria will then be able to keep every Asiatic from
starving. Wrell fed. neighbors are safer than hungry
ones.

The commerce of the Paciflo may soon restore
the prosperity which wag banished by the war In
Europo; an Asiatic war might reduce the world to
There is nothing little about Asia and
barbarism.
the Pacific, and there Is room in Asia for all the
Japanese in which to develop to the full.

Crabbscrawlings
YOUR NOSE KNOWS.
Mary owned a little goat,
It's fragrance was no sham;
She sold It to, the butcher man,
And he sold it out as lamb.
O

O

O

O

O

O

v

The love affair betwepn the Journal, the First National and the Irreducible might be called a triangle
except for the fact that Ananias is, taking such a
prominent part.
Oft In the stilly night we wonder why some scientist hasn't crossed insomnia with sleeping sickness.
O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

It used to be that we were invited out for supper,
but nowadays we attend dinner parties.

AND NEXT TIME MAYBE WE CAN MAKE IT FOR LIFE.

Nothing makes a woman quite as religious as a
new hat.

o

O O O
While within the province of the senate is thi
SAID, RUMORED AND ALLEGED.
The politics in this here state
making of reservations limiting United States parIs said to be most rotten;
agreement, legislating
ticipation In the
The trouble is, so says a mate.
for other powers Is not its prerogrativo. It is diffiToo
many men are boughten.
cult to believe that Senator Borah's proposed reser(Yankee pronunciation.)
Pacific
for
to
the.
vation
O O O
treaty waj put forth
If the women would send menus with their Inviious consideration.
It is not a reservation, but an
men
to
tations
the
would know better what to
teas,
attempt to amend the treaty. Senator Borah would expect.
have the senate declare:
O
O o
"The high contracting parties agree to restore
Sir: Susie says that your column Is so soothing
to
it
that
her
to
and
forever
one
puts
within
thereafter
sleep every Monday nfternoon.-NELrespect the
year
rights. Interests, terrltor;- and sovereignity of all naOh, that's nothing, Nellie; I frequently go to sleep
tions, or governments having rights and interests in writing It.
o o o
the region of the Pacific, and failure to do so by
A CONFESSION.
any one of the high contracting parties shall termiA lady came with charming grace
nate all obligations under Article 11."
And said to me right to my face
The Idaho senator Is sollcitious of the rights of
I've brought you something to replace
Your Ideas of poetry.
China, as are honorably disposed people throughout
the world. But the Pacific treaty deals with Insular
She then gave me a small brown book
possessions of the parties to It, not with China whose
With markings where she'd have me look
status It is hoped will be established in another
When I need words like "get the hook"
To turn a pretty meter.
treaty. As to Pacific islands, it the contracting
parties were to restore within one year the rights,
I took the volume that she brought
etc., as provided in the "reservation," there would
And read the thing just as I ought
ot
!
native
a
recreated
But it told nothing that I sought
multiplicity
independent
And
so I quick returned it.
governments that assuredly would not make for
peace and stability "in the region of the Pacific
And now she says the thing I need
ocean." , Applied to China it would be a cause of
Is change of thought I've gone to seed
There are moral rights and
ceaseless controversy.
I spurn the charge '.nd frankly plead
I'm
much too green for that!
China
to
has
exercise
a moral right
legal rights.
O
O O
sovereignity over all the territory of the empire, but
Nine o'clock curfew at Las Vegas Is to be revived.
she has relinquished that sovereignity In spots by This recalls, of course, the whiskered
wheeze about
tho town which dispensed with curfew because it
processes universally recognized as legal.
It Is not within the power of the United States, woke everybody up. o o
o
unless this country successfully use force, to compel
Sir: Did you know that Max Wells sells them In
the restorations desired by Senator Borah. The lat- Santa Fe? PEG TOP.
ter Is on sound moral ground, but the method he No, but I see where Virgil sparks In Socorro.
O O O
proposes to accomplish the end sought is impractiNow
no less an authority than Richard
cable. He knows this. It must be Concluded, then, Strauss that
has put his O. K. on Jaz music, what will
that he advances his suggestion for no other pur- the frowning highbrows do about It?
o o o
pose but to obstruct ratification of the
Oh what, to ask another question, Is more useless
Paclflo treaty. That he will, have no substantial
than a thermometer that is given away as an adverbacking in the senate is a matter of satisfaction to tisement.
the nation.
As a thermometer It Is no good, and as an advertisement Is it no good because It Is no good as a
thermometer.
FORTUNE'S WHEEL,
O O O
The old saying that a burnt child dreads the fire
A large ball In Washington the other day, de- doesn't always apply. Most people no sooner get
scribed as the largest and most brilliant of the sea- out of one marriage than they bust right into anson in the nation's capital, might well awaken rem- other one.
O O o
iniscences and start philosophizing about the turn
RY A J)AM SITE.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on the Dam
of fortune's wheel, or more likely about the power
line." Journal Ad.
of a strong personality.
O o o
ball of a girl half Amer
It was the coming-ou- t
THE COUNTY WHERE I'S B ATRrn
ican and half Russian, Princess Bertha Cantacuzene,
I read a lot o' papers
An' some pop'lar magazines,
of Ulysses S. Grant, Bon of
a
I like a book that's got a punch
an Ohio tanner, who became commander in chief of
An' paints me purty scenes;
United
of
States
United
the
the
army and president
There's lots o' ways of passln time
States.
Rut one way must be praised.
An' that's a readin' of the folks
Fiction can scarcely show a more romantic tale
In the county where
raised.
than the life of the mother of the young princess
who made her social debut in the capital, Julia
I like a person who can look
At youth with pleasant thought,
Dent Grant, a beautiful girl, who married a RusAn' think o' things that he done then
sian prince and was a favorite in the court life of
And of the things he sought;
the Muscovite city for several years, and who,
For youth was made for happiness
which
loss
friends
of
and
suffered
the
estates,
An' you'll be Just amazed.
ing
How
durmembers
ct
Russian
all
the
overtook
many pleasant thought come back
nobility.
From the county where you'a raised.
lng the revolution, has now come with her husband
and children to make her home in her native land
I take the ol' home paper
An' I search the pages through,
To see what Jim or John has done
"UNCLE JOE:" OPTIMIST.
Or what's become ot you;
I read where Sallle is quite well
The outstanding exponent of optimism In the
But Mary was near dazed,
i
,
With prices
United States' is Representative "Uncle Joe" Cannon
her turkeys brought
In the county where I's
raised.
of Danville, 111., who, at the age ot SS, serves In
"Uncle Joe"
congress to keep himself employed.
I love to read where Stoney Is
has faith In the government and In the ability of
A workin' In the bank,
An' Zeph's a doctor in St. Louis
the nation to face every issue and win out.
Where he has rose in rank;
The present industrial and business situation In
That Dllle Craig at last is wed
the United States does not warrant the expressions
An' ends his bach'lor days;
so
which
heard
are
from
of pessimism
frequently
I knowed 'em all when I was there
In the county where I'g raised.
many iources, "Uncle Joe" Is certain. Pessimism
optimhas no place in the thought of a simon-pur- e
I read a lot o' papers
ist, so he has no patience with it.
An' some pop'lar magazines,
"Americans today, in the rush for the almighty
I like a book that's got a punch
An' paints me pretty scenes;
dollar," Mr. Cannon said recently, "forget tho
But when It comes to paistn' time
blessings they enjoy. Why, back in Danville long
One of the nicest ways,
years ago, before days of gas and electric lights,
Is readin' of the folks back home
the telephone, electric railways and other marvelous
In the county where I's raised,
to
O O O
cohifort
have
Inventions that
the people,
brought
On the morning of January first, we said to a p"ure
the folks opened their eyes in amazement at the blooded
American, "Well, did you watch the old year
sight of an oil lump in a store window.
out and the new year In?"
"Now see what we enjoy today In life's comforts
-- T, B. C.
And the answer was "When!"
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by F. Scott Fittsgerald has got
more peppers than the other one,
because, I reckon, in these days
of automobiles a mile aint such a
extended thing as it was when
John Alden spoke for hisself.
The
Rebellion
ala
Whiskey
Thornton Burgess might be all
right in the effect east, but I am
glad I am living out where the
west
These' kids was
begins.
drinking bronnix cocktails when
they should ought to be drinking
Intimate milk like we are getting
the talks on every day In this
paper.
It you like James Branch Cabell, then you will like the way
ho tolls how Christofer Colombo
worked Isabel for some ships. The
story has no local features and is
not a relation, not even a poor
one, to our dance hall.
Shipman AnMary Raymond
drews's "For the Freedom of The
World" is a lot of Charlie Chaplin Shoulder Arms stuff, and the
O'Neill
second act as Eugene
would write It is too true to be
funny. I cant get no laughs out
of the hard ships of the boys
who went to France and made
business so good here that ver
body closed down their factory
nnd now there aint nothing for
.
the hero to do.
The Introduction Is supposed to
be like William Lyons Phelps, but
that dont mean nothing in my
misspent life, so you will hafto
read it and be your own Landis.
Custers LaHt Stand brings back
a momery of the Anheuser Bush
Lithograpn. The story is copied
after Edith Wharton's style and
that reminds you of a nother old
favorrite, viz, Tempest and Sunshine.
The pictures In this here book
Is drawed by a fellow name Herb
I used to know a fellow
Roth.
by that name but he never drawed
nothing not even a sober breath
except maybe once in a while aft
er they closed em up on Sundays
and he was too stewed Saturday
night to lay in a supply for the
T. B. C.
next day.
.

Bedtime Stone

For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garls
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
RKD INK.
Baby Bunty camo skipping over
the snow to the hollow stump
of Uncle Wiggily one
bungalow
afternoon.
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily!" cried Baby
Bunty, as she brushed roms of the
white flakes oft ' her funny little
nose, "will you please draw me
some pictures?"
"Draw
you pictures.
Baby
Bunty?" repeated the rabbit gentleman, as he twisted his head to
one side, for Pnby Bunty threw a
snowflake at his pink, twinkling
nose. "What kind of pictures?"
and Uncle Wiggily sneezed for the.
snowflake tickled him.
"Any kind of pictures," begged
the little rabbit girl. "Draw me a
picture of a house, and a tree and
a monkey climbing the tree and
falling down the chimney of the
house and-- a big wind blowing tho
hnuse away, and a cocoanut and a
lollvpop nnd and "
Baby Bunty had to stop talking
as Phe was all out of breath.
"Say, I can't draw all those pictures!" laughed Uncle Wiggily. "I
don't know how. I'm not an artist."
"Well, draw as many as you
can." begged Baby Bunty.
She crawled ur into Uncle
's
lap, and the bunnv gentleman took out his fountain pen,
filled with black ink, an began to
draw something
on a piece of
paper.
"What's that?" asked Baby
Bunty, moving her little red tomum
ns Uncle Wiggily did his pen.
"What's that you're drawing, Uncle

j

Wig-gily-

WiKirlly?

"That? Oh, that's a tree, .Baby
Bunty.
DOS PASS0S BOOK OF
"It looks like a feather duster
THE WAR DELIGHTS A standing on Its head," said the
small rabbit girl.
FORMER SERVICE MAN
I haven't
"Walt;
finished,"
laughed the bunny gentleman. And
Young John Dos Passos appar- when he had filled in the leaves,
ently "hits off" the war in his the thing like a feather duster did

New York did away with her curb, market, but
Albuquerque still has her second hand Fords displayed on Central avenue west of Fifth street.

AN ILLOGICAL FLAN.
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Which

by Ben Hccht.

A FOOL'S TALE
But Mark nnd Nona End Up
Happily.

Arc

Putnam's

Erlck Dorn Is one of the mos
unpleasant books it has been my
lot to read for some time. Menoken
says "those who like it, liko it" or
words to that effect, and one can
see lmw that would be, for there
are things about it to like.
The principal character, Srilc
Dorn. is well drawn. A Chicago
newspaper man without illusions
and with a keen brnln, who gets
his only pleasure in the rush of the
newspaper office, who needs women and yet tires of them as soon as
the mvs'terv is solved, who sees the
war hvsteria and the bitterness of
its reaction wnn ine same
eye. and who typifies exactly the
cynicism of
pathetic know-it-a- ll
his decade.
This character is convincing, too
In the
convincing for comfort.
first chapters his lack of illusion,
his cold vision of things as they ore.
is tonic; by the end of the book'
when he has tired of mistress after

PIE

CONTEST

If Winter
son.

(12).

by A. S. M. HutchinLittle, Brown.

Comes,

This is the tale of a fool, and an
interesting tale it is.
book aims at the delineation
IN of The
a character with ideals and the
power to follow them, combined
with the Inability ever to make his
IS Open t0'
character "co":
of NeW vincingly, the author overdoes him- -
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Replies tastrophe is weakened somewhat
Mexico, Draws
by the reader's failure to sympaFrom Local People.
thize with the rather puerile conAmonCr

the several essays received

in the cash prize contest which the
.innrnnl is runnlnir on Harvey Fcr
,
Ruson s novel, ,.Th6 B:ooA of the
Conquerors," are the two which
appear below. From time to time,
,he journal will continue to print
received In this
h
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'he contest

will continue during
mnnth.of January, and offers
cash prizes: a first prize of
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he comes back to his wife blindly
seeking what he had thrown away, should be "itten in legible hand- he is a truly pathetic figure. There
is no conviction that he would be,
V own
y
with her again. One feels, "en t oi
and is based
Mexico,
find
to
never
that he is doomed
(
h
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duct of the hero.
Mark Sabre, the hero, is scarceto his
ly human In his devotion
he possesses
ideals. Everything,
money, business success, social
position, and his wife are sacrificed by him In order that he may
discharge what he believes to be
his Christian duty to an unmarried
mother with no claim on him other
than that she had once worked in
his household.
When the young woman Is unable
to secure a position In any home"
and keep her child with her. Sabre
insists on bringing her into his
house. This action apparently ver
ifies the neighborhood assumption
of the child s paternity, and
Sabre's wife accepts the assumption as correct and Reaves the
home. It is at this point that the
reader's sympathy with Sabre suffers a severe setback. Even the
mountain of catastrophes which
are heaped upon Sabre leave the
reader more or less cold towards
the hero who has brought about
his own undoing.
i
Whatever its faults may bo, tho
book is amazingly Interesting, and
the style Is unexceptionable.
Hutchinson Is extremely expert in
sustaining the Interest by means
of frequent minor crimes, and
builds up the plot In ' a manner
which brings whole mountains of
events Into the final chapter.
M. F. C.

much discussed book "Three Soldiers." T,he effect the book had
who
on a young Albuquerquean
served over seas more than a year
is reflected in a letter written
to a girl friend to whom ' he
sent a copy of the book.
Says this
"Ive found a book!
"I have been so deeply engrossed In it the last twenty-fou- r
hours I can't remember whether
I've had any meals or not.
"After reading the first chapter I had fully decided It was the
real thing, something I had been
looking for ever since I got out
of the army, my own and everyone else's thousht's crystallzed
and set down permanently. That Is
tho way Dos Pasos' "Three Soldiers" fitrucit me, and I simply
howled with glee.
"I shipped you a copy yesttr-dnI think. I have been In a
daze ever since finishing It ' and
can't remember. You will find it
a little rough in spots but I really
think it is a wonderful book.
"As to whether it's literature or
not, I'm very frank to say I don't
know. I was entirely too excited
and pleased at finding something 1
had looked for in vain for so long
to read it with that in view.
"Don't consider it overdrawn In
the least, because it Isn't. But R Is
written through the eyes of a hypersensitive person, as you'll readily see."
The Journal will publish In the
Book Corner in the near future a
signed review of "Three Soldiers"
written by a former service man of
this city who saw active warfare In
France.

'
on him nt last and engaged herself New M"Jco.
ssmle
YnLafact!the.r papers asearly as
S
of the rush which will
the whole point to the book seems because
at the end, when the judges
to he that the only way to be happy come
not be able to spend much
is to live blinded by platitudes. will
time in considering a manuscript.
inSeeing and understanding make
The following essays were remisery.
creasing
recently:
The unpleasantness or m dook. ceived
Those who consider themselves
wen
Is in Its crotlo
chapters,
of judging have
Hecht has evidently made up his especially capable
to say in praise of
mind that all must be told, and one had' so much
novel, "The
Fergusson'a
wearies unutterably of the details Harvey
of the Conquerors," that othof his hero's life with his wife and Blood
their high
share
not
who do
the mistresses who follow. Rachel, ers
have had little opportun- the young Jewess for whom he first nninion
themselves heard.
lea'cs iiome, is weaKeneu as a ity to make rrom
tne dook aione i
Judging
character bv, the failure of the should
that Fergusson is one History In the Manner of Ameri
author tp give her any life at all of two say
A
can Arthurs.
dyspeptic or a
things:
outside of her love for Dorn. It
is greatly to the relief of the reader Smart Aleck.
A
of History, by Don
Outlln
man
Parody
What pleasure It can give a
when he leaves her and goes to
In Albuquerque to ald Olden Stewart. (George H. Doran 4
raised
and
born
there
matters
into
to
look
Co.)
Germany
write an uncomplimentary account
It Is beginning to look like now
after the war.
town Is a mystery to
Some one has said tnat tne dook of his home
adays that If you don't want to bo
Is written In the futuristic style. me. It Is too bad that Fergusson
a
nobody, you have got to get
he did read It, did
Bv this Is probably meant short never read, or if that
somebody to Imitate you, and that
bit
understand
charming
not
often badly
what is; did In this here book
journalistic sentences,enorc
Town.' is
tor me of literature entitled "My
which Is
but a lot of old
built, ana with, an
have taught him some guff that nbthlng
is
It
which
might
deadly
is
by this here
epigrammatic times. No doubt the
thing about loyalty.this letter. I do Donald Ogden Stewart In the
wearisome at
not
shall
sign
I
of some moderner arthurs,
fault of a young writer doing his
high- styles
not want some
Mr. Stewart aAmlta it Is a takefirst book and trying to be clever.
a
know
not
I
do
me
war
brows
telling
In
with
the
connection
on
off
American arthurs and H.
o,if
It.
G. Wells and American History,
fever, preparedness parades, liberty good novel when I read
(Signed)
and says the American arthurs
loaning,
marcning soiuie, hhu
BOOSTER.
includes "our most characteristic
especially In the chapters dealing AN ALBUQUERQUE
words as
with the Russian and German revliterary figures," " he
"The Blood of the Conquerors," well
as the spelling Is hlsn) even
olutions it is very effective.
Is
a
not
a
good
vivid
if most of them is strangers In
by Harvey Fergusson,
An unpleasant book, but
book. It is a bad book. The cen-tr- my libery.
one.
female figure (one would
I was just looking thru the book
scarcely call her a heroine) vio- casual like when I seen that Harvows
and
g6es
RECEIVED.
her
lates
BOOKS
old Belle
was one of the
marriage
This Is not true to boys who Wright
unpunished.
was took off, and me,
life. In real life one cannot sin being raised In the country and
The following late volumes have against God and man without pay- not knowing until I moved to tho
been received from the publishers ing the price.
city that it was considered deThe author fouls all he touches classe to read Harold Belle, why
for review' In the Journal Book
Is
To him the fine Spanish race
I have read a lot of his stuff, and
Corner:
I must
The Blood of the Conquerors. In a state of decay. The American after reading the take-of- f,
downA,
if
not
(Alfred
and
Is
tricky
greedy
say that the way he tells "How
By Harvey Fergusson.
a
Is
The
dishonest.
Is
heart
Love
priest
Geri
to
Come
Grant"
right
Knopf).
A. S. M. hlnckmaller.
The good people of rendering to say the lease.
It
If Winter Comes. ByBrown
&
are
monkeys "aping corns in a hack, and nothing, In
Hutchinson.
(Little
Albuquerque
Even
easterner."
mortem
of
the
so
Is
the ways
my estimation,
Co.)
post
d
Seelnsr Things at Night. By
the girls at the lunch counter are as a hack.
A nother of my favorrltes I
Broun.
(Harcourt, Brace Immoral.
8c Co.)
The book. Is not tht sort of a found in the book was Ring W.
,
Three Soldiers. By John Dos book for young people, or for old Lardner. (The W stands for
one either for that matter. It has Worm.)
Passos. (Doran).
Ring is took off In a
Mary In New Mexico. By Con- no message, no lesson to teach, no serious of letters from a Minlt
Man who likes the spirits ot '75
stance Johnson. (MacMlllen.)
refining influence. are such
good and tells about a Boston T party
As long as there
Miss V. A. Drummond, who has dean stories as "Freckles"- for ex- and some other history events
concluded a full apprenticeship as ample, I shall 'not permit my most entertaining.
The palrdv on Main Street Is
an engineer In one of fne big ship- children to read such books as
J just as unlntrestlng as the original
building plants on tho Clyde, is "The Blood of the Conquerors."
nnd the Court Ship of Mile Blandthe granddaughter of the first Ba(Signed)
ish as it would of been wrote up
ron ArnhcrBt,
A FATHER OF CHILDREN.

Xs7onnkTheifa

PARODIES

self-elect-

al

Hey-woo-

-

look more like a tree Baby Bunty
said so herself. Then Undo Wig-gll- y
drew a house, with a chimney on. and he was Just going to
do his best to draw a monkey when
Bahy Bunty cried:
"Oh, make some fire coming out
of the chimney that will be best!
Make fire coming" out of the chimney, Uncle Wiggily!"
"To make fire I ought to have
red ink, for fire Is red," spoke the
bunny gentleman, "I need red Ink,
Baby Bunty."
"Didn't your pen have red ink
In It?" asked the little rabbit girl,
speaking baby talk just for fun.
"No, it didn't has no red ink
In!" laughed" Uncle Wigglly.
"If
you ask Nurse Jane for a bottle of
TaxV

y,

1,

You must Kctve cut yourself !
red Ink I'll make it look as though
fire was coming out of the

BOOK ENDS

cried .Baby
'Oh, goodie-oodieBunty and away she ran. The
muskrat lady housekeeper gave
her a bottle of red ink, and a fresh
pen, and Uncle Wiggily began
drawing streamers 'of fire coming
out of the chimney.
"Oh, its a lovely red hot fire
you're making with the red ink,"
laughed Baby Bunty. "And you
got some red ink on your paw.
Uncle Wiggily, and it looks like
you cut yourself, like when you
shave."
"So It does," laughed the bunny
gentleman, looking at his paw on
which some red ink had spilled.
making It appear like a cut. "But
I'm all right. Baby Bunty.'
Tm glad of that!" suddenly
cried a harsh voice at the door.
"What did you sav?" asked the
bunny, thinking Baby Bunty was
trying some more of her tricks.
"I said I was glad you're all
right. Wiggle, my dear chap. Be- cause If you weren't all right I
wouldn't
want to nibble your
earsl" and with that the Bad Bob
Cat flounced in. Baby Bunty had
forgotten to close the door.
"Oh! Oh" exclaimed Uncle Wicr- gily. "Oh dear! So you are going
to nibble my ears, are you?"
"xes, sir, both ears " how ed
the Bob Cat. "I'll becin on vour
work around to your
right ear and
left and "
"Please don't hurt Uncle Wie.
glly!" begged Baby Bunty.
"res, i stiall. and then I'll hurt
you!" howled the Bob Cat
"I'll
claw you with my paw!"
sou can't claw mo with that
paw. Look, it's all red! You must
have cut yourself!"
cried Baby
Bunty, pointing to the left front
of
paw
the Bad Bob Cat. "Yon'r
bleeding!"
so I am! Oh denr trot &
, Oh,
doctor! Oh, I must have stepped on
a sharp piece of glass. Oh, Where's
tne doctor?" howled the Bob Cat,
and, limping on three legs, out of
the bungalow he ran, not hurting
Uncle Wiggily or the llttlo rnhhi
girl at all.
"I wonder where he cut himself?" said the bunny, as he finished drawing the picture of th
fire coming out of the chimney.
"He didn't cut himself anywhere
at all!" laughed the Baby
Bunty.
"I Just took the cork of the
red
Ink bottle and rubbed it on his
paw when he wasn't looking, and
he thought the red ink was blood!
Ha! Ha!"
"Hah Ha!" laughed the bunny
"You're a smart little
gentleman.
And so sba
tyke, Baby Bunty!"
was. And If the chocolate cake
doesn't try to hide itself In tho
dark cupboard where the bread
knifo can't find It to cut a slice for
the gold fish. I'll tell you next
about Uncle Wiggily and Munchie
Trot.
!"

Wllla Cather's book of short
stories, ''Youth and the Bright Medusa," has just been published in
One English reviewer
London.
"takes pleasure in finding that she
confines herself to the speech com-lio- n
to her country and ours, avoiding that constant use of ephemeral
slang which makes many American
books so puzzling and jarring to
English, readers."
"The Golden Fleece," Padralc
Colum's new book, completes the
cycle of Greek myths told so well
in "The Children's
Homer," to
which it Is a. companion volume.
"The Heroes Who
The
Lived Before Achilles," points Its
relation to the Homeric tales and
implies that it Is not only the voyage of the Argo, but the stories and
beliefs of the Argonauts that are
related. Like the Homer, it has a
In the Greek spirit
ganeral make-u- p
and In tho best manner of modern
bookmaking. Instead of four-colwork, the illustrations are photogravures In black and red by Wil'y
Pogany.
Sherwood Anderson, winner of
The Dial award of 2,000, ad
dressed a number of people at the
Civic club, on December 21, presenting what he believed to be the
reasons for the lack or real artists
In the United States. - The life of
experimental thought, he declared,
was a thing that the average Amer
lean In the middle west cou.ld not
Mr. Anderson stated
understand.
that he believed the ertlsts of to
be merely soil
day
for the growtn or me future great
American writers that were to
come,
sub-titl-

e,

would-yventuall-

Another novel by Ttnut Hamsun
for early publication.
Tt is
"Wranderers," which com
bines the two Norwegian novels.
Under the A"tumn Stars" and "A
Wnnrterer
Plays with Muted
Strings."
Is announced

The best selling novels In Eng
land, according to ft recent report,
r V. V Benson's "Lovers and
Friends," Ben TTeeht' "Eric Dorn."
Tnhn Galsworthy's "To Let," w. I.

rteoree's "Ursula Tent.'f Jef'ery
Famol's "Martin OtHshv' ven

nnrt A. P. M, Hutchinson s
"If Winter Comes."
t

.

M

frofessof ,f; Arthur Thomson's
"Ontllno .of Science" will be pub
llsbed In tHs country shortlv
r'utnams. who have lust eomnWer!
arrangements with Newneq, of Lon
don.
Newnes is bringing nut fie
work In Eneland In twenty tort
nirtiMv rmnts, with advance or"e
of lKfl.nnO for the first par. The
merlonn edition will b lm'1r to
h fuPv Illustrp'1 ori"'nsl FnK
h edition of Wells' "Ou'llno of
.
..
History."
Vftcbol

Lindsay,

ih

nnet, went

he bns been verv huev nrepnrln
another edition of Ms "Th Art of
tvrn Moving Picture. ' which Is tn
of Mr. Lindsay s prose books.

Journal Want

Ads bring result

'

.

--

'rom Albunuerone to Denver, where

.

The Book Emporium of
' the Southwest

We furnish any kind of a Book
obtainable through the trade,
that we do not have In stock,
at publisher's price.

Strong's Book Store

'
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LETS GO!!!
Let's start in right now to malce
this the biggest and busiest year
in the history of. Albuquerque.
Don't wait any longer about
buying that house. .Do it now!
We have some exceeptionalSy
ingood values in homes; also sevcome properties. We have
eral rooming houses, apartment
houses and business properties
for sale. Also trackage property, vacant lots, ranches, etc.
MOST EVERYTHING'" IN THE
WAY OF KEAL ESTATE.
Get that lot without further
delay. No safer investment
locally than money invested in
a good lot. We have them for
sale in all parts of the city
Some good ones In University
Heights and Terrace Additions.
Some of these can be bought
on very easy terms ? 10 .down
and $10 00 per month.
Let us show you what we have.
Call us for an appointment.
FEW HOUSES FOR RENT

A

D, T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
210

Loan and Insurance.
I'lione 907-Gold.

V.

FOE SALE

W.
"V
.

A. FLEIISC1E1,

Ill

In

nil

It

M5ir

FOR QUICK SALE
We have a fine new bungalow of
four rooms and sleeping porch,

priced right, with easy terms.
Floors are hardwood; light and
bath fixtures, better than the
average, larce lot, garage,
Fourth ward.
KOIX1N E. GC.TITKTOfiE.
314 YV. Gold
Phono 1023.

sldo-walk- s.

Miscellaneous

WAN I ED
WAMKU

tu

Cattle

teed.

I'honi

MARVIAN APARTMENTS
FOR RENT.
One
apartment, completely furnished, steam heat.
One
apartment, completely furnished, steam heat.
Also several three, four and five
room houses for rent ranging In
price from J30 to $100 monthly.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,

Realtors.
Phono
Fourtlu

8UNSHl.sE Hough dry and wet wash
all hand work. Phone 216-.SCAVENGER
AND UENEKAL HAULING, lioasonable raten. JO. A. Griffith.
722 East Iron, ph.one 2o93-'""
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals.
also welders' supplies and carbide fur
eala. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc.. phono 1047-M- .
WANTED Secondhand
furniture
and
trunks. Wa buy everything In house
hold goods.
Max's Bargain Store, SIC
south First,
Phone 858.
MAX

SrPDEN SERVICE.

NOTICE
are moving to 214 West
Gold avenue, and will be open
n
for business In our new
after January 4th.
We

loca--tlo-

Mcdonald a worsham.
Real Estate

BARGAIN

STOKE,

at

815 Bnuth

Flrat, will pay the highest prlcea for
your econd-tan- d
clothing, ahoea and
furniture.
Phone 868.
RI'U CLEANERS
xl2 Ruga Cleaned, $2.0.
MATTRESSES renovated $3 i.l and op
furniture repaired and parked. Ervin
Bedding Co., phone 471.
CLEANING I'APKK and kalaomlne, waxing floors, house and window cleaning.
and all klnda of repair work; work truar- , onteed. John Goodson,
phone
Careful Kodak finishing
( WANTP.D
Twice dally eervlc. Remember, satis.
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Uanna
& Hanna. Master Photographer.
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
CO.
Windows clenned
and
floora
offices and houses
scrubbed; stores,
rates and honest
cleaned; reasonable
work. A. Grnnone; leave your call
American Grocery, phone 252.
FURNITURE REPAIRED and upholster
ed; cushions made: cars upholstered
bedsteads and picture frames bronzed
and enameled; chalra wired. Also agency
for Spcedollnc." J. H. Austin, 814
North Twelfth, residence phone 2.11R--

Salesmen

WANTED

Hultumun
with
FrM rrnilntt, 41
uth Pfoond
EXPERIENCED salesmen to aell
ware, glassware, enamel ware,
numwarp, and trade stimulators.
oral commission paid, wrekly,
lished line.
Reference Dun or
ptrrrt. Eiiifle Ira porting Co., 1900
Tfnth street, St. Louis,
WAN'J KU

china
aluml

SALE- - Miscellaneous

FOR
FOR
2lt)3-R-

.

Insurance.

s.M.K

Phone

hay.

I

CallSlT3-R- ,
oodWoiin!
RAI.E
after 6 p. m.
THY BUDDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN

FOR

l'rt"ne

241J-R-

SALE
818

I377-.-

Mocking bird,
Soutlr Sixth.

also good atock aaddls. Phone

I402-J-

FOR SALE Small gasoline eng"ineand
pomp jack. Tha Exchange, 120 West
Cold.
FOR SALE
old. well

Sixty yards of good grade.
pulverized manure. Phone

1?C5--

FOR

SALE

Old Trusty Incubatira and
J. V. 8wlft, Old Town, phone

1920--

FOR SALE

walnut;

Oold.
FOR SALE

Large standing dealt, black
207 West
plenty of space.
Drop head Sinner aewlng
14.0.
The Exchange, 120

machine,

Went Oold.
FOR SALE
One Howard heating stove,
good condition, 110; one cook stove, 15.

Phono

1S47--

FOR. SALE

Hook

esse, colnnade and a
large' basehurner. Phone 876-1100
North Twelfth.
FOIt SALE Sinner drop-hea- d
machine;
first-clas- s
condition; bargain. Inquire
Pcott, room 9. Olenson Hotel.
FOR SALE
Used tractors,
6
and
with gang plowa.
Hardwara Pepari-men- t
J Korhei A Co.
FOR SALE
Master Economy heater, coat
145; will sell for $20; In good condl-tlo617 West Silver.
JUST RECEIVED a large consignment
of fllnons. 15e tha pound. Robert Mac-phe-

West Central.
One nearly new cream separator,
capacity, cheap J, M.
Drart
North Easter, Boulevard road. Old Town.
FOR SALE
Fresh buttermilk and cnt-tncheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
MATTRESS RENOVATING
Swnyne'a Dairy, phone 1916-FOR SALE Judgment against Sandoval
$
60. und up
(WA'ITRfOSS ItE.NtJVATINO.
can ba turned In aa payment
Ftug cleaning, furnlturt repntrlnn. fur oncounty;
tares. Address J. Q. A , care Journal.
rlture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bed- SOFT
SPOTS
Hoel and arch cushions
ding Company. ,
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
$1. Plantar Arch Supports. Th"a.
troubles.
FOR RENT Ranchet
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
J'OlWiENT Han
FOR RALE Fresh, corn-fe- d
Apply M. Mandeui
pork; whole
118 West Central.
or half hor; half will average abint
seventy pounds: 18o a pound. W. B.
Hicks, phone 250. J. C Penney Store.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
LEGAL JSOTICE
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. It per gallon.
DMIXISTaATKIX'S 'NOTICE.'
Tha Masano Co., 110 South
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo Walnut,
phone 1834 J. Try a built up
roof, will last ss long aa the building.
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Jo- Lib'

Estab

geph F. Girard, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on th 22nd day
of December. 1921, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of JO'
seph F. Girard, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo County,
and having qualified" as such Ad
ministratrix, all persons, having
claims against the estate of said
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed bv law
AUGUSTINE J. GIRARD,
Administratrix.
Dated December 23rd, 1921.
EXKClTOIfS NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the.Matter of the Estate of J. H
Bowfer, Deceased,
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 22nd day
of December, 1921. duly appointed
Executor of the estate of J. H
Bower, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo
County, and
having qualified as such Executor,
all persons having claims against
the estate of said decedent are
hereby notified and required to
present the same to the under
signed In the manner and within
the time proscribed bv Inw.
J. MARTIN HAYDEN,
Executor.
Dated Docember 23rd. 1921.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE?
In the Probata Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico,
In the Matter of the Estate of
James M. Mattlnely. Deceased.
Notice la hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 29th day
of December. 1921. duly appointed
Administrator of the estate of
James M, Mattingly, deceased, by
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, and having qualified as
such Administrator, "all persons
having claims against the estate of
aid decedent are hereby notified
and required to present the same
to the undersigned In the manner
And within the time prescribed by
law.
STATE TRtTRT AND SAVINGS BANK.
.

t

.

Administrator.

Dated December 30. 1921.

4

StiJUJU

1114

FOR HALE

FOR 8ALH

FIt hundred shares of

Bectrlc Railway, below par.
L. Bust. N. T. Armljo building.

City

Dr. B.

FOR BALE Hotel range, butchers' Ice
box, steam
Fairbanks acale,
table,
oandy stoves, candy alabs, tray wagon,

h
work tab)e, Ford truck,
electric
fans and miscellaneous Items. College
Inn.
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vale-pa- r,
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymomh Cottage Paint,
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central, rhnne !0S7--

FOR
FOR

SALE

rabbits.

SALEjLitk
Bucks, does and frying

710 West

FOR SALE
Four Jersey cows, cheap,
northoast on tha way to Mlramontes.
Tlmeoto Chavef.
FOR SALE
Five head milch cows, two
calves, one young cow fresh with flrat
cnlf sio North Broadway.
FOR SALE Gentle driving horse, olty
broken, or will trade for anything
worth the money. Phone 2402-Jf- l.
FOR 8ALE Or trade for hoga, good
work horse, weight' about 1100; an be
seen nt C. W. Hunter ranch, north and
Rio Grande blvd Phone 2409-R-- l.

PIEROJAL
BAREERForyfvatTh'mTc
BARBER For prlvatehomes. Ph.
HI1U

ItVIIHJl.tV.Q

VltClClB,

imW

1987--

lilllHHO.,

Into space: fierce, opposlto feeling and
et cetera nave tnKen now tne ptace.
LIVER TROUHI.E-Phystcl- ari
explains
simple treatment for Inflamed gallbladder and bile ducta associated with
gallstones. Booklet free. Dr. Paddock,
Box X7, 201 Kansas City, Mo.
IF YOU ARE SICK or tired out from
over work, do you realize what a mas-sa- g
would in to your tired body? You
can have that service In your own home
Tha Masseuses.
by calling (Ml--

FOR

RENT

Office Room.

H

'

ymuiwn .maw

.

Realtors,

NT

SV

FtATUW

SMVICf. IN&

J.
THE FIRE ALARM

I

FOR QUICK SALE

Has come. We can now show
you a nice
bungnlow,
nicely furnished, two porches.
Situated on car line and paved
street. The price Is right, the
torms are reasonable, the home
Is Ideal. Why pay rent?
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 166.

We havo a brand new, modern,
strictly well built, three room
bungalow at a real .tire enough
bargain. Highlands, $500 cash
will handle.

five-roo-

EDITH STREET
PROPEIITV.
house, near Central
avenue;
lot. outbuildings. Can be had on easy terms.
Price $3,000.
SMALL CENTRAL A VENUS
RESTURANT
Good business, good lease, $500
will bny tt, Just the place for
two people to handle. See us at

Franklin & Co,
Realtors.

Third and

Oold.

Fhono 657.

WHAT PAYS BETTER
Than a good rooming house In

Albuquerque?
Let us show you a good, large
house, where a few roomers
will carry your investment and
also give you a. home. Easy
payments. Sickness compels the
owner to sacrifice. This Is your
opportunity, grasp It.

J, 0, Keleher, Realtor,
21 i W. Goltl.
Thono 410.

SOUTTI

Five-roo-

ot

'

A HOME

That will appeal to you, new

five-roo-

m

brick, white finish, furnace,
oak floors, built-i- n
features, garIn
Luna district. Price only
age,
$5,2o0; good terms.
Renltor.
R. McCLVGHAJT,
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-J.

SAVE YOUR RENT
Five nice room and Torches,
hardwood fintoh, many built-i- n
features, bnsoment, fine lot, splendid location. $ 500 cash; balance as

FOR SALE
Ranch, Old Town boulestucco house, garvard;
age; all kinds of fruit, alfalfa,
etc. Sell all or part of same, also
rent.
nine acre tract, cultivated.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate,
P. O. Box 136, Old Town.
rhono 723-U5 S. Second. Phones 2417 It-- 1 or 348.
Eentson

Ad-di- es

J.

once.

Won't sound eo bad If you are
protected w ith good Insurance. Let
us call and tell you about our
company which has been writing
KIRK INSURANCE
nearly ' 70
years.

FOR RENT
Full

Dwelling.

RUN T One room houee, unfurnished. Call at 1220 Forrester.
FOR R EXT
Five mom House; bai It.
220
sleeping- porch,
North
farage.
HlRh.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Furnished or unfurnished house. Apply (21 East

furnished house.
1300 North

FOR RENT

Five-roohouse, furnished.
at 122 South Arno, or phone
Inquire
.

l.tin-R-

FOR RENT
house, at' !28 North Fourth.

rour-roo-

Dr.

RENT Nicely furnished house at
South Arno. Call at lr2 East
Orand.
FOR RENT One
furnished
house, with Bleeping porch- - ' 721 East
v
inta Fe.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished house
porch, i25; key at 704 East
aama
FOR RENT Four-roomodern house.
two screened
porches and garage.
Phone 133S-FOR RENT Two modern wall lutnlrted
cottages: good sleeping porches. Apply 218 South Fllrh.
FOR RENT Furnished four-roomodern bungalow: adults; no sick. Inquire
913 Knrth Second.
FOR RENT Two-roohouse with "lioHP-Iporch; lights and garage, (18 per
month. Phone 205S-FOR RENT Four-roomodern house,
with bnth and sleeping porch, 120.
Address K. T., care Journal.
FOR RENT Fnur-rouhouse, buth and
sleeping porch, with garage. 123 North
Eighth. Inquire 025 North Sixth.
FOR RENT A four-roomodern house,
furnlehed or unfurnished.
Apply at
11Q5 Eist Central, phone 785-FOR RENT
Two room cottage, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, furnished, too East
Pacific. Inqu!r!14 EastStintaFe.
FOR RENT Many furnished and several
unfurnished houses; also apartments.
Real Estate Exchange. 409 West Copper.
FOR-RESmnl cottage with sleeping
porch, gnrnge and city water. 115. Inquire 1002 Pouth Hlph or 211 West Gold.
FOR RENT Three, four and five-rooapartmenta and houses; some furnished; steam heat. W. H. McMIUIon, 206
West Gold.
FOR RENT Modern three-roocottage,
furnished with screened porches; large
yard: on car line, Apply at 1218 Bouth
Edith.
FOR RENT Three-roo(urnlshed cottage; bath, sleeping porch, 714 East
Haseldlne.
Call at 703 Bouth High,
phone 1310-FOR RENT Four-roofurnished house.
modern throughout; lnrge front porch
gas range and many other features. Apply 804 East Cool.
Four-ronFOR RENT
house, front and
back porches.
completely furnished:
modern: two blocks from postofflcet no
'
sick.
Key at 703 West Sliver.
FOR RENT OR SALE Four room house
and two porches, In highlands, price
K,
11.600; will rent for 130; furnished.
McClughan,
Realtor, phone 442-four-rooFOR RENT Neatly rurntsr.ed
modern brick dwelling at 916 North
Eleventh street: nice sleeping porch and
a big yard; rent 145 per month; now vacant. City Kealty Co., 207 West Gold.
phone 617.
FOR

100S

AUTOMOBILES.
EXPERT Radiator
Impairing. O. 1C
Sheet Metal Works, 216 North Third.
FOR SALE Buick car; highest ciah
bidder geta IL 411 West Coal.
FOH'sALE
Buick eourlng caT;
6
first-clas- s
condition. Bood-Dlilo- n
Co.,
city.
BALE
Soma exrra good used cars;
FOR
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co 608
West Central.
FOR SALB OR TRADE Reo touring car,
in good, condition; bargain. Mac, at
Butler Garage.
FOR SALE Ford truck, good condition.
Grand Wagon Yard, 110 North BroadB. O. Gamble.
way.
FOR BALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trado for Ford
runabout, 802 South Broad ay.
FOR SALE Ford coupe,
brand new,
driven 150 miles; must b sold today.
7ia East rjanta ve, or pnone iogs-j- .
FOR SALE A good Dodge Brother used
car, also Maxwell touring. J. Knrber A
Co., Auto Dept., Dodge Urothera Dealer,
phone 783.
WANTED USED CARS
WE PAY CASH for used cara of any
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
uarage, eoo Routh second.
FOR SALE Cheap for cash,. Hudson
1918;
Ford coupe,
1919; Chevrolet truck, 1911,
Apply to
central Auto and Machine worka.
FOR SALE Kord light truck. 1150: nne
5
ton Ford truck, 1300, worm drive;
126:
light BWck, 1590; Ford touring,
1250.
116
Studebnlter,
West Oold.
WANTED
AUTOMOBILE
I have 12,160
equity in modern bungalow, partly fur
nlshed, Fourth ward; will exchange for
high grade auto and llttl cash. Address
Fostornre hog sob.

FOR RENT

Room.

t'Ull KiiiVi- '- lied room. 210 iNuiili
Fourth.
0
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
North Third.
FOR RENT Room
41&
and gutage.
North Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnished
room,
heat. 307 Bouth Walter.
FoR KENT Furnished
steam
room,
lietteil. 215 North Seventh.
FOR RENT
Modern
furnished rooms.
steam heat. 6O8V4 West Central.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms forllght
housekeeping. 609 South fiecond.
FOR REN T T hreeTf urn shed housekeep- ln nioms. 019 North Fourth street.
FOR KENT Room at 619 West Uold,
handy to hath. Phone 946 or 107,
FOR RENT
Nice
furnished room, iu
modern borne. $20. (115 West Lead.
Fi;irNls"HEDrooms7 hot water heat; no
414 West Silver.
aick; no children.
FOR RENT Nice,
newly, furnished
rooms, t2.60 and up. 115 hi West Oold.
FOR RENT Nice front room, on ground
60S
bath.
floor, connecting
West
Roma.
FOR RENT Two furnished light house-sleepi-ng
kedilng rooms. Inquire 517 West Sll- I

vej!:

FOR KALE Two large rooms fur light
housekeeping, ground floor, 600 North
Second.
FOR RENT

bath:

Phono

Furnished room, adjoining
hot water heat. 120 a month.

1834-T- l.

FOR KENT Furnished room with privi
lege of parlor; garage available. Phone
1714-FOR RENT Good furnished
apartment, on flrat floor,
Second.
FOU RENT

Two

porch, furnished.

til

North

rooms and sleeping
Inquire 625 bouth

FOR RENT

Furnished rooms; also cau
ary birds for sale. 216 South Wa Her,

phone

1(iB7--

FOR KENT Two rooms, sleeping porch,
furnished for. twoi no children, 110
South Walnut.
FOR RENT
Furnished light housekeep
ing room for lady, 110 per month. 405
South Edith.
FOR RENT Two nice largo clean well
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat.
10S South Arno.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, In
modern home, Mrs. Fred Hamm. 623
North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished roomTout- stue entrance; also garage: no sick.
1116 Notth Second.
FOR RENT Large front bed room, bath
connecting, one or two ladles employed.
812 South Seventh.
STATE HOTEL
Light housekeeping
rooms for rent. Under new manage
ment. Fmirth and Central.
LESI1IAU1.E
room for gentleman, ad210
joining hath, outslda entrance.
North Walter.
FOR RENT One largo furnished room
for light housekeeoing. for two young
ladles. 702 South Third.
FOR RENT Two furnished room
for
light housekeeping. No children. 1727
West Central. Phone 1749-FOR RENT Furnished front room, five
blocka from postofflce;
private an- tranre. 401 Bouth Seventh.
Fort RENT Furnished room, opposite
postofflce; phone, bath; adults; well
teople , 416 West Gold.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean room;
rate by day or week. Over resume
Theater, 211 H West Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
sleeping porch. If desired: furnace heat.
625 South Third, phone 1158.
FOR
RENT Steam-heate- d
Bleeping
rooms, hot and cold water. Albuquer- que Hotel, 816 M, North Second.
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
ngnt housekeeping; also sleeping room;
no sick.
603 North Fourth.
Glassed-i- n
FOR RENT
porch and two
airy rooma; board across street. 114
1886-North Maple, phone
FOR RENT On? large room for house
keeping; well heated, nice- for couple
working: no sick. 806 West Iron.
FOR RENT Room on ground Liwr, suit
able for light housekeeping, or sleeping;
light, bath phone. 414 West Oold.
FOR RENT Room, private entrance, adjoining bath; gentleman only; two
squares from postofflce; no sick, 818
West Lead.
rooms and
ELGIN HOTEL Blteplna,
housekeeping apartmenta by the day
West Central.
602
week or month
FOR RENT Two large rooms for light
furnished,
light anal
housekeeping,
water, 121 per month. 408 North Arno.
unfurrhsheB
FOIt
RENT Two nlc
' room
with bath and larg aleeplng
porch, lis Weat Mountain Koad. Paon
302--

furnished, nice.
Newlj.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartment, by day, week or month, 112
South Third.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with or without aleeplng porch: suitable for one or two gentlemen; close In.
416 South Third.
FOR RENT Nice front room, southern
exposure; hot and cold running wat.r;
hot water heat; no sick: gentleman preferred. 220 North Seventh.
FOR RENT Two room with sleeping
porch, furnished for light housekeepPrivate entrance.
ing; bath adjoining.
.
Inquire 621 South High. Phone 2049-WWOODWORTH

FRUIT

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
ALBU.
.
QUERQUB NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNU
CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Mule.

This home must be seen to be
appreciated and its priced to
sell. Terms If you wish.

TEN ACRES
under cultivation

All

alfalfa,
fruit trees, house, well. On main
ditch and 2 2 miles from
The price is right. Other
ranches, all sizes.
J. li. PHILLIPS, HEAL ESTATE
110 S. Third. Phouo 354--

post-offic- e.

For

with Board

Rent-Room- a

KOH HUNT

J!ro;tlwny,

lioum wtih board.

21

South

MKA1.H wltli private family. No sick.

North Fourtlr.

t'MVEKSITY HEIGHTS
LOTS

s:l

AND UOAItO, all conveniences.
511 Bouth Krnudway.
NICELY
furnished n,i,n, with board;
private family; no lck. 1027 Fnrrester.
ItUO.M AND HOARD with
sleeping porch,

HELP WANTED

Front llvinar room, back living
room, dinini? room, kitchen,
reception hall, first floor, second floor has three lovely bedrooms, sleeping
and
porch,
dressing room, large clothes
closets, bath, basement, with
laundry tubs, toilet; outside entrance, Hteamheatlnjf plant In
fine shape,
lot 71x100 feet,
lawn, trees, sidewalk.

J. A. ITAMMOND,
Enst Silver.
Phono 1522. It.

821

HUUM

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
809 W. Gold.
Phono 670.

& CO,

HEAITIFfTj LARGE HOME
IV CITY'S I1EST LOCATION'.

YOUR CHANCE

J

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

Owner's family has gone east
and he wishes to aell at once
anrl go too.
This four-roobrick stucco has
Biassed In sleeping porch, nice
front antl back porches, bath,
paitry. gas, hardwood floora,
sidewalks. Nicely located within
four blocks of poatoffice, and
will be sold soon.

i1

FOR QUICK SAI.T5 Oldsmonll I; tine
Three very desirable office
condition; leaving city, 1C50, cash or WANTED Small home on easy terms.
rooms light, heat and water: will rent terms.
C. B. Bynum. 122 South Second.
1804 South Edith, phone 1129-separately or as a whole. A. B. MUner,
WANTED To buy threa or four-rooSlm4 West Central, phone
modern house, before February 1;
price must be right; tate price and
WANTED Ranches
LOST AND FOONLT"
terms. John Elklna, care Journal.
WANTED
To lease for one to five years, LOST Tan angora woo) scarf;
TYPEWRITERS
small ranch, with good house, olose In.
returned to 801 Wnt Roma.
or If could get satisfactory terms would
LOST Packag
containing curtains ind TVPEWHITJSH8 All makes overhauled
buy. Address Box O. 2. B.. car Journal.
ntner persona belongings: return i
and repaired.
Ribbons for every ma309 Writ Gold and racelv
liberal re chine,
Typewriter ExAlbuquerque
Journal Want Ada bring result. ward. l'hon-79- ,
kttl-J- .
Hi South Found,
change, phon
KOii KENT

a-J-

LAjM

THOUGHT OF
STICKIN" ME
HAT IN ON
ME CANE- -

IX I1IS HAIR,"

Phone FOR RENT Two-roowith sleeping porch.

$5.

Corn-fe- d
FOR SALE
hojta, half or whole.
w. a. fji.rr, phone 2404-.IFOR KALE Royal typewriter, good
nw. TlnrsMn. fin South Ninth.
DENVER
post delivers at1949--your door,
uoc per rr.ontn.
Phone
FOR SALE Galvanized
smoke, atack,
410 North Sixth
good as new.
FOR BALE Cam-fe- d
half or
hogs,
whole.
W. ,T. Hyde, phone 841I-RFOR SALE
Light apnng wagon and

I

I

OB-

"Cow hair on his coat," BUT
he has MONEY In his pocket
and Is his own BOSS, We are
busy as bees but. If you will
drop In, we will take 30 minutes and prove It and show
you the best close In ranch
proposition In the valley.
SHELLEY REALTV CO.
Realtors.
Phone 459-216 West Gold
V

Tb Bed Arrow (all over th Wt) ren
der sudden ervice on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
before 11 a. ra. mailed aame nay
Work In liefure t p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
THEJ RED ARROW,
E. La Vega,
Albuquerque
(We want
representative In TO'JK
territory.)

I'M 4LA.O

BUM

V

r "UAX

414.

fOO E

take, that and m
tha,t:::

i
a-- .;

J.

FOR

2109-R.-

K

Hir

I92i

lirnnrhti, Loan,

Surety Bonds.
Booth Fourlh Street, Next to P. O.
I'lione 6,4,

A

c.6M5roLie
TO 5EE.

taW1

lE3KSKa;a!M

NOW

PYM

A MONTH

1

$4,000

Insurance

HERE HE

-

--

120 S.

white stnceo bunffalow,
hardwood floors, built-i- n
features
Fourth ward, new.
$4,000 Double cottage, three rooms, bath,
glassed porch on each sfde, completely
furnished, rents for $80 per month;
East Central,
cement block bungalow,
$6,000
bookcasa,
modern, fireplace, built-i- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.

TOCO OUT

By George McManus
V

Cn FIX HIM -- Q
HE'LL NOT BE AdLE.

it
6J

1921 by the International News Service.
Registered U, S. Patent Office.

All

LEVEL

LOTS

same

size, no one can
build a chicken coop against
your sleeping porch, "BECAUSE
THEY ARK RESTRICTED."
And the HEIGHTS OZONE,
"OH BOY." It's true, IT'S
GilEAT! Because all who live
up tliero SAY SO.
We are GENERAL AGENTS.
Get yours Today, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month. Life is
SERVICE, let us serve you by
showing you these lots.
Phono 640.

Second and Gold.

Experienced troom maker.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
adjoining hath. l3fl Eaut Central.
Employment office, 110 South Third,
FOR RENT
Canvas aleeplng porch, Willi
ph.me 3GI-1, o
207
hoard,
r,eek.
Central.
Eujt
ill
JOHN W. WILSON,
Wit,!., FURNISH outfit to good
UHOD HUME cooked mrula, HigTe.rneii"lI
W.
A.
ciul photographer,
S.,
Attorney.
C0c: per week,
9.
210 south Walter. to ma If, 17 and la. Cromwell
Juuvnul.
Building.
Mrs. Knorr.
U5J-J- .
100,
Fhon
FIHEMEN, rmAKEMEN. beginner
latir 2r,0 numltily. Writ Railway, C A N A CC o"M M O D A T I one or two lady
AMU SI HofcONS.
I'HYhll.lA.V
care Mornlnir Journal.
convaleaeents, in private home. Phone
.
I.. Ul'KTON,
14 32-Ten
witlr
WANTED
menengers,
Disease
of
tti Stemnrhu
Furnuce-t.eated
FOR
a.
KENT
front
without
Monday.
bicycles,
FOR SALE
Bulte.
Houses
Harnett Building.
room with garage If desired. 120? East
Western Union Telegraph Company.
111.
8. '. ( I.AItliE,
FOK SALE
h'uM. WANTED City anil county salea repre- Central.
liy owner, four-ro'tKye, Knr, Sunt and Throat.
FOH RENT Nicely furnished room wi'.n
Call mornsentatives. New Mexico.
Inquire lOlfi West Krult.
Barnttt
Phon 831.
BulMlng.
31
first
West
110
Arno.
class
E.
table
O.
hoard.
South
ur
write
Grimes,
i'OU iSAI.12
brick huunu, oa ings,
Office Hour
1J27-Oold.
NorthXSdlth. rhon mui-Hto 13 a. m.. nd 2 to S p. m.
t'ult HKiNT itoom and sleeping porch IK. UAKt.AlUT
FOn'SALUUrfck,"" $8,000, nine largo
CAI!TUHl(;ilT,
with hoard. 215 Stanford, University
rooms, $S0 incumo, unfurnished; owner WANTED Cook. 8)S West Copper
Residence 1121 Kast Central. Phona 571.
Height.
Hvci in two. 124 Huuth Edith;
Ex"
Phone 571.
WANTEDBxiierleni'td
girl.
KUU
HUNT
Large furnished room with
FOR SALE on aiyiarmi,
oeltof Laundry.
able board; rutes for two people, ill
modem bungalow; will tuk good lute WANTED-GM. SHERIDAN, M. D.
irl
for general housework. South Fourth.
orreal eBtate paper. Phone 2040-1U21 West Boma.
Practlco Limited to
FOR HE.NT Nice front room; private
KOR SALE liy owner, new modern
salesladies. Apentrance. $25 for two: also good board. GENITO - imiNAKX DISEASES
home, near Koblmon park, $090 WANTED Experienced
600
$35.
Economist.
The
West
Ciold
Inquire
ply
AM) DISEASE! OP THE SKIN
cart. $0 pr month. I'hon 182G-WANTED A girl for general housework. JAMlOriON'K RANCH Ideal location for WtiNhermnrj t,iil)rntnry In Connection,
FOK SALE Five-rooframe, modra,
ld North Twelfth.
few
now Citizens Hank Bills;. Phono
reservation
healthseekers;
886.
convonicRt for two families; large lut;
Phone 2238-WANTED Girl for general housewoiu. available.
eaat front highland. Phone 16(ifl-K RENT
South
F
Coll
Room
ano
CHIROPRACTORS
at633
Brondway.
sleeping porch.
FOH SALE Two room houMwith aloep-ing- r
glrf
i.lth board for convalescent!; gentlefor ' general housed
WANTED
perch; aleo arreoned pnrr?n,
319 North men only; private home. Phona 2148-work; must stay nights.
wired tor ltghta; lot 61x67. 1519
Chiropractor.
Flfth.
South Elm.
FOR RENT Front room?" private "en
IB and 30 Armljo Uulldlng.
trance, with board; gentleman only;
FOR SALE By owner, one room cot'.isc WANTED Woman to do washing and
! "Jf "
nu'" rno, phone " 3 2 4 K,
housework, by day. 112 Columbia avewith icreened porch; lot 35 ft. y 142
W A NTED
Position
Dykes.
(OR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
city water; $300 cash. Inquire 190 J nue.
ft;
Phone
General housework.
south High.
porches, with board, for convalescents.
WANTED Girl for general housework;
M.4. Kted, 112 South Broadway, phone
FOK SALE By owner, 71S West Coal,
good wages; no washing.
Apply 310 520.
WANT
and Ironing, or day
waffliiug
frame stucco, 4 rooma and bath, 2 North Thirteenth.
work.
Phone 1BII8-large porches, newly decorated, vacant. WANTED A cook In a family of four; EXCELLENT board and sleeping porches,
Terms If declred. Phone 1803-southern exposure; all modern conven- WANTED
Mra. D,
Washing and Ironing to tak
good wages to right party.
home.
13ns South Walter.
iences, $40 per month, or $2 per day.
FOH SALE By owner, two room cotWeinman, 108 West Copper.
240S-RE. Wennlps.
WANTED
Position as salesman; experiCall Phone
tage with aleeplng porch and garage; WANTED Maid for housework.
enced.
M1HAMON TBIS-OAddress B. N.. care JournaL
city water at $700; 1200 cash, balance
and see housekeeper, between 8 and
SANATORIUM-HOTEA
like rent. Inquire 1002 South HlRh st.
not
12.
for
do
tubercular
HAVE your laundry done right by Mis
Albuquerque Sanatorium;
convalescents; graduate nurse In atFOU SALB OK HUNT Six brana new phone.
Eden; give best of references. Phon
rote by the week or month. 1 582-four-rooand tendance:
corner Ninth and WANTED General
houses,
houseworker
2400-JCall
First-clas- s
Coal; will sell one or all on reaxonsble
coolt. dally 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. Apply
WANTED
barber work, at
terms. See P. H. Strong, or U C. Ben- mornings after 9 o'clock, Penfleld, 317 HAVE CINE VACANT ROOM with porch,
moderate prices.
Will call. Phona
nett
Phones 76 or 145.
1088-two
North Sixth.
suitable for
convalescents; modern
FOR SALE
month conveniences; rate $60 per month, In- ALL AROUND man cook, want posiRoom and 310
house, alx lots, EARN BOARD
Casa de Oro, 613
cluding nurse service.
corner, close In, garage, shade trees;
while attending school; catalogue fn
tion, anything. Address A. E. S,, car
806V
South West Gold, phone 814-Business
priced to sell; Fourth ward. Five-rooCollege,
Journal,
Maekay
cottage, furnished, one hlnek from street Main, t.oa Aneeles.
RKPEHVATIONB
now
tie
St.
Position a engineer or truck
had
at
WANTED
may
West
car, $4,250. W. H. McMllllon,..20
John's Fanatorluin (Episcopal): rates,
WANTEP -- Ladles all over New Mexno
driver; steady. Address R. M., care
Oold.
to
$17.50
$25
Includes
.Tournnl.
week;
per
for
good
to tak order
private
medtlllor.i;
rooms and pay. Write ma for my
fou
FtJH SALE House,
Marry room with sleeping porch, connected to
particulars.
tree primer wants work,
glassed-i- n
sleeping purch, front and Rea, (05 Morth Second, Alb jqu r.i Jt . bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, EXPERIENCED
will go out of city. Slkes, 1301 Marble,
comark porch; big basement; furnace;
excellent meal, tray
Mexico.
New
nursing;
general
14,23-Rervlce: no extras. All rooms hav steam phone
pletely furnished; larg lot; thla 1 a
Mnlf Rne Fermi le.
colored woman wants gengond buy; easy terms. Address box C.
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev. FIRST-CLASeral housework, half days, no wash-In- g.
care Journal.
Phone
YOUNG men, women, over 17, dealntitr w H. Zlegler,
Superintendent.
h
74
one
P
30
401.
f
monthly
7:30 mornings or 6:30
government positions,
PHONE 1602-WANTED
Position as cook or house
evenintrs. A modern unfinished, unfur- write for free list of positions now open
man; wrlta F. Turner, 128 Manhattan,
BUSINESS CHANCES
nished five room house nnd garage. All R. Terry, (former Civil Service examinSanta Fe, N. M.
done except painting Inside and outside er). 26 Continental Bldg., Washington. FOR
SALE
Garage. best location In HIGH SCHOOL GIRL wants to
Better to live In right now D. C.
plastering.
exchange
town.
Phone 87.
than mnny completed houses.
work for board and room. Call at S21
g,
FOR
Small grocery and five-rooPouitnr-EgEast Central, afler 4 p. m.
BY OWNER,
modern trouse in FOU SALECall at lit Bouth Seventh.
Fourth wird, hard wood floora, fire- FOR SALE Two pure Whlta African
WANTED
Odd Job of carpenter work.
To buy from owner, medium
WANTED
place, large scr- ened porchea, three
house
or any kind of work.
roosters. Phnne 2402-Jguinea
a
extra
sized
ronr
must be reason- 201 East cleaning,
bed
with
house;
large WE BUY POULTRY
rooming
light, airy
Lewis,
phone 504-AM) RABBITS
able.
Box 222, care Journal.
Address
closet, front east on largein lot with
EXPERIENCED STENOGRAPHER with
302 South
Phona 862-all klnda
excellent
lawn, trees, etc.; everything
FOn PALE One of the best huslners
knowledge of bookkeeping, desire
It
desired. Phone Broadway.
term
condition;
properties In Albuquerque. it5 South
Address 77, care Journal.
1977-.8.
C. Rhode Island First
RANCH
SUNSET
treet.
Hotel
at
Inquire
Savoy
WE AUdTtTc HEi'K. OPE. V.LOSE and
'
Red, C. P. Haye strain; breeding
keirp book.
WILLIAMS & ZANO,
and singles; also bronze turkea. FOR
FOR RENT Apartment
pen
SALE At a bargain, five second- ro.,m
Meitnt building.
Phon 701-Phon 84H-Jhand pool tables and one billiard table.
FOH RENT Two-rooapartment.
YARDS
RED POULTRY
Thoroughbred In flrs-claNorth Second.
condition; also one twelve-foo- t
S. C, R. I. Reds, Ringlet Burred Rock,
CARPENTERING
A-l
soda fountain.
condition. In
with cockerels for breeding, fresh ground green
Fori KENT Lovely
apartment,
quire at 111 West Silver.
PETTIFOHD THE OtlD JOB MAN.
garage. Phone 1379-R- .
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-bon;
A
FOR'
SALE
one block city
At
kind of work
fhone 187S-Helen,
Two-roofurnished apartFOU RENT
"MOUNTAIN VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Red.
y
on Main street, one
property
Odd Jobs curpenterlng. paMit-ln- g
823 South Third.
ment, modern.
a uperb lot of cock and cockerels for brick building, store, rooming house, gar- WANTED
and rout repairing. Phon 14MI-now.
Book
for BABY age and large warehouse and several
order
RENT Furnished
FOR
apartments. sale.
Averlll Apartmenta, !0IVi North Sec- CHICKS; by so doing, you Insure delivery other business buildings. Mrs. Tlortense Bi'ILDINQ.
lteratioi,e, repairing; la-exact data desired, C. P. Hay, 23S North Dirtier, P. O. Box. 170, Helen. N. M.
ond.
Jobs or small; work by contract or by
the
careful
mechanics and reasonFOR KENT Two nicely furnished light High.
day;
FOR SALE A good, going general mer- able
work guaranteed; estimate
housekeeping rooms; modern; private DAY OLD CHICKS From free range
chandise business, well located on main free prices;
1755-Call
bath. 707 South Arno.
stock that r
trong, vigorous and business street
of Santa Fe. N. M., the
have
FOR RENT Two furmsed rooms, for full of upep.how Yeara of experience
In the tat.
Owner com
to hatch chicks that are llvest town
WANTED Agents
taught
light housekeeping; adults; no tick. satisfactory
pelled to sell account of death of partWe
have
our
to
customers.
724 South Second.
ner.
H. H. Dor-mto
For
WANTED
particulars
apply
will
In our stock and know It
Ageuta to demonstrate Car-go- n
confidence
O.
P.
Box
M.
Three-rooN.
223, Santa Fe,
FOR RENT
apartment and please you with result.
Remover, $1 automobile necessity.
If you want
"commission
bath, partly furnished. Apply SOS North the best wa have them; all pure-breallowed. Outfit furLarge
FOR SALE Ranches
nished. Rend stamp for particular. H.
Eighth, phone 637-The two most profitable varieties: 8. C.
Box
Small,
600.
218,
to
100.
$05; 1.000,
Whit Leghorns,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
FOR RENT Three unfurnished rooms,
$20;
KALE
Foity-aci- o
ulfa.fa ranch.
neat couple; water In yard; no lights, $100. R. I. Reds, 100, $22; 500, $105; via fun
Tour mil
from city. Inquire 400 West
1420-TIME
booked
upon
CARDS
rent 115. Phone
parcel post prepaid. Orders
Cold.
receipt of 26 per cent. Hatching eggs FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
FOR RENT Two larga light housekeepone
und
ranch
are
the
of
We
chirks.
largest
price
ing rooms, furnished; clean and sunny. half
f
mile west of Barela bridge,
and oldest successful hatchery In the on
417 Bouth Walter, phono 1803-main ditch; new adobe 'louse and
southwest.
Clrculnr sent upon request.
FOR RENT 3 room modern apartment; Mesllla, Valley
V.
mile from school
garage;
Mrs. H.
Hatchery,
close In; fully furnlstred; hot and cold rttjndy. t.ns cruees.
Phone 2404-JN. M
water paid. Apply 600 South Walter.
FOR SALE Country home.
tucco house.
fureven room, steam heated, electric
FOR RENT- -- Two and three-rooFOR RENT Miscellaneous
e
nished apartments; steam heat. Albuon
WEST130i:N.
In alfalfa and
Dally.
ranch;
light;
FOR RENT Large garage. . $4.00 per orchard. AilKrees Postofflce box $77, r Train.
querque Hotet, 218'.4j North Second.
Arrlv. Depart
month. 80$ North Eleventh-No. 1 The Scout.... 7:80 pm 8:80 pm
FOR RENT Furnished apartment fac-In- f
phone I407-RNo. i Calif. Limited. lv:80 am 11:00 am
Central, Woodlawn apartmenta.
Five-acr- e
MONEY TO LOAN
FOR SALE
ranch, one mile No. 7
.10:60 am 11:30 am
Call 1321 East Central or phone 157B-of Barelaa bridge, on main ditch; No. 8 Fargo Fast. .12:36 am 1:0 am
west
The Navajo.
TO LOAN On watches, diaB'OR RENT Small furnished and large MONEY
alfalfa, fruit, grapes and berrle; no .otSOUTHBOUND.
valuable
and
tuns
unfurnished apartment; hot water and
mond,
averythtng
ter land In the valley.
Phone 2411-R10:19 pm
El Pao Exp
steam heat. 1215 Weat Roma, phone Mr B. Ms reus, 118 South. First.
or write A. H. Sherer, general delivery, Nr. 19
11:30 am
No. 27 El Pino Exp
490-MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watcnet city.
EAST BOUND.
and geld Jewelry; liberal reliable, con- FOR SALE Four-acr- e
FOR RENT Modern
apartment, new,
No.
Th
t:4 pm
two
2:10
miles
pm
ranch,
i
Navajo.,
two rooms, bath, kitchenette and break- fidential Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st
on main ditch; doihie No, 4 Calif. Limited. (.00 pm 6:40 pm
from
101 West
fast noo!
phone CONFIDENTIAL loan on lewelry. dia house, postofflce,
Tljera.
milk
nhleken
8:10 pm
garage.
No.
F.
7:25
house,
pm
1134-- i
88.
Eight..
mond Welches, Liberty bonds, plan
house, thoroughbred chicken and tut- -' No. 19 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:50 am
Lowest
FOR
RENT Three-roorates. Rothman'
apartment; automobile.
kevs, tool and furniture; terme. Fhone
SOUTH.
FROM
light, water, heat and cohklng gas, fur- 117 South First. Bonded to th state. 2418-J4- .
J5 pm
No. ft Fruit, El Pao
nished complete. 215
North Seventh,
No so From El Pao 7:00 am
FOR SALE---Furniturphone J14.
No. to connect at relen with No. tt
Storeroom
furdi'sonnu-hlneTlnA- l
FOR RENT Two and three-rooFoVJValS'
for Clovls, Feci Valle- - Kanr City and
ld wair
nished apartmenta, hot and
O
condition. S10 North Thirteenth.
Oast.
story Tjrlek building; store room
and ateam heat; light and telephone paid. FURNITURE
No. 19 connect at Heln with No, 11
x
first floor, furnished with fixtures;
REPAIRING and upholster421 Pouth Broadway.
Clovls and points east and MJ'h
from
471.
Phon
Co.
rooms
Ervln 3eddlng
and bath above: all in
ing.
large living
FOR RENT On large room, furnished
BUY cheaply made, new furniture good condition. At sol South Third, city.
and glassed Why
for light housekeeping,
Call
904
at
ph-mroom
South
S3,
nt inflated prices, when you can buy
Third,
,
sleeping porch, modern, clean and sunny;
.
grade used furniture 100 per cent Dil-Jcar atop In front of house. 1223 South high
teser
prove tni at 325 south First
Edith.
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prlcea
which makea It coat les than :cond,'
. hand
WUJJME?SM AK.NG
good. Com and ee for yourself, j
1825-EXPERT dressmaking. Phone
American Furniture Co., 223 South
WILL, SEW by day or tak home. Best
reference. Phon 73-0
WANTED Sewing.
Mr. Foster,
e
FOR SALB Real mahogany
North Fourth, phona 123H-Beven-roo- m
anting room set. silk brocaded upholWANTED Plain 'sewing, very reason-ahle- .
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern in
condition
good
and
stery,
very cheap. Mrs
Mr. Stanley, phon iai8.
every respect. Sleeping; Porches. Steam Heat; lDfl Feet
A. Kempenlch, Peralta, N. M.
HEMSTITCHING, pirating. William'
Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Torms.
Will
Frontage
800 Bouth Broadway, ph. 777-PLEATlNtl. aocordlon. aide and box ;
mall order. K. Crane, tit North
PAINTING
PAPERING
Seventh; Crane Apartment, phone S14 WHEN
considering painting. pTpTrTTan!r- or
lng
kalsnmlnlng, call 234. or call at
FOR SALE Real
107 East central, for Hanson & Powers,
Ground Floor Cromwell Building.
FOR SALE Fine (0 foot lot on East flrst-clas- a
and paprhnngre;
painter
we guarantee all our work; no Job too
Silver at reduced price, J.
b!
or to (null,
mond, tit East Silver. .
.
,

FROM

WANTED

Mim.

V.

FORRET

ForT'sAlERtiP

Etate

P. F. MeCfflM

i
1

Pige Eight.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
POULTRY

ONE MORE BARGAIN
A Pound Can of

10

Lytona Baking Powder for 25c
35c.

price,

Reg-ula-

guarantee.

Every can has the

makers and our

LETUCE J)IE

CALIFORNIA HEAD

I

H. WARD

HOMER
Phones

315 Marble Avenue.

4.

BMWSSErSSafSSO

TODAY

LET'S GO

All

IX

Prof. Bardslcy, of the state college, will deliver a series of lectures
nt ihet Hnrnnlillr
rnnntv nnllltrV
show which will be held at 311
West Central
avenue,
starting
Thursday, Various phases of poulin the
discussed
be
culture
will
try
are expected to
lectures which
prove of especial interest to those
who are not fully informed on

A

"CHIVALROUS CHARLEY"
A Mile n Minute Melodrama

With a Million Laughs.

Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
AND A COMEDY
REGULAR

ADMISSION PRICES.

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. Fhcn 4 and 5.
Khrino
The regular monthly
Masonic
meeting will he held at the
8
o'clock.
Temple this evening at
Factory wood, lull truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone SI.
Miss Lela Armijo has gone to
El Paso for a short visit. She will
visit friends at Las Cruces before,
returning to Albuquerque.
A. J. Cook, local Pullman agent,
left last night for San Francisco,
to attend the conference of Pullman
agents.
During his absence
Lucas will he in charge of
the Pullman office.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician,
Woolworth
BKlg., phone 644-Mineral lodge No. 4, Knights ol
toPythias, will meet at 8 o'clock
night. The roll will he called and
Refreshments
officers installed.
will be served.
M. W. Thompson, 102 Yale avenue, has a new house just completed for $3,650, on easy terms.
Mrs. J. Korber. of this city, has
been a guest at the Hotel Rosslyn
of Los Angeles the past few days.
The annual meeting of the local
legicn will meet
post American
this evening at 6:30 o'clock at the
There will
Y. W. C. A. cafeteria.
be election of officers.
Men's Brotherhood of the Lend

church serves
Vvemio Methodist
dinner for 75 rents (it 0:.'tO Tuesday evening, .Innunry 10. Good en-

tertainment follows:
invited. Phone 40.

Every

man

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store!
I 117 S. first St. Phone 017- -1
WILL START TODAY FOR
THUNDER BAY ISLETS
'
T0 HUNJJL0R FATHER
(By The Aswirlalfd Press.)

Fori William, Minn., Jan.
keep his vow to his mother that he
would continue the search fur his
father uriiil ho could bring hack
definite news of his father's fa'.e,
Donald Aluhar, 13, will start again
tormrrow for the barren islets of
Thunder hay, where tho father is
lust in an
open motor boat in
which twelve days ago he attempted
to naviguto a passage from Cloud
bav to Port Arthur in the danger
ous channels of Lake Superior.
The father. James Mahar, Minat Ciraml
nesota commissioner
Portage, started for Port Arthur to
visit his brother and has not been
heard from since ho left Cloud hay,
December 2 9. Donald attempted to
find his father several days ago
and put out in a motor boat, but
was trapped in lee floes, cast
ashore and finally was beaten back
to the starting point.
Undaunted, he rode a horse to
Grand P rinse, made his promise
to his mother and then walked
thirty miles through the snow in
the hitter cold to Fort William.
From here he went to the homo of
an uncle who promised assistance
and obtained a tug with which to
make the search.

,

JOCK HUTCHISON AND
ASCEND PIKE'S PEAK.
'
Springs, Colo., Jan. 8.
JIM BARNES VICTORS TheColorado
winter-locke- d
summit of Pike's
Peak was conquered

(By The Assorintrd Press.)

Stockton,

Mrs. Won? Sun Yue, foriperly
Ella May Clemens.
In tha rear of a curio shop in San
Francisco Mrs. Wong Sun Yue now
lives alone. The Chinese husband
she wed 16 years sgo has gone to
China. Before her marriage she
was Ella May Clemens, famous as
an actress and a sister of Mrs.
Howard Gould. She spurned
a
handsome allowance from her famto
ily
marry the oriental suitor
that she might study the mysticisms of his land. v

Theaters Today

but very Important reasons for the
somewhat tangled love affairs of
their big sister.
The story deals with the adventures of Jullen Revell, who becomes nurse to a wealthy old man
and earns the bitter enmity of his
heirs when she is left his fortune
with the result that she becomes
the victim of a strange vengeance.
In the supporting cast are Cullen

Saunders,
Landis, Jackie
Lydia
Knott, Herbert Standing and Alfred Holllngsworth. Arthur J. Zell
ner adapted it from the story of
W. Carey Wonderly. R. II. KlaffkL
was
and Joseph
photographer
Calder art director.
EUGENE O'BRIEN PLAYS
It IS VERY BEST IN
"CHIVALROUS CHARLEY"

"IV Theater
"Billy Jim," a
feature of a Wyoming cattle
O'Brien
Another Selznick-Eugen- e
ranch, starring Fred Stone and combination filled the Pastime
an
cast, is being repeated theater yesterday, when the rotoday for the last time; "Betty, mantic comedy-dram"Chivalrous
the Vamp," with Muriel Ostriche Charley," opened for a three days'
DEVELOP
as the star, Is also being repeated. run, and proved that good meloLyric Theater- - Alice Lake 1b the drama is always early patronized
star in "The Infamous Miss
the
a great Metro feature, byThe public.
)
final reel of this exciting
(Bv The AnEiwiHied
Is
which
need
8.
being
New York, Jan.
Urgent
repeated today picture is alone worth tho price
for legislation to aid development - for the last time; also repeating of admission, showing the rarest
the ToonervlUe
"The kind of motorcycle riding seen
of Alaska's resources was emphacomedy,
fn.1.v lit, tho TMr'lif T?ov Ppt- - Skipper's Follies."
outside of a motordrome. Through
bishPastime
Theater
"Chivalrous
miles of beautiful country, along
er Trimble I'owe, Episcopal
to
route
with
as
en
O'Brien
water front, in and out of
Charley."
Eugene
here
of
the
Alaska,
op
Washington in tho interests of the leading star, is being repeat- towns and traffic, from New York
naed today; the management Is also to New Rochelle, Charley Reilly
fishing rights of the territory's
tives.
repeating tho "Fox News" pic- drives his "young bride chased by
the metropolitan police In automoOne ef tha best moves that th tures and the comedy.
all-st-

M

,"

today by

mo-

he
shipping hoard could make,
said, would bo to establish a govAlasto
ernment line of steamships
ka. "Such a line, offering a reasonable rate to colonists would
greatly facilitate development of
the territory," he added.
"I am not one of thoso who condemn corporations in Alaska out
of hand," he said.
"They have
done a lot of good work In develdeserve
and
the
oping
territory
credit. But Just now, one of thosp
concerns is nnt only threatening
tho future of the salmon Interests,
but is making lifo impossible for
a considerable body of
"I am referring to a company
which is taking salmon from the
Yukon and Copper rivers. It is on
the fishing In these rivers that the
natives depend for food. There is
a broad stretch of coast where
these canning corporations con get
all the fish they want; but it Is
easier to take tho salmon from the
rivers. The result is that the natives are hard pushed to secure
food and I know of many instances
where their children nre starving
and they have had to kill their
dogs because they had no food for
them."
wero
He said old prospectors
predicting a new gold rush In the
Chandler region, about 200 miles
north of Yukon, which it was believed would comparo with the old
Klondike field. Hut even should
no more gold be discovered, he
said Alaska was not to be regarded merely as a worked out mining
camp.
"Alaska Is all right with her
fish, fur and oil," he added. "The
territory presents a broad field for
development, but her difficulty Is
that she has been grossly neglected in the matter of legislation
which will promote that

NEW DELEGATION ON
HAND AT WASHINGTON
(By The Aworlutrd Press.)

Washington, Jan. 8 (by the
Press.) A delegation from
the Priamur government with, its
capital at Vladivostok has arrived
to present tho views of that government on Far Eastern problems
'
to the conference.
V. S. Kolesnikoff and Joseph K.
Okulitch, the delegates of the Siberian republic, declared today
that it had been in operation since
the beginning of the Russia revolution, when it was) formed from
several
factions.
The program of the Priamur
government before the conference,
according to Mr. Kolesnikoff, comof Japanese
prises withdrawal
military forces from the Sakalin
province and the return by the
Japanese of arms, munitions, civil
supplies and money "unlawfully
seized by the Japaneso in Siberia."

J.

W.

BRASFIELD

TO BE
OF Fl
FOI'Xl) IV "BILLY JIM;"
SEE IT AT ,"B"' THEATER

LOTS'

CITI EI.DCTItlC SHOE

117

HIIOP

(is Sonih Seroad
Froo Coil and KHIvrry.
S. First
Phone 917-- J
M17--

Calif..

biles, on horsehack nnd motorcyThe Chase is admirably
cles.
staged by a series of preceding
scenes and situations from which
the young married couple escape
with their lives, by the proverhlal
skin of their teeth. The) picture !s
replete with situation and action
never lags. Tho story Is simple
and told with directness and conviction.
Nancy Deaver as tho diminutive
vamp, who later becomes hij
bride, and George Fawcctt, the favorite Broadway character actor,
as the uncle, deserve special mention.Robert Ellis, who directed
the picture, has made an effective
piece of entertainment out of a
good story.

"Billy Jim," a Western, comedy-dramwith a lugged dramatic
punch and lclieious humor, presents Fred Stone, the noted comthat is
edian, in a character
bound to reach tho hearts of all
who seo the photoplay nt the "B"
theater, where it is being Repeated
today for the last time.
Fred Stone stands supreme as
a musical comedy star supreme
in point of popuularity the country over and naturally his appearance hero on tho screen Is an
occasion of no mean Importance,
There nro many folk who never
have had on opportunity to see MRS. GEORGE PEAB0DY,
this great nrtist on tho stage.
PHILANTHROPIST AND
Often his stage productions visit
only the big cities and those who
WRITER, PASSES AWAY
live remote from tho centers of
population can only guess con(By The Associated Tress.)
cerning the ability of this famous
Saratoga Springs, N. YM Jan. 8.
entertainer.
Mrs. Georgo Foster Peabody,
The screen, therefore, enables
thousands
upon thousands of writer and philanthropist," died toof
see
some
to
in
Stone
others
day. She was critically ill only a
his most rollicking characters and few days, although she had been
such a character is "Billy Jim." an invalid many years.
Under the name of Katrina
Stone appears as a courageous
d
and Traslc she wrote many novels,
young cowboy,
without a worry in the world, un- plays, poems and articles. She
til he falls In love with tho beau- took a keen interest' in the movetiful daughter of a wealthy West- ment for world peace.
erner. The young woman at first
frowns upon him but "Billy Jim"
is undaunted. He presses his suit
In a most Ingenious manner and
It is from tho many humorous
Airedale dog, long tall, anssituations r,ircn develop that most wers
to the name of Rock.
of the fun is derived.
to Broadway Central
and receive reward.
AIJCE IA KB PLAYS
PICTOHIAL TWINS IN
"INFAMOI S MISS KEY ELL'
a,

open-hearte-

A romantic love story with a decidedly new twist is that portrayed
in "The Infamous Miss Revell," a
Dallas M. Fitzgerald
production
for Metro, starring Alice Lake,
which Is being repeated at the
Lyric today for the last time. In
her latest picture Miss Lake appears an pictorial twins In her representation of Jullen and Paula
Revell.
Beside, giving the youthful Metro
star a role which furnishes her
nfany opportunities to display her
originality, "The Infamous Miss
Revell" brings to the screen a
quartet of children who have won
reputation for
quite a juvenile
themselves in other productions.
They are Stanley Gocthals, Franciso
Carpenter, May Garaci and
Condon, and form the small

HOMES FOR SALE BY
OWNER.
Severn! new 4 to
press
Would consider
terms.
brick,
lease by right parties,
821 YV. Silver. Phone 1910--

Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss and English
American,
makes.
Phone

J.

NEGRO KILLS HIS NIECE.
Des Moines, la., Jan. 8. Alleged
by witnesses to have been angered
by the playing of the "St. Louit
, JJlucs" on the victrola, Dan Har-- "
vey, a egro. shot and killed his
niece, Mrs. Carrie Harvey, with a
rifle during an early morning par-- f
ty at tha former's home today.

Phone 939.

II.

.

:

Malone Taxi &

Iransfer

JOHNSON COAL CO.
Coal nnl Wood.

Gallup Lump $11.00 a Ton
NORTH FIRST STREET.
Phone 388-Y-

l)00

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 431. 423 North First.

Get my prices on new, or used
band uml orchestra instruments
FRED K. ELLIS,
302-.- !
Phone

AWAY

BEING CLEARED

A
of the West loves a haughty girl of the
East. She scorns him and then .the action starts to
popping.
he-ma-

n

THRILL- Sof the poker game the fiptht at the
the lariat trick these are but three of a
hundred thrills.
,
The

hold-u- p

mine

'

HUMO- R'

The king cf comedians FRED STONE sweeps
through a barrage of laughs in every feat of daring.

FRED

Builder
of
medium
priced
houses either by contract or
per cent Estimates ..furnished.
1100 N. 12th. Phono ' 875--

Brown's Transfer
and Storage
PHONE
78
118 Wert Silver
C. A. HOIH.EK. Prop

STONE
IN

"BILLY JIM"
ADDED

ATTRACTION

imi&

CSTHiCHE
IN

"BETTY THE UAiP"
REGULAR

PRICES

Ul.sS.tJ.

fegyy..

J Jl Wl

lflll WJ.

i,...,t.,,r.,.na..,I-- -

iipi llwL,S)B)SJi;WMIw.
iiMinftiiiinnU ft
-'

MlJlgUI

Dublin, Jan. 8 (by the Associated
Military authorities here
evidently consider the vote for the
peace treaty by the dall as a final
decision on the Irish situation.
Since the city hall was commandeer
ed by the military, the building had
been surrounded by barbed wire
Today soldiers beentanglements.
gan clearing away tho wire.

my, MM
utolrmin'ial

f-

(By The Associate Press.)

Press.)

T. D.

C. IT. CONNER, M.

Stern

701-- J,

1

TO 11 P. M,

LAST TIME TODAY

O.

2033--

PHONE

293 TAXI

CONTINUOUS

Specialist.

Osteopathic
Bldg. Tel.

293

r

Fresh Lump Lime
Market.
on

the
In P.ulk Best
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Snpply & Lumber Co.
Phones 4 and 5.

1

iJ

CH
WH
'

f

O

1

v,

t

She INTAM
MISS RE

Four

rooms, large sleeping
porch, bath, hardwood floors,
refinlshed inside nnd out; will
be vacant the 11th.
Call 979-J.

ELMS HOTEL
rooms In the state-st- eam
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2. BO single anu
double $3.00.

-

WAS'

J

FOR RENT

Finest

AND WHY WAS SHE SO BRANDED?

In her new photoplay by that name

ALICE

1

gives an answer, and the most striking portrayal of
her striking career
ADDED

Phone

A

z
,

tf

not having our
retail yard In readiness, it will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lnmp Coal,
On account

Delivered $11.00 per ton.
HAGAN COAL MINES

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallup Lump

TOONERVILLE Comedy
REGULAR PRICES
iwsiisipisfsyi!jy

Two-Pa- rt

2167-- J

HAGAN COAL

Phone

ATTRACTION

"THE SKIPPER'S FOLLIES"

R.F.B
AT LAST

Warts and moles permanently
removed. Multiple needle method. Susan Chittenden, Electric
Needle Specialist. Art Aseptic
Beauty Parlor.
411 II. Central.
Phone 973-Y-

LOVE

WIRE ENTANGLEMENTS

FOR RENT

Superfluous Hair

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

New York boxing commission for
a hearing in connection with his
It
own and Wilson's suspension,
became known today. Killilea said
tonight that he expected that the
hearing would be granted and
would be held this week.
Wilson and his manager were
suspended after tho announcement
that the champion would not fulfill
hia contract to meet Harry Greb
next month In New York.- ,

Nicely furnished front room,
and excellent board, very reasonable.
Phone 122 between
8 a. m. and 5 p. m. or Inquire
at 600 West Gold.

junta

0

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
Prise, $11.25 Per Ton
v Burns
Least Expensive.
Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,

Real

Gallup

Lump

Coal

HfiMIl COAL CO.

620

PHONE 91.

324 S. Second
G. S. G. Wood & Coal Co.

Coal! Coal! Coal!
Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
911.00 Per Ton

Washing and Ironing
W A N TE D

Machlno

Phone

(Br The AmooIhIkI Press.)

Boston, Jan. 8. Martin Killllea,
manager of Johnny Wilson, middleweight champion, has asked tha

Two Year Field Grown
On Their Own Roots
Order now and be assured
of choice varieties. Am
booking orders for March
delivery.

at 722
dwelling
South Broadway. Range, shades,
etc. Price $35.00.
CITY REALTY CO..
207 YV. Gold.
Phone 807

Pried.

MANAGER OF WILSON
ASKS FOR A HEARING
.

California Hoses

Phone 371

m

Clothes Rough
able Prices.

'

TODAY AND TOMORROW

GUYS TRANSFER

FOR RENT

Five-roo-

of the Inquirer may devise without
neglecting the fundamental duty of
determining tax liability upon the
Under
basis of actual happenings.
these circumstances, the administrative necessity is obvious of giving
precedence over abstract or prospective cases to actual cases in
which the taxpayer desires to know
what are his immediate liabilities
under the law.
"It will be the policy of the bureau not to answer any inquiry except under the following circumstances:
"The transaction must be completed and not merely proposed or
planned.
"The complete facts relating to
the transaction, together with abstracts from contracts, or other
documents, necessary to present the
complete facts, must be given.
"The names of all the real parties
Interested (not 'dummies' used In
the transaction) must he stated regardless of who presents the question, whether attorney, accountant,
fax service, or other representative."

ALBTJOPEROIE

Phone

642, 401

TRANSFER

North First

St.

Reason150H.

Shelled Pinon Nuts
Fnnnle S. Spitz. ' Tel S02, 23 N.
Tenth St. Send for mall order list

1800 R. Third St. Phone 1450YV
Spilt Red Cedar for Kindling
140 lbs. delivered
$1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered
$12.00
Split YY'ood for Stove
160 lbs delivered for.... $1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered for. $10.00
Blocks, One Foot Long
175 lbs. delivered for... $1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered for.. $9.00
Blocks, 1 2 Ft. Long
180 lbs. delivered
$1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered
$8.50
We handle Red Cedar, Plnon

Juniper.

MILK!
are
We

MILK!

now prepared to deliver

Fresh Pure

iilk

To all parts of the city.

and Cream

Satisfaction guaranteed.

BEZEMEK'S
Phone 1046

CA1Y
1902 North Fourth St.

.

For Service In

A. COLVIX,

Contractor & Builder

153

BEFORE BUYING

ipi

LOST

FOGG,
-

f

BLI1

-

LEGISLATION TO

tor
for the first time, as
Jan. 8. Jock far'ascyclists
is known here, when Ralph
"Barnes
- Hutchison and Jim
had Young and William Grover made
no difficulty defeating a trio of the ascent in five hours. They folThe Jeweler
v local golfers In an 18 hole best lowed the tracks of the cog
road to
ball match here today, the score the top. The return trip was made
Expert Watch Making, En':- to 76. Incidentally, in two hours.
66
being
shot a new course record,
graving, Jewelry Repairing
t Barnes
70, and Hutchison equalled the
We deliver any size any
Opposite Postoffice.
Phono 903-122 S. Fourth
ii former one of 72, a computation
of their Individual shots showed. where. Henry Transfer Co,

'j"

WITH RESPECT TO

Pri-ss.-

The new year has already opened
up with the sale of seven lots to
prospective home builders through
Leverett Zapf & Co., general agents.
The residents of 4 he Heights nre
for the spring
already preparing
day when nil
general clean-u- p
debris will be collected from the
alleys, when properly piled, and
carted away without expense to tho
property owners.
The building Improvements for
1921 In the Heights exceeded one
quarter of the amount of building
Improvements in the city proper.
"AMERICANS WON THE
Every man on the Heights Is Invited to the Men's dinner served WAR," SAYS FRENCHMAN
Tuesday evening- at 6:30 o'clock,
at the Lead Avenue M. E. church.
(By The AssnrliHpd Press.)
Get your ticket from M. YV.
Paris, Jan. 8. America is given
Thompson at Builders' Supply Co., full credit for her part in the
before 9 a. m., Tuesday.
world war In a book devoted to the
struggle, written by Adolfo Agroio
Montevideo. One of the promiDEATHS AND. FUNERALS of
nent French commanders quoted in
,
t
the hook is General Sarrail.
CHAVES Jose 8. Chavss, 70.
"Tho Americans won the war,"
local
died yesterday morning at a
he Is quoted as declaring. "Had
two
an
illness
of
after
United Slates not intervened In
the
hospital
months. He came to Albuquerque 1917 we would have been lost."
from Belen. He was a well known
ranchman In Valencia
county.
Three sons and two daughters sur- JUSTICE TULLY SCOTT
vive. Fcderico Chaves, the oldest
IS REPORTED WEAKER
oon, was present at the time of
death.. The body was shipped to
(By The Associated Press.)
Belen last night on train No. 29
Denver, Colo.. Jan. 8. Tully
by Garcia & Sons.
Scott, chief justice of the ColoLOPES The funeral of Alberto rado supreme court, who suffered
a relapse following a stroke of
Lopes, who died last Saturday night
at his residence after a short Ill- paralysis at his home here last
at
held
this
b
will
ness,
morning
Friday, was reported considerably
R o'clock
at the family residence. weaker by attending physicians
'Burial will be in Santa Barbara tonight. He Is only partially concemetery. Crollott will be In charge. scious and his condition is grave,
it was announced.
BACA
Mrs. Franclflta Ortiz de
Baca, 73. died yesterday morning
PRISONER ESCAPES.
at her daughter's residence, 1106
Des Moines, la., Jan. 8. ClimbNorth Eleventh street. Mrs. Baca ing down an icy
fire cscapo at a
' came here from Santa Fc four years local
hospital, Jet Davis, 24, a
ago. She Is survived by two daugh- county jail prisoner awaiting trial
ters Mrs. Millie C, de Baca and on charges of highway robbery,
Mrs! H. A. CulVin of this city. The
his escape late last night, t
, niado
body was taken to Crollott's fu-was learned
Davis had
neral parlors pending funeral ar-- . been ordered totoday.
the hospital for
an-- .
be
will
which
rangements,
throat treatment by tho county
nounced.
physician.
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BISHOP FAVORS

TATEfilEFiT ISSUED BY

Following Is a statement from
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
David H. Blair, relating to the procedure with respect to Inquiries received by the bureau of Internal
revenue regarding tax liabilities:
"Requests are being received
daily for rulings and advice upon
abstract cases or prospective transactions involving questions of Income tax and profits' liability.
These requests are so numerous
and the insistence on prompt action
so great that It seems advisable at
this time definitely to outline the
bureau's policy which will govern
the consideration of these requests.
"The revenue acts of 1918 and
1921 depart widely at many points
from prior law or practice, and
have given rise to new questions
of such Importance,
complexity,
and number that the resources of
no
more
than ade
the bureau are
quate to advise taxpayers promptly
of their present liabilities arising
out of past transactions. It is im
possible to answer every question
which the invention or Ingenuity

Breeds of Chickens, Tur
keys, Ducks,. Geese and
Rabbits to Be Judged;
Many Entries Received.

show may be a well balanced one.
All entries must be in Dy 10 o ciock
Wednesday evening. Entry should
be made with C. P. Hay, show secretary, 23B North
High street.
fcnlMrn r.t tha oVl fw wtlt hfl the
exhibit.
Eggs of every variety
egg
will be shown and judged according
to size, weight, shape, cleanliness
and freshness.
Birds will be entered either singly or in pens consisting of four
females and one male. Each pen
must be either a young or old pen.
Mixed pens will not be allowed.
Classes have been arranged for
all recognized breeds of chickens,
turkeys, ducks, geeso and rabbits.

O'BRIEN

January

REGARDING TAX LBAOILITI

Indications from early entries
are that Rhode
Island reds and
white Leghorns will predominate
followed
in the show,
possibly
closely by Plymouth Rocks. Breedare
birds
ers of all varieties of

LEWIS J. SEIiZNICK PRESENTS

EUGENE

OPEN HERE

NEXT THURSDAY

nothing.

STORE.

EX-ACTRE-

BY

EXPRESS TOIAY
of
Soda Crackers for 2T)c. Tf you do not
our
a
pound
Buy
think they are good, tell us, and your cost will be

WARD'S

SHI

ORIENTAL ROMANCE
OF
IS
ENDED IN MYSTERY

9, 1922.

STAGE

SAVE MONEY. 'BY

SUGARITE FANCY
CHESTNUT COAL

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves A Ituquerque. . 7:45
Arrives in Santa Fe.. .10:45
Leaves Santa Fez
4:00
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

Phone

am
am
pm
pm

600

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Store.
210

Singer (Igor
West

Onlral

BUYING

IIlKh Heat Value
Low Price No Clinkers

sign of good

coal

,

.du

rer ion

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY.
.

J'

Phono 35.

COAL-LOER-WO-

,

OD

'. Call

COAL SUPPLY and

'
.'

...

IKS!

CO.

' 4 Phone$ 5

let

Our

Trucks Give

Yoti

V

Service
I

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS,

